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PREFACE
 

This is a special da'thropological report of the Diffu

31ion of Innovations project which was undertaken in colla

boration with Michigan State University. The senior aithnr 

1,ias a senior research fellow of the National Institute of 

Community Development while this project was undertaken. T le 

junior author was on deputation from the Anthropological 

Mtrvey of India. Other special reports focus on adoption 

of health practices, adoption of family planning, adoption 

of high yielding varieties, and on an analysis of opinion
 

leade;rship in relation to the adoption of new practices.
 

ajor reports of the project have been Agr.culture1, 

Inactions in Indian Vilpaggo, (NIOD, March, l68), an 

analy7is of 108 villagesi A1ricultural Innovation Aimon' 

Ind .Farmers (NICD, May, 1968), an analysis of 680 Irdlian 

farmers; and Communiction in India : Experinents in Introlj

cing Change (NICD, May, 1968), a study of communication 

treatments in six villages. 

Directors of the Diffusion of Innovations project were 

F.C. Fliogel, Prodipto Roy, J.E. Kivlin, L.K. Sen and J.P. 

Bebermeyer. Deputy Directors were A.K. Danda, S.K. Reddy 

and &.S. Thorat. Field investigations for this report were
 

condcted by A.K. Danda and D.G. Danda. 
F.K. Chatterjee 

assisted with tabulation and analysis of data. The manu

script was typed by D.S.R. Anjaneyulu and G. Narayana Murty. 

George Jacob
 
Dean
Hyde rbad National Institute of 

Dated 22nd May 1968 Community Development 
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lIlT; ODUCT loiC 

There is no society ij th x-,rl4 " ic 
_I .,;.t is f'l tatic. 

1 .0!roce.-s of change is i'vit.. ' 
c.,al.ge, cvcr, Ioc" not ",i,,ays cn tribitto t-, t',:t 

of a society. This js al" the i3'3 20 ,h,,l the c:.Lqj, is
 

not properly planned. 1
 

In the technol,-,<icaly' Ovcl§:Jcd co~i, pri, 'o.
 
,znce 
 of planning is ol rucniied. 'ero t2 )is3- co::. -,1., 
.i<fforts in these coan'rics t-) contrW! thc forc(s of u: .L
 

or po)iltancous chiaunge and to ,,clV)t 
 to ';I.n - 1gE . In
 

oU'e "cr.ndcrdeveloed *.-rt of t~ie : , t; '"S: t'e ,-
 c'
 
f or p.-ne do].o V:nt dily ArrcH
.as nid
 

recently there have lcen ii-i >".'o. ~l oav.xz . t>.,rd L,', .[
 

change on a large 
 scale In idia, firr;t -Hc, or'ytr
 

uou.-ard a nationw.ide lanmed iec].,. :ent ,.;:_s 32:-c.y
 

• fter ince!cii:dence . 

This re'oort Tprcsents a !of t.e r.cc:; 2 of, Im. .o:1 

ch, nge in t village of Jo,:t T.g .. India. 

There is a long tradition -f viillage 7t-dieos in In iia. 

.aL -ough systemratic commnmity stl jl jsid not -mop'°r 'intil 

after 'Jorld War II, village srt'; o2 ri0 i aV 

been i)-irs-,ed ever since the nineteonth century. They ,roc 

cond'icLed uainly by missionaries and. :ritish adninistrators. 

i:,ajori.ty of studies -nenera edthese were dcscri.ptions 

of rural life. Souic erli';hus*s ed specific instituitions, often 

http:i:,ajori.ty
http:c.,al.ge
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political or social, according to the interests 
of their
 

authors. 5 The influence of nineteenth century evolutionary 

theory was reflected in a umiber of these works. In the 

early twentieth century the studies tended to be 
 more
 

empirically oriented. 
Economic problems of rural India
 

preoccupied many of these writers.7
 

As stated earlier, in India, as 
in other parts of the
 

world, the major developments of commnunity studies took place 

after the second world war. Social scierces were taught in 

some Indian Tlniversities though as early as 1920 there was 

very little emphasis on the study of complex societies. To
 

be more specific, Indian sociologists i-rere in general not
 

interested in emperical 
studies and Indian anthropologists 

were too much preoccupied with the vast aboriginal poplation 

of India8 and did not regard the study of pe.asant societies 

as their proper donain. Thus the initial impulse for coramu

nity studies in India came fromi the outside. 

During and after World WarrII the 'Tnited States Govern

ment became increasingly interested in area research and 

India began to draw attention of many American scholars. 

After the independence of India a nunnber of foreign scholars 

and organisations-- both governmental and private -- became 

involved in India's rural development programmes. There was 

a coordinated effort on the part of the Government of India 

and foreign scholars, particularly those from the United
 



States and the United Kingdom to study Indian village comrmu

nities. These studies were intended to provide a solid basis 

for the government's programmes of directed change. It was 

the convergence of this practical interest of the Indian 

government and the more academic interest of the foreign 

scholars which was 
largely responsible for the anthropologi

cal study of complex- society in India. 

The community studies in beenIndia which have launched 

since World War II are of two different kinds. These were, 

on the one hand, intensive studies of specific instittions 

or problems of rural India. Many of these studies focused 

on change. 9 The other type of study was that of representa
tive village cormiunities. This was more in the nature of a
 

survey and no special attention was paid to any particular 

aspect of village life.1 0 

The present study differs in seteral respects from
 

other community studies in India. 
 First, while a considerable 

amount of descriptive ethnographical material is incl-ided, 

its primary focus is not on tradition but upon change. 

Secondly, the changes investigated are those resulting not 

from spontaneous cultural drift but from intensive and planned 

efforts of directed change. 

0biectivcs of the stdy 

There is a general agreement that the stepping up of
 

agricultural production is one of the most difficult 
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challenges that India is facing today. This has been aptly
 

realised by planners and the major emphasis of the community 

development programme in India has been on i l 

development. Though it was visualised that modernisation
 

of agricultural techniques would bring about a revolution, 

the experiences of the extension workers in India were not 

always rewarding. Mhny programmes introduced by extension 

workers have been rejected outright by the farmers.
 

The present report endeavours to describe in general 

terms the various reactions of farmers in one village toward 

specific agricultural programmes. In this report, we have 

tried to find out to what extent and under what conditions 

the farmers in a community ,'accept or reject an improved 

agricultural practice. The special emphasis of this report 

is to find out the causes of rejection. Once the reasons 

for non-adoption of reco-riended pra3tices are established 

they could perhaps be remedied. There have been some 

attempts in this report to isolate the characteristics of 

adopters and innovations that influence adoption. If the 

characteristics of the adopters can be well established, 

the extension workers can be advised to contact those 

farmers who are potential adopters as it is not physically 

possible for them to contact each and every farner. From 

the examination of characteristics of innovations we can 

sort out various factors that inhibit acceptance of a reco

mmended practice. This knowledge can be utilised by the 
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extension agents before introducing any new practice. 

We also tried to examine some aspects of the communica

tion process of conveying modern ideas and practices to the 

villagers to see whether there is any predictable way in 

which the transferral proccs- colild be i-ade more efficient. 

More specifically, the objectives of this study werc: 

1. To describe by selected case stidies within one 

village process of diffusion of at few agric-!lt'iral practi

ces and explain why certain practices are readily accepted 

whereas othersare met with resistance. 

2. To describe the characteristics of adopters and 

innovations and to examine how they can influence adoption
 

of a recoiimended practice. 

3. To examine to what extent the way in which change 

programimes are administered and executed might affect 

eventual success.
 

4. Toenerally describe what elements of comunity 

structure, clique membership, or factionalism facilitate 

or inhibit the diffusion of an improved practice. 

5. To analyse the clique structure and communication 

channels of the village. 

Some of these objectives were also part of Phase I 

and Phase II of the Diffusion of Innovations project. 1 1 

The specific purpose of this sub-project was to complement 
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and supplement the sociological data with anthropological 

case descriptions in depth. In short, the present study 
aims at providing an understanding of the dynamics of the 
spread of improved practices and of specific reasons for
 

their success or failure.
 

We have described the village and the villagers some

what extensively. Particularly, our close observation of
 

the way of life of the villagers for more than eight months 

led us to believe that it was important to obtain informi

tion on community structure. 1 2 The cormiunity structure was 
found to be one of the most important factors in shaping 
the individual and making thehim kind of cultivator he is. 

It was also found to affect the degree of penetration of
 

information at different levels. 1 3 Cormu-iity structure 

will be discussed at some length in appropriate section4of 

this report. 

Je did not include a separate discuission of religion
 

in the text of this report. This is 
not to deny the importance
 

of religion in the adoption behaviour of individuals. On 
the contrary, we found religion to be an irmensely imprtant 

factor and most of the economic activities of the villagers
 

were closely associated with it. 14  The limited scope of the 
present report does not permit a complete discussion on 
religious life of the villagers. This will be done in a 

separate publication. 
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Although certain recommendations for programme deve

lopment have been incorporated in this report, the emphasis of
 

our study was not on 
the formulation of programmes. In
 

this report our chief aim was to locate the areas of village 

development that need careful observation and cautious
 

handling.
 

Approach to the study 

The village under study is one of the thirtysix 

villages of West Bengal that were covered by Phase I field 

work of the Diffusion of Innrrations project. .e were 

aware that no single village could possibly give us a sample 

of the total range of diversity found in 'Jest Bengal, muich 

less that of India as a whole. "On the other hand, almost 

any village would serve our purpose as long as we knew uhat 

the village was typical of and what it was not typical of."15 

However, in the selection of the village its size, caste 

composition, communication system, innovativeness and the 

degree of representativeness of the village were taken into 

consideration.
 

For operational advantage we decided to select a
 

village with 250 to 300 households. Also, in order to
 

get a wide spectrum of adoption behaviour of different 

social groups we decided to select a heterogeneous village 

having representatives from fifteen to twenty castes. 



--- -- -- -- -- -- ------
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A on fthei "thirtysix Phase I '1lages "of Yost 
'bengal there were representatives of Muslim and tribal' , 

communities. So, Xo1'the purpose-,94.- cor rab'?t-y j 

.
to sel6'1:alage that has s-me I' .... .rA tr... . pnOlila-" 

tion. Some :)f the Phase .1 vi] - , re vr - ...ll. deeloped 

and som were so InaccessiJiq that they were as much as 

fifteen miles away from an all weather road. So, we decided 

to select a village that was neither on a metalled road nor
 

too far from such a road.
 

In short, we wanted to select a village that Vould be
 

within the limits of our resources for the purpose of the
 

study and athe same time quite representative. Basudha16
 

was selected for study because it was not verf far from a
 

city and yet it was not near enough to a city,,to b, 

a suburban extension. It wras neither t-, _I .og too 

small in respect of its area and population as compre,? !e 

the villages in this part of the country and 1i f.,irly 

representative in its ethnic composition and caste-consti

tution. The following table will show the representativo

ness of Basudha on a few selected charactoristic7, in compari

son with thirtysix West Bengal, Phav I*3.ilages, 

Table L. Basudha Compared with T7 I .t; ix West Bengal Villages. 

Thirtysix villages Basu4l
 

Per cent literate 24.6 
 34.16
 

Per cent tribal population 7.6 
 13.74
 

Per cent Muslim population 33.58 13.07
 



For collection of data all heads of the households 

were interviewed. °In some cases we had additional inter
views with persons who adopted soro noij practices or who
 

tried some new practices and then abadoned them. Special
 

interviews were also had with 
opinion loaders, innovators, 

and other categories of adopters.
 

The field investigation was carried out by a two

member field team consizting of a uarried couple, both of
 

whom are anthropologists by training. 
 That the field tea

was composed of a married couple helped 
 to establish rapor t 

with the villagers of Basuidha. 

Research procedu~re 

Anthropological field techniques utilised forwere 

collection of data with special emphasis on participan-t

observation i.ethod. For facilitating comparability with 

our larger studies, survey techniques were also utilised 

to a limited extent. 

We lived in the village from J'no, 1967 to February, 

3.968. At first, the villagers were extremely suspicious 

about our stay there and the response of the village people 
was rather cold. They wore overly alert to our presence and 

there were cons-.iuus efforts to hide things frou us. 

Mien ie met an important formal leader of Bas'7.dha and 

explained to him oqr purpose of stay in the village, the
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first thing he asked, "Is all this information that you want 

to collect confidential?" During our first week of stay in 

the village we were al.ays asked, "What information do you 

want about the village? What will you do with it?" Though
 

we tried to explain our purpose of stay in the village as
 

best as we could, the villagers scarcely believed us. 

After our reply they would invariably say, "Only you know
 

what you want to do." For sometime we got very little co

operation from them. Though we were extrenely cautious in 
our dealings with the villagers there wore occasions when 

we had to face ,mfriendly situation. 

On one occasion we were stopped by- an old woman of the 

village for interrogation. In spite of our best efforts to 

answer her~questions satisfactorily, w.,,efo'md her careless 

in listening to our answers. IShe was primarily interested 

in humiliating us by irrelevant questions. It was not
 

until we established personal relationship with the villa

gers that we got their acceptance and trust. For this, we
 

had to identify ourselves with the villagers, m.nove along
 

with them in fields and markets, share their interest and
 

concern, and live like them as much as 
possible.
 

To most of the villagers the purpose of our enquiry 

remained rather vague. To the villagers of India, in general, 

the idea of social research is still unfamiliar. They are 

familiar with the activities of the government officials 
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who move around the village ith "specific purposes, and the 

v,Jllagerq c , se.e ediat el ,the- trult.thirus ually i hof 
visitor, nqu,. 4 .When -ie went,ta -liive ,Ah "Basdh the . 

v il.Jagers :,.at. fA.ro t,.ic ate goris edbo ums'gwith 2 othe a g.eZnnet 

(, clls ad :did.trusted .us as .thay. dn -these ifoicluif.Yl g 

Bu. when. 4-h.ound ithat iour mode of enquii' wasVefryA.iffe

ren'f~9r oter gpyernmnt1 officias.~~Qt sae. 

There were occasions when the villagers .;trid.td give us 

fictitious information.,"1
 

We; bring" forth .all. bhe' a is'js o,ii,4 6rl a e e 

vllagers-that unless'an -invcstitator- ots 4cepd' by ,, d, 

1there is .every possibil lty bt getting ,iislr b- the ahswerg 

of-fthfe,'.-vllagers .
thogl.]1 h 

Although this work is based on ,,rin, part on stat,jsi

cal enquiry, sufficient.checks ,were used during the. iyesti

gation so that we are satisfied with, accuracyf o+r restlts 

While in the field we took particular care against"inter

viewer's bias". Throughout the day we each gathered data 

in the village separately and then in the evening we discuts

sedx -erne. W:eneer: ie' dffce ed on a particiilar 

obse Jratvidn 1; ehcck~d ±tagain n again -ditii te came to an 

aj'eement. Thu e havb cnfideioe ill the reab i ilty of 

oi informa&tion. r +'e' ch~cked :pos ibl& biaY 6f the"res penidents 

.byJ ++btining'the< shine jinf6imation .. ro.. iff.nt.... ind.lida . 

-or s irce :'on differentb c.as iS 	 rd +contnued this pr cs 
- ' 'unl -r atsT- h .	 n- at A 
Va !i oMrnT i~on 

http:differentbc.as
http:ifoicluif.Yl
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FOOTNOTES
 

1. 	Sharp describes how indisctiminate introduction of steel
 

axe 	 by the white missionaries broight confusion and 

eventual disruption of social and cixltural life of the
 

Yir 	Yoront, an aboriginal tJribe of Australia. See Sharp, 

Lauriston, "Steel Axes for ;tone Age Australians," in
 

Human Problems in Technologial Charge. by Edward H.
 

Spicer (ed.). New York: Ruissell Sage Foundation.
 

1952: 69-90.
 

2. 	 There were some limited attempts to plan for change 

darlng early periods in India. Some evidences of plann

ing can be traced from the archaeological sites of 

Mohenjo-Daro and Harappa in what is now West Paktstan.
 

There are also sporadic evidences of manipllated social
 

change in later periods in India. See ILandelbatun,
 

David G., "Planning and Social Cnaige in India," 11,rnan 

OrajZation. Vol.12, No.3, 1953: 4-12. 

3. Details of the national programme for planned development
 

have been discussed in chapter V of this report.
 

4. 	 The present study is part of a three-nation project, 

"The Diffuision of Innovations in Rural Societies," that 

comprises of studies in Brazil, India, and Nigeria. The 

project is being carried out under contract between the 

United States Agency for International Development and 

Michigan State University. Everett M. Rirs is b 

Project Director. The Indian portion of tha V" was
 



done in collaboration with the National Institute of 

Commuity Development, Iy/derabad, India. 'Je wish to 

acknowledge the critical comments of J.E. Kivlin in the 

writing of this report. 

5. 	 See Maine, Sir Henry Sumner, Village-CMm',njtier in thQ 

East and JL.estl London: John Murray, 1371. Day, I,-verend
 

Lal Behari, Bengal Peasant Life$ Calc'itta: Orient Lon, ans,
 

1872. Grierson, Sir George Abraham, Bihar Peasant Life,
 

Calcutta: Bengal Secretarial Press, 1305. ;i.Lden -


Powell, D.H., The Indian Village Ccn rrinitv, London:
 

Longmans, Green, and Co., IS96. 

6. 	 See Maine, Sir Ifenr- Gutnner, o22. gIt. Also -cc Daren -

Powell,I. B.H.,Bit. 

7. 	 See Darling, ialcolr , oThPujab Peasant in Promneritv 

and Debt, Bo::ibay: .:ford rniversity Press, 1025. 

3. 	 According to the 1961 census, the aboriginal population 

of India ".s 29,93,470. 

9. Some of the imiortant st ,dies of this nature are: 

Bailey, F.G., Caste and the Economic Fronti±er: ;' Villau -

in Highland Oin sa, 7ianchester: 4"anchestcr 'nivcrsity 

Press, 1957. Tribe , C;.t, at Iaon: , Stuidy of Political 

Change i. H"ighland Orirz, lanchester: :::nchostor [niver
sity Presc-, 1960. Politic nd Socil C)! e', or'-oley 

and Los Angeles: University of California Pre-)s, 1963.
 

Derreman, Gerald D., Hindu, of tH1VTj-.tl:rariv, -3rkeley:
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University of California Press, 1963. Dube, S.C.,
 

India's Chanrzing Villages, Ithaca, N.Y: Cornell University
 

Press, 1958. For a detailed list of stuldies which focused 

on change, see Danda, Ajit Kumar, "Planned Developnent 

and 	 keadership in an Indian Village," Unpublished Ii.D. 

dissertation, Department of Anthropology, Cornell. 'fni

versity, 1966: XIV. 

10. 	 The village studies undertaken by the Social t'idios 

S'ection of the census organisation of India as -part of 

the 1961 census are of this nature. lore than ei-ht 

hundred villages were studied. ,*lthough most of t-ese 

studies are not very profounJ, the represontativeness of 

the sample and the standardised approach that was utili

sed have produced kinds of data that may serve as the 

basis for a typological classific'tion of vilages in 

different parts of India. This representativencss and 

standardised approach may also provide a aseful antidote 

to the mbalanced distribution of co- frmity Stizdics in 

India, the locale of which has been determined prinarily 

by the interests of individial scholars or the chance 

opportunities that fell their iay. 

11. 	 See Fliegel, Frederick C., Prodipto Roy, Lalit K. Sen, 

and Joseph E. Kivlin, Agricultural Innovations in- Ind-:ian 

Villages, Iyderabad: National Institute of Conr2-nity 

Development, 1968. Also see Roy, Prodipto, Frcdcrick 

C. Fliegel, Joseph E. Kivlin and Lalit K. Son, PatLe 
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of Agricultural Diffusion in 1hural Ind-ial Hyderalad: 

National Institute of Cor.,unmity Developent, 1986. 

12. 	 Dasgupta, quoting the renown.ed poet and pioneer in rutral 

reconstruction Tagore, cor.iented that in his task of 

rural reconstruction Tagore also "... soitght to achieve 

this end by establishing a close acquaintance with the 

problems of the village at a human level .... Its 

problems," Tagore maintained, "had zccordingly to be 

analysed not in terms of statistics only, but by es tab

lishing a creative and insightful acq-uaintance with 

the village social structure." See Das-u pta, S3'tgata, 

"Social hange in a Village in West Bengal," in 

Problems of' Rural Chage, by 11I.S. Gore (ed.). Delhi: 

Delhi School of Social Work, 1963: 147. 

13. 	 See Fliegel, et a_, 2L. cir., Ch.6, for an analysis of 

structure in 108 villages. 

14. 	 For details of economic activities round the year 

see Appendix A. 

15. 	 Leowis, Oscar, Village Life in i1orthern India, New or!-: 

•lfred A. Knopf, I c. and Y'andon House, Inc., 19Gb: 

X. 	 Lewis maintains that "... comriimities give us some 

cell-like minimal duplication of the basic c.ultural 

and struetural whole, especially in a peasant comtry like 

India" (Ibid.). Arensberg and Kimball maintain that 

"Coimunity study is that method in which a problem 

http:renown.ed
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(or problems) in the nature, interconnections, or dyna

mics of behaviour and attitludes is explbred against or 

within the surround ofother behaviour and attitudes of
 

the individuals making up the life of a particular
 

community. It is a naturalistic, comparative method.
 

It is aimed atestudying behaviour and attitudes as
 

objects in yX through observation rather than in
 

Itr through isolation and abstraction or in a model 

through experiment." See Arensburg, Conard M. and 

Solon T. Kimball, Culture and Coinmity, New York: 

Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 1965: 29. 

16. The name Basudha is fictitious.
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PART O E: CA r!7TIM. IC ,TTrnTG 

C 11A P T E 1 I 

BACKGROUITD OF TIF2 VIILG, 

Basudha is a relatively large village with a population 

of 1 595. 1The village is situated ti Durdwan, a district
 

in the state of 
 dest Bengal, India. The district lies in the 

south-eastern portion of the vast Gangetic rjai that covers 

most of the areas of West Bengal and Eihar. Thea
 

latitude and longitude of the village arc 230 50' 'forth and
 

870 65' East respectively. 

arly history of the..Vi.lag~e 

13awidha is inhabite-1 by 7J.tefn Ilindi castes, and also 

by .iSli nis , and Saritalj , a tribal co: imnity. The availiule 

historical record of the village is barely s'fficient to 

give adetailed acco'nt of its oriin and growth. As far as 

it couild be traced, origfinally tho )",;!in of a ncarb-y vi1l:age 

2were the ayeno.adaar of Dasudha and the prescnt qadgome 3 

4 weeter 54zaiaar wore their At that tinc there were only 
three Sadopoe farillicsI one Th.mo;'v.ra family, one -agdi 

farily, one Lostoi family, and one >",li. family .n the 
village. About 350 years ago the -isli! ayemaadaar,becaise 

of an internecine quarrel, st Lrted selling orolcrty which was 

bought mostly by their Sadgooe ;,iosta. Thus witin a short 

period the former (_omostaj became the za- la-,1r of the 6 

http:Th.mo;'v.ra
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and migrated to Basudha from their original village of
 

Mangalkote Police Station of the same distr'ict. This happe

ned about 300 years ago. 

When the Sadgope zamidaar migrated to Basudha they 

brought their domestic deity, Dhararaj, along with them and 

established him here. The zamidaar set aside about five 

acres of cultivable land for the maintenance of Dhaniaraj 

temple and daily worship there. The Dharnraraj is still the 

most important deity of the village. 

When the first 7 d family migrated to Baslidha 

there was no Brahman in thc village. As the pre oncc of a 

Brahman was indispensablc to act as a priest ifor the 

daily worship of Dharmaraj, a Drahman falily wvas bro'ght to 

iasudha from a nearby village under the patronage of the 

z"midaar. This was about 200 years ago. Then followed the 

migration of service castes 7 such as Napit (barber), Kalu 

(oil presser), Karmakar (blacksmith) and Aoyra (confectioner) 

to Basudha from the nearby villages. Castes like Dome and 

Bauri who now work as agricultural labourers at Dasudha were 

also later imriigrants. They cane both fron within the 

district and from one of the neigiibouring districts of Burdwan. 

The Mogheya Dpmes, Santals, and Ranakarriakars were the last 

three groups to arrive. Alimiost all of thm came from outside 

the state of I-est Bengal. While the former two groups now 

work as agricuiltural lahourers the I7anakarmakars still follow 
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.,1eir ca:.'te ;,occupation, which is smithery of iron. 

The climate of the area is monsoonal. Usually the 

monqoun arrives in this region at the middle of JTune and 

continues till the end of September. During this period 

the humidity and temperature are quite high and the area 

ex:periences intermittent rainfall. Wen the monsoon re

treats the temperature also falls and the clinate becomes 

very pleasant. The nights from the middle of October to 

February are quite cool. Thiring this period the village 

roads become very dusty. Once in a while in the winter it 

rains and then the dust settles down for a day or two.
 

Trajs oorttnd comminication fac ilities 

_'roimi the district headquarters of Burdw-an the village 

is ab,,ut 17 miles toward north. The com:nitmication system 

is .Joderately developed in this area. Burdl.n -- Suri road 

that, : runs from south to north passes along one mile east of 

the village. An all weather gravelled road0 connects the 

village with Burdwan -- ,-Ari road w-hcre buses for Birdwan and 

G,iskara 9 are available about every half an hour. A broad

gauge track of the Eastern 11ailway, the Sahibgunj Loop, 

passes through Basudha, and there is a s:iall railway station 

just at the outskirts of the village. It is a crossing 

station built only in order to facilitate movements of through 

trains, so no commercial booking facilites are available here. 
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Though the nearest railway statioi frohn Basudha, where 

commercia. booking is available, is only about 3.5 miles 

south, the villagers seJom use that station as there is no 

direct road to get there. They use either Guskara or Burdwan 

Railway Station where they can go easily by bus. 

In addition to these means of transporation there is
 

a network of bullock cart paths that links JBas idha with the 

neighbouring villages. For inter-village co,'munication the 

villagers mostly depend on bullock carts. These are also 

used for carrying goods and agricultural commodities from one 

place to another. Bicycles are also largely used as a means 

of transport by the villagers. 

The post office under wthose jurisdiction I<asudha is 

situated is about a mile and a hlf away fro.m the viJlage, 

But the villagers very seldom visit this post office. They 

prefer to4go to the post office that is situated just beside 

Othe nearest miarl:eting centrel of the village. The villagers 

do not take any extra trips to visit the post office. They 

usually come to the marketing centre for daily shopping and 

when required they visit the post office. For sending a 

telegram the villagers have to go up to Guskara where the 

nearest telegraph office is sitilated. 

Basudha may be called a nucleated l l village. Most of 

the houses are huddled together around thrbe sides of a large 
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pond, locally called g i±i. Trees, orchards, and ditches 

separate the inhabited area from the agricultural fields. 

There are three aa.a!2 (section) in the village named 

according to their location around the pond. 
The northern
 

section is inhabited mainly by the members of Sadgope caste. 

This is also the seat of the most powerful ij of the 

village. 1 3 The eastern section is inhabited by the members 

of Bostom, Brahman, Bagdi, Dome, Napit, and Sadgope castes. 

The other Z 
 family lives here. The western section
 

is mainly occupied by the Bagdi and Muslim. In addition
 

the Gandha Bantk, Namosudra and some Sadgope families also 

live here.
 

Both old and new types of houses are seen in Basudha.
 

Most of the old houses are mud-built. At present, those 

who can afford it construct brick houses. 

Differences are observed in residential styles of the
 

villagers of Basudha. These are mostly based on the econo

mic, educational, and political status of the house 
owner. 

However, as the differences across the caste are more dis

tinct than the differences within the caste each n 

has its characteristic appearance. 

Table 2 gives the distribution of population of Basudha,
 

14
according to caste and sex. The Sadgope are the dominant 

caste of the village. 15 According to Bailey's terminology16 

they form the modern as well as thetraditional dominant 

http:village.15
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caste of Basudha. Sadgope, Bauri, Muslim, Bagdi, and Santal 

form the major caste or religious groups of the village. 

Each of the other castes are represented by only a few m:oribcrs, 

Table 2. Population Distribution of Basudha according to 
Caste and Sex%7 

Cast Male Female Total 

,.I. Bagdi 94 Jr

2. Baut' 11% 143 261 

3. Boston 9 13 22 

4. Brahman 3 11 14 

5. Doie 16 27 43 
6. Gandha Danik 4 3 7 

7. Kalu 2 2 4 

8. Karmakar 7 7 14 
9. Kayastha 4 4 8 

10. IHogheya Dome 20 20 40 

11. 7 'oyra 2 3 5 

12. IIus lim 98 103 201 

13. Namos'udra 17 1 35 

14. Napit 4 5 9 
15. Ranakarmakar 3 3 6 

16. Saagope 256 280 545 

17. Santal 05 8S 171 

18. Sunri 13 15 2, 
------ ------ ------

Total: 749 346 1595 
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The table reveals that in Dasudha females have a 

preponderance over the males which is in co-itrast with the 

all Zidia sex-ratio. 1 3  '.BAat is :.ore striing here i2 that 

except the Gandha Banik caste, that is represented by only 

one family, all other castes the numberin the of fexmales 

is either equial to or more than the n-Ltber of males. One 

possible explanation of this Meven sex-ratio co-lld be the 

existence of a large number of wiovs at Bas'idha, partic'i

larly among the upper lHindu castes.19 But the larger 

number of females among the ksli and Santals who have 

practically no widows among them :;,a~:e this argment vul

nerable to criticism, The second 2 ssible explanation 

could be the higher survival valuc of female children. D)It 

our data on infant mortality reveal that the n'u1ber of 

female children died is proportionately larger than the 

number of deceased male children. As for exaiv'-l, 

the bauri of Basudha altogether 43 children lied T iring 

the last twenty years. Oit of them there uere only 15 

male children; the remaining 33 woere fe: :ale children. 

Though there are some women among the loircr castes who have 

been deserted by their husbands, this phcno::enon .cs riot 

explain why there should be more women among the umoer 

castes as well. However, as we cannot put fo:rward any 

suitable explanation for the disaLtrity in sex-ratio in B3asdha 

it can be considered as a queer statistical assortment. 

http:castes.19
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Tablo-3. ,ge Group Distrib'ition. 

0 - 5 6 - 16 17Caste-e 	 -- -- - 55 56 3,d over Total
 

II F 1.i F i F I F I F
 

Lagdi 	 17 19 26 26 41 44 4 5 88 94 

Dauri 24 33 33 43 52 61 
 9 6 119 143
 

Bos t oM. 3 2 3 6 3 4 0 1 9 13 

3rahia.n 
 0 2 1 4 2 4 0 1 3 11 

Dome 11 11 0 3 16 274 9 1 4 


Gandha Banlk 	 0 0 2 2 1 1 1 0 4 3 

Kalu 	 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 

Karmakar 1 2 2 1 3 3 1 1 7 7 

Kayastha 1 1 2 1 1 2 0 0 4 4 

':ogheya Doie 2 "2 7 7 10 11 1 	 200 20 

Noyra 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 2 3 

Muslim 21 29 27 23 45 39 5 7 98 103 

Contd....
 



--------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Tahe Q contd. 

c -------------------------------------------------------------------------.
0 - 5 6 - 16 17 - 55 56 and over Total 

Caste 
F MI F Il F F i. F 

Namosudra 4 5 5 4 7 7 1 2 17 18 

Napit 0 1 1 2 3 1 0 4 5 

Ranakarmakar 0 1 1 0 2 2 0 0 3 3 

Sadgope 46 58 90 108 105 102 15 21 256 289 

Santal 23 21 19 23 41 40 2 2 85 86 

Sunri 1 2 5 5 7 7 0 1 13 15 

Total: 148 188 226 263 334 344 41 51 749 846
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Table 3 describes age group distribution of the popui

lation of Basudha according toicaste and sex. The age group 

categories of this table do not follow the age group cate

gories of the Census of India. The argumient in support of 

the age group categories of this report is that fron close 

observation it was foimd that six to sixteen is the school 

going ago for the children of this village and seventeen to 

fiftyfive is the age group of the working poplation. 3o, 

in order to facilitate our discussion on literacy and work

ing - nonworking group, we made those operational age grolip 

categories. The table reveals that twecnty-one pcr cent of 

the total population of Bastdha belongs to pre--chool age, 

30.65 per cent belongs to school going age and the pro.por

tion of working population is 42.56 per cent of the total. 

Literacy
 

Table 4 depicts literacy in the village. Of the total
 

population of Basudha 34.16 per cent are literate.2@ If we 

exclude children of pre-school age from the total, the propor

tio of literates of the village comes to 43.23 per cent.
 

Though most of the literates are either school going or Vave 

completed primary ed-ication only, the percentage is consi

derably above district, stage, and iuniOn averages (for co-pari

son vide table 5). There is no marked difference in, the 

percentages w"th primary level education between the seo:. 

But at the secondary level, out of a total of 169 only 

23.55 per cent are female. The percentage goes down frther 
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when we take post-matric and the* graduate level of education
 

into consideration.
 

There is a primary school within the village. Both 

boys and girls of Basudha can attend it without much diffi

culty. Therefore there is no marked difference in the pro

portion of school going children of the two sexes at the 

primary level. The poor representation of females at the 

secondary level of education could be attributed to several
 

causes. As the overall standard of literacy in the village
 

is not very high, the girls who have primary edication are 

considered as sufficiently literate and the villagers put 

less emphasis on their higher ed-ication. Apart from this, 

quite a few villagers think of expenses on girls ' higher 

education as a waste because they will move to their 

husbands' place when they get married and will never uti

lise their knowledge.21 Another reason that pre-ents 

girls from going for higher education is that girls, even 

when they are yeng, share'some of the burden of doestic
 

responsibilities of their mothers. Whb en they complete 

their primary education, the mothers often engage them with 

full time domestic duties. This is, on the one hand, to 

reduce tbe burden of their mothers, and, on the other hand, 

to educate the girls in sharing domestic responsibilities. 

Early martiage is the local custom and mothers feel obliga

ted to train their girls in domestic duties before they 

get i:married. 

http:knowledge.21


------------------------- -------- 

----- --------------------------------------------------------------------------

Tablc 4. Literacy and 2d-icatioi- in F 3-,dha. 
CO
 

Illiterate Prin:ary Secondary iTndergraduate Graduate Total 

I toIV V toXI 
It-1 Vt ----------------- -------M F I F M F I.1 F 1. F 1-1 F 

Bagdi 83 04 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 80 D 

BaiLri 109 142 7 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 118 143 

Bostom 3 5 3 8 3 0 0 0 0 0 9 13 

Lrah.r: -an 0 5 1 3 1 3 1 C% 0 C 3 11 

Dome 15 26 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 16 27 

GandhaiBank 0 1 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 

iKalu 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 C. 2 2 

iEarniakar 1 t4 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 

Ka--as tha 1 2 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 1-4 

ogheyaDoue 19 20 1 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 20 20 

!toyra 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 

iusli 50 82 3E, 19 17 2 0 0 C 0 98 1C3 

Namos udra 6 14 6 3 4 1 1 G 0 0 17 18 

Contd....
 



----------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

----- --------------------------------------------------------------------------

Illiterate 	 Prizary Secondary Undergradtate Graduate Total
 

I to IV V to XI
 

1. F I F I F M F I F U F
 

Napit 1 4 2 1 1 c 0 0 0 0 4 5
 

Ranakarmakar 2 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3
 

Sadgope 50 131 101 125 *88 32 14 1 3 0 256 289 

Santal 76 86 7 0 .;2 .0 a 0 0 0 85 86 

Sunr 1 9 7 5 5 1 0 0 0 0 13 15 

: 1------------------------------------------------------------------
Total: 418 632 182 173 12 S 40 17 1 3 0 749 846 
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Table 5. 	 Comparison of Literacy in asudha with the 
Union, State, and District. 

Percentage of Percentage of 
Total percentage literate among literate
 
of literate male 	 among female 

India 	 24.0 34.0 19.0 

West Bengal 29.3 	 40.0 17.0 

Burdwan 29.6 	 39.0 18.0 

Basudha 34.16 	 44.19 25.29 

It may be worthwhile to mention here that anong the 

Bagdi, Mogheya Dome and flanakarmakrar none of the women are 

literate. However, when we consider the different caste 

groups and take both males and females into consideration, 

we find that the Bagdi, Bauri, Dome, Mogheya Dome, Rana

karmakar, and Santal, who occupy low position in the caste 

hierarchy, have proportionately smaller number of literates.
 

Those who occupy higher position in the caste hierarchy,
 

viz. Bra/hman, Kayastha, Sadgope, etc. have proportionately
 

larger nmber of literates.
 

Schools 

The free primary school of Basudha is one of the
 

oldest educational institutions of this locality. Accord

ing to a teacher of the school it was established around
 

1880 under the patronage of the za Ja of the village. 

At present the school is run by the District School Dnard, 

Burdwan, and it has recently been upgraded up to the fifth 



standard or year of schooling. There is no high school 

within the village, but there are two of them within one 

mile of the village and both of them are attended by al

most equal number of students from Basudha. The nearest 

college for higher education is situated at Guskara, about
 

six miles away from the village, and a few students of
 

Basudha attend this college. 

Unlth Centres 

The medical facilities of the village are rather 

backward. The nearest primary health centre is about 

sixteen miles away and the villagers seldom go there. 

They,sometimes visit the subsidiary health centre at 

Guskara that provides hospitalization facilities as well. 

However, a major portion of their medical needs are provi

ded by two quack doctors who have dispensaries within one 

mile from the village. 

Public buildings ad offces 

The people of asudha have few banking transactions 

and those are chiefly with the village cooperative society. 

However, cormercial banking facilities are available at 

Burdwan. The police station under which the village is 

situated is about sixteen miles away. There is a sub-police 

station at Guskara that ordinarily serves the purposes of 

the villagers. The block development office, anchal panchayat 

(regional csouncil) officeveterinary dispensary22, and the 
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nearest cinema hall are also situated at Guskara and the 

villagers visit those when required. The office of the 

village level worker is situated within a mile and a half 

from Basudha but the villagers very seldom visit that 

office. An average villager has practically no contact 

with the village level worker, who usually visits Basudha 

about once every fortnight.
 

Though there is a gram panchayat (village council) 

office in the village there is no separate structure to 

house it. The adhyaksha (head) of the village cotuncil
 

keeps the official files and records 
 in his oim house. 

However, when it becomes necessary to have a meeting of 

the executive committee of the village coimcil or a 

general meeting of the gram sabha (village assembly) the
 

botkhaanqa 2 3 of the zamidaar 
 of Basudha is used for the
 

puirpose.
 

Of all public buildings of the village the library

cum-club house and Dharmaraj temple are most inportant. 

The library-cum-club house is the youth organization 

centre of Basudha and the Dharmaraj temple, in addition to 

its importance as the most important reli io is centre of 

village, provides the stage for performance of folk drama. 

Besides these there are three temples of Shiva, one mosque, 

and eight minor shrines in the village that belong to the
 

members of different castes. The shrines, though noG very 
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important as far as their physical structures are concerned, 

have each a reasonable ntuber of followers and are regularly 

visited by people from one or the other section of the 

village.
 

Economic resources 

Subsistence agriculture is the mainstay of the economy 

of the village of Basudha. Out of a total of 334 males 

who belong to the age group of seventeen to fiftyfive and 

whom we can consider as the main labour force, 94.31 per 

cent are engaged either in agriculture or in allied jobs. 

Among the females, though a large number declared themselves 

as housewives (yd table 6), a majority of them, particu

larly those who belong to the lower c- :tes, do some kind 

of agricultural job. However, as it is not regulara 

employment, this has been declared as a subsidiary occupa

tion by them.
 

Table 6 shows that there are fortys ix individuals
 

in Dasudha who are engaged in outside employment. All of 

them are engaged in non-agricultural jobs. They mostly 

work in the induistrial and commercial undertakings of the 

ne ighbourhood. 

There are 562 individuals in the village who do not 

practise any economic pursuit. Most of them are children 

below six years. Some elderly people and invalids are also 

included in this group. 



------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Table 6. Occupational Distribution by Caste. 

Out- Domes-

Share- side Farm tic Wage 
crop- employ- sor- ser- labou- House-


Caste Farming ping ment vant vant rer Student wife None Total 

Dagdi. 1 2 1 41 2 15 0 42 78 182 

Bauri 0 7 2 37 8 30 3 51 123 261-

Bostom 2 0 1 0 0 1 7 4 7 22 

Brahman 2 0 0 0 0 0 5 4.4 3 14 

Dome 0 0 3 7 1 1 0 13 18 43 

Gandha 
Banlik 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 7 

Kalu 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 4 
Karmakar 0 0 3 0 0 0 4 4 3 14 

Kayastha 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 2 a 
Mogheya w 0 0 0 9 0 4 1 9 17 40 
Dome 

Moyra 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 1 5 

Contd....
 



---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------

Table 6. contd. 

Out- Domes 
, Share- side Farm tic Uage
 

crop- employ- ser- ser- labou- House-


Caste Farming ping ment vant vant rer Student wife None Total 

5 30 49 74 201Ifus lim 25 9 4 5 0 

Namo
0 6 9 12 -35sudra 6 1 1 0 

Napit 1 .0 2 0 1 0 1 3 1 9 

Rana.
2 1 1 6karmakar 0 0 2 0 0 0 

Sadgope 87 0 25 0 0 1 190 ill 131 545 

6 0 1 1 42 85 171Santal 0 35 1 

Sunri 6 0 0 0 0 0 9 8 5 28 

12 SA 266 357 562 1595
Total: 135 64 46 105 

-- -- - -a--- -- - -- -- - -- - -- -- - -- - -- - -- -- - -- - -- a- - --



Table 7. Distribution of Village Land According to Caste.
 

OAmount Percentage Fragmen- No. of Average land 
of land of total tation families holdings per 
owned land (No. of owning family by 
(in owned non-con- the caste (in 

Ca:5te acres) tiguous land acres) 
plots) 

---- ----------------------------- nn----- ---------------- ------------------

Bagdi 1.45 0.95 12 10 0.145
 

Bauri 0.00 0.00 '0 0 0.000
 

Bostom 2.03 1.33 6 3 0.677
 

Brahman 7.17 4.70 27 2 3.585
 

Dome 0.16 0.10 3 4 0.040
 

Gandha Banik 2.48 1.63 3 1 2.480
 

Kalu 0.38 0.28 a 1 0.380
 

Karmakar 2.06 1.35 17 1 2.060
 

Kayastha 0.07 0.05 2 1 0.070
 

Mogheya Dome 0.00 0.00 0 0 0.000
 

Moyra 0.00 0.00 0 0 0.000
 

Muslim 10.79 7.07 55 28 	 0.385
 

Contd....
 



Table 7. cofltd,. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

Amount Percentage Fragmen- No. ofof land 01f total tation families 
owned land (No. of owning
(in owned non-con- the 
acres) tiguous land

Caste 
 plots)
 

Average land
holdings per 
family 1aby 
caste (in 
acres)
 

----~ww -------- do------------------------------------------------------


Namosudra 


Napit 


Ranaarmakar 

Sadgope 

Santal 


Sunri 


Total 


0.58 0.36 9 4 0.178 

0.87 0.87 3 
 2 0.435 

0.00 0.00 0 0 0.000 

116.12 76.11 377 61 1.904
 

1.10 0.72 4 10 0.3.10 

7.34 4.881 8 4 1.835 

102.57 100.00 531 132
 

o -nnl o a aa aa n ~nnno n a -n------------ - n-------eo .----------------------- na a . 
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As far as the total amount of land is concerned, 

Basudha is a small village with a total area yof onki 

239.95 acres. Out of this total amount of land 85.51 

acres are occupied by the Railway authority and the Damodar 

Valley Corporation (the canal authority). Of the remaining
 

152.57 acres of village land, 139.32 acres are cultivable 

area and 13.25 acres arerPabitation area.
 

It was extremely difficult to make an accurate assess

ment of land ownership of the village. After a long endeavour 

we could make more or less accurate assessment of the 152.57 

acres of village land in private hands. No record 'iould be 

traced for the remaining 1.87 acres of land. 

Table 7 gives distribution of village land according 

to caste. From the table it is seen that 76.11 per cent 

of the village land is owned by 34.16 per cent of thu villa

gers, that is by the members of the Sadgope caste. There
 

again the lion's share (i.e. 40.53%) is obtained by the two 

7 families. Members of the Bauri, 4ogheya Dome, Moyra 

and Ranakarmakar castes do not own any land. 

The fLgies of table 6 are to some extent deceptive as 

many of the villagars own land outside the village area. 2 4 

However, the patterns of distribution of the ownership of land 

by different castes are more or less representative. As far 

as the sources of irrigation are concerned, the villagers 

mostly depend on a canal and the ponds in the village. Recently,
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a diesel irrigation pump has been 1bought by one of the 

villagers which is used to lift water from the village 

ponds. There is no electricity in the village. Out of 

the total village land, 116.00 acreskare under canal irri

gation and 30.84 acres are under pond irrigation. The
 

area of land under pond irrigation is a double cropped
 

area. This is locally known as do land. 

The heads of cattle almost equal the number of indi

viduals in the village. There are 1517 heads of cattle 

in Basudha, of which there are 289 bullocks, 155 buffaloes
 

and 1173 cows and calves. The bullocks and buffaloes are
 

used as draft animal for the cultivation of land and for 

bullock carts. As stated earlier, the bullock carts are
 

the primary means of transport in the area. Thore are 120 

of them in the village. There are also seventy bicycles 

at Basudha that are used fov transportation purpose. The 

bicycles are used for personal use whereas bullock carts 

are sometimes used on hire also. The Muslims, particularly, 

supplement their income by lending their bullock carts 
on
 

hire.
 

In our description so far we have narrated the back

ground of the village in general terms and with specific
 

reference to its climatic condition, transportation and
 

communication facilities, institutions, and economic resources.
 

Each of these factors can separately or together influence
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adoption behaviour of the villagers2 5 Some of the Important 

factors of these will be discussed in detail in appropriate 

chapters of this report. 

$Oo 
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FOOTNOTES 

1. Administratively each state is divided into a few divi

sions and each division, in its turn, is divided into 

several districts. A district usually comprises an 
administrative and revenue unit in charge of a District 
Magistrate and Collector. 

2. Muslim scholars who rewarded freewere tax land by the 

Muslim emperors in recognition of their merit in preach

ing and scholarship. 

3. It is the name of a caste in West Bengal that practiees 

agricultural farming as its livelihood. 

4. The nearest English equivalent is landlord. A zamia 

is a person who possesses some landed property and is
 

responsible to the government for the tax of the land
 

under his jurisdiction. 

5. It is originally a Persian word largely used in Bengali. 

It means rent collector.
 

6. It is originally an Arabic word, literally means village. 

A m refers to a habitation area and Its surrounding 

cultivable lands. 

7. According to Hindu caste system almost all the castes have
 
their specific professions or occupations to follow. Castes
 

that follow such occupations as barber, oil extractor and
 

confectioners, are usually referred to as service castes. 
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8. The road is known as G.B. Ghosh road. G.B. Ghosh was 

the father of Shaktipada Ghosh, a present villager of
 

Basudha and was the president of the local union board
 

for 30 years. During his life time he took initiative
 

to construct this road. But due to lack of funds the
 

construction was delayed. After his death construc

tion of this road was undertaken as a community develop

ment project. Shaktipada Ghosh at that time donated 

Rs. 2,000 for the construction of this road. As a
 

result of the joint effort of the community development 

project and the villagers of Basudha the road was con

structed and named after the father of Shaktipada Ghosh. 

Though ordinarily the road should be maintained by the 

local anchal panchayat or regional council (second tier 

from the bottom of the four tier panchayati raj system 

of West Bengal) this road is maintained by the gram 

panchayat (village council) of Basudhao As the villagers
 

took special interest in the construction and maintenance
 

of this road, by a special arrangement, the-responsi

bility was vested in them.
 

9. Guskara is an important commercial and urban centre of 

this locality. It is about six miles north of the village. 

10. There are five grocery stores in the village where petty
 

shopping could bedone. But each of them is very poor in 

stock and the major transactions made there are on the
 

basis of barter system. Usually daily wage labourers come 
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to these stores to buy their commodities in exchange of
 

rice that they earn as part of their salary. The farmers
 

in general visit the nearest marketing centre at Orgram
 

or the weekly market at 	Guskara for regular shopping. 

11. A village that has a central settlement area surrounded
 

by 	agricultural fields. In the strict sense of the term 
a

Basudha cannot be called/nucleated village as the settle

ments of the Bauri and Santal are a little away from the 

main inhabited area and there are agricultural fields 

in between. Technically the Bauri settlement does not 

belong to the mouzaa of Basudha. As it forms a part of 

the Basudha Gram Panchayat in this repprnr the settle

ment 	has been treated as a part of Basudha. 

12. 	A separate section or quarter of a village in which
 

members of a certain caste normally are concentrated. 

13. 	At present there are two i= families in Basudha.
 

14. 	 Though the Muslims and Santals of the village do not 

necessarily belong to Hindu caste system, for operaour 

tional advantage they have been treated as castes here.
 

The position of Muslim in the Hindu caste system is 

somewhat capricious, but the Santal, with the exception
 

of 	their tribal origin and somewhat distinct way of 

life, can for all practical purposes be treated as
 

members of the findu caste system. 

15. 	 See Srinivas, M.N., QAste in Mndern India and Other 

s , Bombay: Asia Publishing House, 1962: 89-93. 
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Also see M.N. ST-inivas, "The Dominant Caste in Rampura," 

Amer6icanAnthronolozist, 1Iol.61, No.1, 1959: 1-.16. 

16. 	See Bailey, F.G., =e-
Cstnd ion, Manchester: 

Manchester University Press, 1960: 257-263. 

17. 	The table represents figures of the village population
 

in 1967, on the basis of our oim enumeration. 

18. According to Census of India, 1961, there were 

226,293,201 males and 212,941,570 females in India, the 

sex-ratio being 941 females for every 1,000 males. In 

West Bengal the number of males and females were 

18,599,144 and 16,327,135 respectively and the sex-ratio 

is 	878 females for every 1,000 males. 
 In Burdwan district
 

the sex-ratio is 858 females for every 1,000 males and
 

there were 1,658,976 males and 1,423,870 females. The 
females 

sex-ratio of Basudha is 1130/for every 1,000 males. 

19. 	 On the basib of the rules of intouchability and conmnen

sality the Hindu castes can be arranged in a hierarchical 

order. Ordinarily castes that occupy higher position in
 

that order are referred to as upper castes. Similarly 

castes of lower rank are referred to as lower castes.
 

20. 	One who has some elementary schooling and is able to 

sign his initial is considered a literate. 

21. 	Damle describes how inadequacy of social structure can 

prevent modern ideas and knowledge from bearing a func

tional relationship to the system. In Basudha the 
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education of females is considered functional ip to the 

primary level. Accord&ng to local custom it is dys

functional at the secondary level and onwards. Compare 

Damle, Y.B., co2=mnication of Modern Ideas and Knowledge 

in Indian Village, Cambridge, Massachusetts: Center for 

International Studies, Massachusetts Institute of Techno

logy, 1955: 10 and 21.
 

22. For common diseases of cattle the villagers consult a 

herbalist of the neighbouring village who attends the 

call free of charges. Only in case of difficult labour 

and epizootic diseases do they take help of the veteri

nary dispensary. 

23. 	The nearest English equivalent of botkhaan, would be 

drawing room. It is a corrupt form of the original 

Bengali word baithokkhaanaa. 

24. 	 ill together the villagers of Basudha own 621.60 acres 

of land. So, the average area of land per family is 

2.196 acres.
 

25. 	These have been discussed somewhat extensively in Phase I
 

and 	 Phase II reports of the Diffusion of Innovations 

project in India, of which the present study is a part.
 

See Fliegel, Frederick C., Prodipto Roy, Lalit K. Sen
 

and Joseph E. Kivlin, A.ricultural Innovations In Indian 

Villages, and Roy, Prodipto, Frederick C. Fliegel, Joseph 

E. 	 Kivlin, Lalit K. Sen, Pallterns of Agricultur= Diffusion 

in Rural India, Hyderabad: National Institute of Conwimity 

Development, 1968. 



PART TWO: COMMUNITY STRUCTURE 

S8CIAL LIFE 

The population of Basudha can, on the basis of reli
gion, be divided into two groups: the Hindus and the
 

Muslims. There is a third group, the Santals, who have a 
tribal origin but despite their independent ritual system
 

they tend to function as members ofta lower Hindu caste 

and declare themselves as 
Hindus and we will generally
 

regard them as such. The Muslims, on the other hand, not
 

only have an independent ritual system, but in many areas 

of 'heir social and cultural life they function as a dis
tinct group. So they do not exactly fit into the Hindu
 

caste hierarchy.
 

The Hindus of Basudha a'e subdivided into multiple 

endogamous castes. Although the Muslims differentiate them

selves on the basis of aristocracy, 1 they form a. more or 

less homogeneous group as far as their way of life is 

concerned. 
Their rules of endogamy and comnensality also
 

make the Muslims a distinct group from the Hindus. 

On the basis of their respective hierarchical positions 

the seventeen Hindu castes of Basudha can be broadly classi

fied into three segments. Table 8 presents the approximate 

position occupied by different castes. The upper segment 
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is occupied by the Brahmans, Kayasthas, Sadgopes, Gandha 
Baniks and Karmakars and the top most position in the 

upper segment is occupied by the Brahmans. The Kayasthas 
occupy the second highest position. Although hierarchically 
the last three castes occupy the same position, they are 

quite distinct in other respects. The members of these
 
fLive castes together are knwu as "2 (gentlemen 

or upper caste), in oppositaoto the lower segment known 

as chhotalok3 (lower caste). 

Table 8. Hicraechical Order of Different Castes 
in BSsudha. 

Upper Segment Brahman
Kayastha
 
Sadgope, Gandha Banik,


I Karmakar 

Middle Segment Bostom 
Kalu, Moyra, Napit 

Lower Segment Sunri, Namosudra 
Bagdt

I Dome
I Ranakarmakar 
I Bauri
I Mogheya Dome 
I Santal 

The middle segment is occupied by the Bostom, Ealu, 

Moyra, and 11apit castes. They have rather a marginal4 
position In the hierarchical polarity of the hh dralok and 

tgtalgk. Out of these four castes, the Bostom occupy
 
the highest position. Kalu, Moyra, and Napit are more or
 
less parallel in the caste hierarchy, though otherwise 

-they are quite distinct. 
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The lower segment is formed by the Sunri, Namosudra, 

Ranakarmakar, Bagdi, Dome, Bauri, Mogheya Dome, and Santal 

castes. As stated earlier, the members of these castes are 
broadly referred to as te. Some of them may be 

called untouchables in Basudha, that is they are usually 
not allowed to sit with or touch persons of clean5 castes. 

Some concessions in this respect are made~as far as the 

members of Sunri and Wamosudra castes are concerned. They 

are not treated as untouchables. However, according to 

caste rules they are not permitted to offer drinking water 
to a Brahman. 6 Among the chhot1aok they occupy the top

most position in the caste hierarchy and they are not 

really looked down upon as much as the members of otber 

castes. This is partly because the Sunris own 
substantial landholdings and the Namosudras are well 

advanced in literacy and also have some landholdings. 

The positions occupied by different castes are on 

the basis of the ceremonial and secular values of the 

village as a whole. As the values sometime conflict, there 

is some possibility of regrouping the castes in a different 

set up. In Basudha, while there is no dispute about 

grouping castes into broad categories of bh adralokand 

ehhotalok, there is a considerable amount of disagreement 

among the villagers thewzd=uies about their respectite posi

tions within these categories, particularly within the 

cluster of C t . For example, members of both Bagdi 
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and Dome castes consider each other inferior. However,
 

the general consensus of the village ij in favour of the
 

Bagdi caste being superior in status (i.de table 9)7.
 

Table 9. Over-all Caste Ranking in Basudha. 

Rank_ Occ-upie 
kv Various ."sA Name of Castes 

1 Brahman 

2 Kayastha 

3 Bostom 
4 Sadgope 

5 Karmakar 

6 Gandha Banik 

7 Moyra 

8 Muslim 

9 Napit 

10 Kalu 

11 Sunri 

12 Bagdi 

13 Dome 

14 Namosudra 

15 Ranakarmalcar 

16 Bauri 

17 Mogheya Dome 

18 Santal 

A description of the approximate place occupied by the
 

members of various castes in the social system of Basudha and
 

their respective occupations have been enumerated below:
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Brahman
 

Ritually, Brahmans occupy the highest position in the
 

village as elsewhere in Indfta. Inoconomic status in Plasudha 

they rank below the Sadgope. Traditionally they should follow
 

the occupation of priesthood. In Basudha the two Brahman
 

families practise both priesthood and farming. The standard
 

of literacy among the Brahmans. of this village is quite high
 

and they also have a reas onable amount of ln ndholdings. Over 

and above this, because of their priestly occupation they 

enjoy an esteemed position in Basudha. 

In spite of this seemingly privileged position, the
 

Drahians of Basixdha are not very happy. According to one member 

of the Brahman caste of Basudha, "Formerly nobody ever ate 

anything without giving the first portion to the Brahman. 
eTie Brahma~rBhad respect and the profession of prilsthood 

was economically sound. Now nobody cares to know whether a 

Brahman ate or remained 'rnfed. Most of the people think that 

expenses on religious rites and worships are sheer waste. 

Offering of worships becor mere ritual now.has a People 

do not have a heart in it. Tvie relationrhip that a Brahman 

had with his clients does not exist anymore." 

The job of a Brahmnan priest has become very difficult 

in Basudha following factionalism in the village.8 As they 

had to be the allies of the village zam.d aa in the village 

factions, they lost a large number of clients and a cor::iderable 

amount of prestige. "As we are economically tied up with 
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the zmid Ax 'wehad to side with them. This made us un

popular among members of the other faction," said a Brahman 

priest. "I know, people expect an impartial role from the
 

priest. But how could we keep from obliging the zamidaar?" he 

added. Apart from factionalism, people's attitudes toward 

religious rites have also, to some extent, changed. As a 

member of the Sadgope caste observes, "When my mother was 

alive she would alway3 send the first fruit or vegetable of 

our farm to the Brahman. We never ate anything before giving 

the !.rahnan a portion of it. After my mother's death, we 

followed this practice for two or three years. Then we
 

stopped sending anything. We know that worship is something 

religiou2 to us but to a Brahman it is nothing bfit a way of 

earning his bread.t" 

Though thb above comment implies a shift of emphas is 

from traditional religious behaviour, the Brahman still plays
 

a major role in the everyday life of the villagers, and on 

almost all religious occasions they emplc3 a Brahman. 

The Brahman who acts as a priest is expected to follow 

certain ritual obligations. They are not allowed to perform 

any worship mless they are ceremonially clean. On the occa

sion of any worship they arc expected to obsorve fast, wash 

themselves properly, and in personal matter.- arc e,,:pected to 

maintain strict sanctity. 

Unlike Brahmans in -lost other parts of India, the 

Orahmans of Bengal cam eat fish and meat without defiling 

themselves but they cannot drink any alcoholic beverages 
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and are supposed to observe the rules of purity prescribed for
 

the Brahman. There are two Brahman families in Basqidha. 

KavaR tha 

In ritual status the Kayastha occupy the second
 

highest position in the village. They do not wear a sacred
 

thread as the Brahmans do, nor do they observe the rules 

of ritual purity prescribed for the Drahmans. But they strictly 

observe the rule of commensality and ritual purity as are 

prescribed for them. The Kayastha! do not eat cooked food 

in the house of a person who beloi::z to a lower rituil status. 

They are not supposed to drink ,ater from the haad, ,-f the 

chhotalok either. There is one Kayastha fariily in the village 

which is not economically very well off but their siperior 

caste position is never denied. 

According to caste occ'tpation, the Kavasthas are scribes. 

They have a long tradition of having worked as li!:crary nen. 

When the Engli.:h educat-on began in Ben,,al, the ".azt a 

quickly adjus ted to the new system and entered in large nunbers 

into different professions and ranks of goverim-ent •ervices. 

Until recently theonly aduilt Kayastha male of B,ssudha was
 

engaged in a white collar job. As an indirect result of
 

factionalism in the village, he had to qtit that position.
 

However, it is because of this background of white collar 

job and ritual status that the Kayasthas occupy a suiperior
 

position in the caste hierarchy. 'itually, driaking water
 

offered by a Kayastha can be accepted by a Brahman. This
 

is considered as a privilege as most of the Hindu castes are 
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denied this type of relationship. In spite of all these 

distinctions, however, the Brahmans of Basudha consider the 

Kayasthas as members of the Sudra 9 castes.. This, the Kayas

thas refuse to admit. They claim themselves to be a counter

part of the Kshatriya of other parts of India. As there are 

very few Kshatriya families in Bengal, and the Kayasthas occupy 

the second highest position in the regional caste hierarchy,
 

their actial position in the Indian cs4 structure in some

what ambiguous.
 

Saldgoe 

Though the ritual position of/the Sadgopes is not very 

high, Iecaise of their control over economic resources they 

enjoy a reasonably high position in the caste hierarchyl There 

are two zamida families in the village, both belonging to 

the Sadgope caste.ll As a resuilt, though all Sadgopes of 

Basudha are not zamidaars, they enjoy a privileged position 

and dominate t>o village scene in almost all respects. Nume

rically the Sadgopes also form the largest group of the vi.llare. 

Almost all of them are land owners and only one member of the 

Sadgope caste works as a farm servant. He works for another 

Sadgope. 

Agricultural farming is the caste occupation of the 

Sadgope though most of the Sadgopes of Basudha do only
 

supervisory work associated with agriculture. As a caste 

the Sadgopes belong to the Sudra group. There are seventy 

Sadgope families in Basudha. 

http:caste.ll
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Gandha Banik 

Traditionally, ihe Gandh4Banik are dealers in spices. 

In keeping with the position of traders elsewhere itn Bengal 

the ritual rank of this caste is considered to be low. There 

is only one Gandha Banik family in the village. It has a 

moderate economic status and close association with the 

sadgope z d . Though the family runs a small grocery 

shop, it primarily depends on farming for suibsistence. It is 

because of this economic background and close association 

with the Sadgope zamidaars that the Gandha Banilz are placed 

quite high in te hierarchy of the village castes and grouped 

as bhadralok. 

The traditional occupation of the VarMakars is that of 

blacksmith. In addition, it was the duty of the Karmakar to 

behead a sacrificial animal at the altar of Dharmaraj, the 

most important deity of the village. 1 2 There is only one 

Karmakar family in Basudha. It follows the caste occupation.
 

The Karmakarshave a substantial amount of landholding.
 

Recently two members of this caste began to practise carpentry.
 

As ths re is no other carpenter in the village they derive
 

a good income from this occupation. Consequently, the 

economic position of the Karmakar of Basudha is quite high. 

Further, as they belong to more or less the same rank of the 

village z, and there is close association between them, 

the Karmakars are ranked high in the over-all social hierarchy 
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of the village. It may be noted that the rank of th1 black

smith caste is quite low in other parts of India. I Bengal 

they occupy a somewhat superior position.
 

The position of Bostoms in the caste hierarchy is some

is used to mean different groupswhat ambiguous as the term 

of people in various situations. In certain iontexts the word 

identify adenotes a caste, and in others it may be used to 

group of people who observe a specific way of life. Often, 

to members of a religious sect who belong to differentit refers 
13
 a caste.


In Basudha the word has the connotation 
of 


castes. 


There are four sib-castes on thak among the Bostoms that 

can be arranged in hierarchical order and each of them follow 

different occupations as a means of livelihood. Th.e Bostoms 

of Bas'tdha belong to the topmost sub-caste, known as grihastha.
 

Traditionally, theyfiare religious preceptors, locally called
 

F111r[2u, They are allowed to follow agricultural pursulits also.
 

The g gives diksha (a secret formulla) to their disciples for
 

meditation and occasionally visit them. in return, they receive 

sidhaa (food offerings) and dakshinaa (money offerings) from 

their disciples. In Basudha two of the three Bostom families 

live almost entirely on faming. As they do not have sufficient 

amount of landholdings, they mostly cultivate lands of 'Iadgopc
 

on share-cropping basis. This economic dependence on the
 

Sadgope has made their status sonu'.hat low. Otherwise, according
 

to ritual status and profession they occupy a higher position 

than the Sadgope. The Bostoms who follow the profession of
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religious preceptor have to observe a certain degree of
 
ritual purity. 
They are not supposed to eat non-vegetarian
 

food and are expected to perform religious worship regularly. 

In Basudha, in addition o their farming and the pro
fession of religious preceptor, the Bostoms also sing devo
tional songs during some religious rites. 

Traditionally the Kalinare oilpressers by occupation.
 

This means of livelihood is considered humble and they are
 
ranked low in the caste hierarchy. There are iNalutwo families 
in fasudha and neither of them follow the caste occupation.
 
According to one Kalu villager there was an oilpress in 
Basudha about twenty years back. But when an oil mill was
 
set up at Guskara, the nearest commercial centre, by a m;1cbur
 
of the 
Z d family of the same village, the oilpresser
 
could not compete with the mill. 
Since then oilpressing was 
stopped in the village and the Kalu switched over to some other 

economic pursuit. At present one Kalu family lives on farming 
and the income of a grocery shop that it maintains. The 
other Kalu family is represented by a single widow. She de
pends on agricultural lands for her livelihood. Her income 

is also supplemented by selling parched rice.
 

Movra
 

There is a single Moyra family in Basudha. Traditionally
 

they are confectioners. The Moyra family of this village 
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follows the traditional economic pursuit. But as income
 

derived from the confectionary barely meets their requirements, 

an adult male member of the Moyra family works at a big 

confectionary of a neighbouring industrial center and thus 

supplements the income of the family. A widow of the family 

also earns some money by selling parched rice. The Moyras 

are ranked quite low in the caste hierarchy. 

Napit
 

The Napitd are barbers by occupation. Although tradi

tionally the Napits are not rnked vey low, as they atte.d 

members of various castes and religious groups, some of whom 

are considered as ceremonially unclean, and as the job involves 

physical contact with such people, they have got a low posi

tion in the caste hierarchy of the village. In Basitdha there 

are three Napit families and only one of them follows the 

caste occupation. The family that follow- the caste occupation 

also supplements its income by farming and maintaining a 

grocery shop. The other two families mostly live on income 

derived from land. One Napit family is represented by a single 

widow, who derives her major income from the sale of parched 

rice. 

In addition to their traditional occupation the Napit!n 

are responsible for cleaning the Dharmaraj temple of the 

village and for supplying flowers and wood-apple leaves to 

the temple that are required for daily worship. They also 

organise the annual worship of the goddess Annapurna (a deity 
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that symbolises prosperity) tovwhich other villagers volun

tarily contribute.
 

The Sunrs are distillers, an occupation which is 
ranked very low in the caste hierarchy. Due to restric

tions 	imposed by the government on the preparation of
 

liquor, only one Sunri family of Basudha is permitted to 

follow the caste occupation. The family is also engaged
 

in farming to supplement its income. 
 All other Sunri fami

lies, except one that supplements its income by keeping a
 

grocery, live entirely on farming. There are four Sunri 

families in the village. As the Sunris of 1asudha have 

sufficient landholdings to maintain their families and as 

none 	of them depend on others for economic support, they
 

are somewhat respected. 

Mamqsu	dra
 

The traditional ritual status of the Namosudras is
 

generally considered to be very low although their ezact 

position is a matter of some debate. This is probably 

because of the myth that sdrrounds their origin and occupa

tion. Some early authors 14 consider the Namosudra as a 
synonym for the Chandal, who are depicted by Manu, the 
ancient Hindu lawgiver, as lowestthe of the mankind. 
However, the Namosudrasof Basudha call themselves Kotal,
 

who are village watchmen by traditional occupation. Fbr
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land. 1 5  this duty the Kotal enjoyed some rent free In 

Basudha there are seven Kotal families. They have small 

landholdings and supplement their income by sharecropping.
 

One member from a Kotal family passed matriculation exami

nation and is now a teacher in a school of a neighbouring 

village. As most of the Kotals have some education, they 

enjoy a better secular status in the village. 

Bagdi is one of the untouchable castes of the village.
 

The members of this caste are well known for their physi

cal prowess and during the time of the feudal landlords they
 

worked as their guardsmen. The Bagdis have a bad reputa

tion for following the occupation of robbery.16 This does
 

not, however, mean that everyone of this caste follows
 

criminal pursuit. A remnant of their former occupation of
 

robbery is traced from their worship of the goddess Kali.
1 7
 

None but the Bagdis worship Kali in Basudha. It is said 

by the bhadralok that before setting out for a robbery expe

dition the Bagdis used to worship the goddess Kali. Despite
 

this myth the Bagdis are considered quite high among the 

untouchable castes of Basudha. As they employ the services 

of Brahman priests (though of lower status) during religious 

ceremonies and rites, which most of the untouchable castes 

do not do, they enjoy thia status.
 

There are fortytwo Bagdi families in Basudha. At 

http:robbery.16
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present, they mostly work as agricultural labourers. Bagdi 
women mostly work as domestic servants locally known as 
pl .a They sometimes work in agricultural fields also. 
One Bagdi family has some cultivable land and the head of 
that family is an employee of the railways. 

Traditionally, the Domes are sweepers and basket
makers. 
 Some follow the occupation of musicians as well. 
These different occupations are associated with different
 
subcastes of the Dome. The Domes of Basudha call themselves 
Akure. Traditionally they are basket-makers. But as there 
is a dearth of raw materials here none of them follow the
 
caste occupation. 
 Instead, they work as agricultural labou
rers and sometimes as day labourers. Two members of the
 
Dome caste work as chowkidapr 1 8 
 in the police department
 
of the state government. The Domes also belong to the 
group of untouchable castes 
of Basudha. There are 
ten Dome
 

families in the village.
 

flanaka rmakar 

Though the Ranakarmakars have been treated as members
 
of a separate caste, they seem to be one of the subcastes of 
Karmakars who follow iron smithery as their caste occupation. 
The Ranakarmakars are semiperipatetic in nature. They come 
to Basudha from Bihar about a year ago and erefted temporary 
huts on the bank of a pond belonging to the zWAdapAr. They 
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do all kinds of smithery as the village KarmaRars do but 

they have no hereditary customers as the village black

smiths have. They sell their goods in nearby markets and
 

neighbouring villages, It is because of their semiperi

patetic nature and ritually unclean habits that they are 

ranked low in the caste hierarchy. They are treated as 

untouchables in the village. There are two Ranakarmakar 

families in Basudha. 

Traditionally, the Bauri are palan-juin or litter 

bearers (naalki) and agricultural labourers. In Basudha, 

almost all Bauri men work as agricultural labourers. Two 

of them do some sharecropping of the z d and another 

works as an employee of the canal authority. Most of the 

Bauri women worh as domestic servants of the Sadgope. At
 

one time a Bauri of the village owned a palanquin. When 

the roads were developed people came to depend on bullock

carts for transportation, Naturally, there was not much
 

demand for the palanquin and it went almost out of use. 

Then the owner of that palanquin mortgaged it with the 

liquor dealer of the village for undistilled liquor. Since 

then the palanquin has been lying there and the Bauri 

have completely given up that occupation. Because of their 

ceremonially unclean habits the Bauri are ranked tery low
 

in the caste hierarchy and are treated as untouchables. 

There are fiftyeight Bauri families in Basudha. 
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They are recent inmigrants to Basudha from Bihar. 

They work as agricultural labourers. Their women also 

work in the agricultural fields, particularly during trans

plantation and harvesting seasons. As they are innigrants, 

most of the villagers are unfamillear with their ritual 

status. However, as their food habits are considered 

ceremonially unclean, they are treated as untotchables. 

There are eight Mogheya Dome families in Basudha, 

The Santal make up A*~ largest Scheduled Tribe1 9 

of West Bengal. Though thi8Santals of Basucha migrated 

here from the state of Bihar they are found all over West 

Bengal. The traditional occupation of the Santals is 

collection of forest products, hunting, fishing, and 

cultivation.20  In Basudha, they form the principal
 

source of the agricultural labour force. Szntal women
 

also work as agricultural labourers. Two znwmbers of 

the Santal community have some agricultural lands and a 

few others are engaged as sharecroppers of the local
 

z. Linguistically and culturally they are very 

different and distinct. Though operationally we have 

included the Santals in the Hindu caste hierarchy, they 

maintain their separate identity and call themselves 

mahi (an honorific term which usually refers to a Santal 

http:cultivation.20
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head man). In Dasudha the Sant&ls are considered as un

touchables. There are thirty Santal families in the 

village. 

The above description of castes of Basudha reveals a 

segmentary character of the Hindu society. In the segmen

tary system of Hindu caste hierarchy the structuralidjstance 

of one cast from another may vary depending on their 

mutual positions, which are fixed within broad limiti. 2 1 

In order to have a clear understanding of the social 

structure of Basudha it is necessary to take into account 

three important unitst the g, the b, and the 

gRau.22 The term M a means family. Here the word 
denotes any type of family, either nuclear, extended, or 

compound. The term 1 refers to consanguines through 

the male line. 3 It may be noted here that the b 

relationship is an extension of intra-family relationship 

that lasts even after partition of the family. The rela

tionship, however, is not extended indefinitely as the 

b members are subject to pollution if there is any 

birth or death within the b group. Usually the
 

relationship is stretched up to the fifth generation and
 

then by a unanimous decision of the b members the 

relationship is cancelled. After cancellation of the hh ay 

bond they remain tied up by another bond knon as f , 

the membership of which In never withdrawn or cancelled. 

A za is a lineage group,, the members of which trace their 
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descent from a common ancestor through th- male line. The 

gnati tie dan be stretched indefinitely. To illustrate 

this, when a baby is born in a family, by virtue of its 

birth, it becomes a member of a par2ivar, a , ane a 

gnati. When the n.ri , grows too big it usually breaks 

up into smaller units of parivaar. Thus some of the former 

narivaar members become b avad. Again when a b grows 

too big it breaks up and some of the former lhavaa members 

become gnati, In spite of these structural changes a man 

always remains a member of privaar, a bhYa, and a "jij. 

No residence rules ara attached to these three ,units. 

As a result, if someone migrates to a different village 

with his family he remains tied up with the members of his 

havaad, and al of the original village, It may be 

noted here that in Basudha all members of a particular 
caste are related to one another through 2rjyOA, , 

or gnat relationships. In some rare cases where this 

consanguinal relationship does not exist, they are linkod 

through affinal relationship.
 

As the castes are endogamous in nature, kinship rela

tionships across caste are not possible, though a ceremonial 

friendship or relationship can be established across caste
 

or religion. Where this cremonial relationship exists
 

across the caste or religion the strictness of the observance
 

of caste and religious rules is reduced.
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Functionally, a -i or family is more important 

than a bhavaad or a g&±. Unlike the other two units the 

members of a family share economic responsibilities and 
obligations Jointly. It is a .unit of unlimited mutual 

trust and demands. 

It has already been mentioned that a family may be of 

a nuclear, compound, or an extended type. Table 10 gives 

distribution of different types of family in Basudha. 

The table reveals that about 68.7 per cent of the
 

total families of Basudha are of nuclear type24 and most 

of them also belong to the landless class. For example
 

80.9 per cent of the Bagdi families, 82.7 per cent of the 
Bauri families, ninety per cent of the Dome families,
 

seventyfive per cent of the Mogheya Dome families, and
 

sixty per cent of the Santal families belong to this 

type. This suggests a relationship between nuclear
 

family and landlessness in the village. 
 The highest
 

percentage (39106%) of extended Camilies2 5 
are from the
 

Sadgope caste that own 136 per cent of the village land.
 

This also implies a relationship between the possession
 

of land and the extended family.
 

There are very few compound families in the village 

(1.41%). All of them consist of children by wive's former 

husbands, or by husband's former All of thewives. compound 

families are from the C 
 t castes. Seven per cent of
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the total fazilies of Basudha have been classified as mis

cellaneous type. They mostly comprised single person fami

lies such as widows who do not have any near kin to look
 

after them.
 

Table 10. Type of Family by Caste. 

Misce-

Caste Nuclear Compound Extended llaneous Total
 
-

Bagdi 34 0 4 4 42 

Bauri 48 

Bostom 3 

Brahman 1 

2 

0 

0 

6 2 58 

0 0 3 

1 0 2 

Dome 9 0 1 0 10 

Gandha 
Banik 0 

Kalu 1 
0 

0 
1 0 1 
0 1 2 

Karmakar 0 0 1 0 4I 

Kayastha 1 0 0 0 1 

Mogheya 
Dome 6 

Moyra 1 

0 

0 

2 0 8 

0 0 1 

Mus lim 26 0 8 4 38 

Namosudra 4 

Napit 1 

0 

0 

1 2 7 

1 1 3 

Ranakarmakar 1 1 0 0 2 

Sadgope 39 0 25 6 70 

Santal 18 1 I1 0 30 

Sunri 2 

Total: 195 
--- ----- ----

0 
--- 1----

4 
----------

2 0 4 
------------ ----- --

64 .20 283 
-- - -- ------------------ - -



Table 31l. Family Size acccxding to Caste. 
.-- -------------------------------------------------------------------------- j 

Family GandhaE 8ize Bagdi Bauri Bostom Brahman Dome Banik Kalu Karmakar Kayastha
I--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 3 2 0 0 0 0 1 o 0 
8 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

3 7 16 0 0 4 
 0 1 0 0

4 6 4 0 0 0 0
0 0 0
 
a 7 16 0 0 3 0 0 0 0
 
* 3 6 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 
7 2 5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
8 3 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 1
 
9 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
io 2 0 0 
 0 0 0
0 0 0
 
i1 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 
 0 0
 
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
 
16 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
16 0 0 
 0 J0 0 0 0 0 
17 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0

3.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20 _.8 0 0' 
 0 0 0 00.
 
Total 42 58 
 3 2 10 1 2 1 1
 

Contd...
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Table 11, contd. 

o Family Mogheya Namo- Rana- Sad- Total No. of
size Dane Moyra Muslim sudra Napit karmakar gope Santal Sunri families 

10 0 4 0 1 0 3 0 0 14 
2 0 4
0 1 
 1 0 1 2 0 23
 
3 
 3 0 0 0 0 2 
 3 5 0 41
 
4 0 0 6 
 1 0 0 7 5 1 30
 
5 2 1 10 2 0 0 9 1 0 50 
6 2 0 6 2 1 6 3 4 1 33
 
7 0 0 2 1 0 0 15 7 1 34 
8 0 0 1 0 0 0 7 2 0 21 
9 1 0 1 0 0 0 7 2 0 12 

10 0 
 0 2 0 0 0 2 2 0 8 
31 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 1 4
 
12 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 2 0 0
 
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 041
 
14 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
 
15 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
16 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 2 0 0 2
 
1? 0 0 1 0 
 0 0 1 0 0 2
 
18 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 00 3
 
19 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
20 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 1 0 0 1 

Total----------------------------------------------------------------------------------8 1 38 7 3 2 70 30 4 283 
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The average size of family in Basudha is 5.63,. There 

are several families that consisted of single individuals. 

On the other hand there is one family that consisted of as 

many as twenty members. The distribution of family size 

according to caste is given in table 11. The table reveals 

that though there is a wide distribution of family size in 

Basudha the majority of the families of the village compri

sed of four~o seven members. As the table indicates, all 

the large families belong to the Sadgope caste. 

Although the concepts of ariaar, ay , and Knati
 

are quite familiar among the Muslims of Basudha they pay
 

less importance to h and zQ%-Jl relationships than
 

the Hindus. To them the & Velti~mship gets some 

importance at the time of smy feud and factionalism. The 

gnatl relationship cz* the Muslims is practically cefmunct 

as no social obligation is attached to it. On the other 

hand, among the Hindus, the ha and glj relationships 

have becomb,; more important in recent years because, to 

some extent, these regulate the political behaviour of the
 

individuals.
 

Though there is no regular sharing of economic respon

sibilities among the b and £nati members, they often 
extend economic cooperation and their relationship is also 

controlled by mutual demands and trust. 

Another szcial unit in Basudha, though very informal in 
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nature, is the gossip-group. It is a voluntary association, 

membership in which is extended to neighbours who ordinarily 

belong to the same caste. Though some cross caste gossip

groups were found, there were none in the village in which 

members of both b and hi l castes participated.
 

The gossip-group plays an important decision making
 

role in the village,. There is a sense of comradeship among
 

the members of a gossip-group and the villagers hardly 

do anything without previously discussing it in the gossip 

group. There are ten such gosstp-groups in the village 

where most of the important decisions pertaining to indivi

dual, group, or village are made.
 

In order to have a clear picture of the social rela

tions of the village as a whole, it is necessary to consider
 

the intravillage relationships of different castes and reli

gious groups. As far as the Hindu-Muslim relationship is 

concerned there is no stress between the h and the
 

Muslim. Basudha is a Hindu majority village2 6 and the 

Muslims are economically dependent on the Hindu z. 

Though their feelings about the Hindu z d were not 

always very happy they seldom expressed their grievances. 

The relationship between the Muslims and h, however, 

is ra,* r uncordial. There are two reasons for this, First,
 

the Muslim cultivators of Basudha have a good reputation as 

sincere workers. For this reason the Hindu landowners 

prefer Muslims to f l as sharecroppers. As a result 
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the .gj ok feel that they are being deprived because 

,of the presence of Muslims in the village. They also have 

similar grievances against the Santal inmigrants. This, 

however, has not led to any village dispute. Another 

complaint that the Muslim make against the c is 

that the latter group treat Muslims as untouchables. As 

the Muslim eat beef and do not have the 9=27 concept, 
to the Hindu nhhotalok, with the exception of Santals and 

Mogheya Domes, they are ceremonially unclean. The Muslims 

feel particularly unhappy about this attitude of the
 

chhotalok because the Hindu b 
 considers both
 

c t and Muslims as ceremonially unclean. Then,
 

instead of receiving a fellow-feeling from the chtj
 

they receive a somewhat hostile treatment. Although there
 

has been no major dispute in the village on this issue, the
 

relationship between the Muslims and the 
 ta , parti

cularly the Bagdi, 8 is strained. 

OThe relationship between the b and c
 

is apparently smooth. 
As the latter group is economically 

tied up with the former, the nhh-otalok ave little scope 

to express their grievances. 

As far as the hierarchical relationship is concerned 

the c accept the hd as superior to them and 

remain content with their own inferior position. This does 

not, however, rule out the possibility of sanskritization2 9 

among the lower castes. (Sanskritization is a process whereby 
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lower castes enhance or their statuschange by adopting ways
 

of upper castes.) In fact, the process was 
 evident when 
some members of the Bauri, Bagdi, and Dome castes claied
 

a superior origin and changed their surnames in the night
 

school3 0 record of the village. Rit as it was not an well 
integrated effort and many of their members did not take
 
part in this movement, it had no lasting effect. 

There are multiple evidences of factionalism in the
 
village. 
These will be dealt vith in connection with the
 
political life of the village. 
However, as the factions
 

have alliance with national political parties, they often 

crossed the boundary of Intracaste or intrareligious fac

tions.
 

We have described in this chapter the strictural
 
components of the community life in Basudha. Though the 

discussion emphasised the intricately segmented character
 

of the community, there are certain cementing factors that
 
tendencies
makes "... 
 an equilibrium between opposed/toward fission
 

and fusion, between the tendency of groups to segment, 
and
 

the tendency of groups to combine...."31 Most of these
 
cementing factors aze of an economic nature and will 
be discu
ssed in connection with economic life of the village. 
 There
 

are, however, certain noneconomic factors too, that integrate
 

the society as a complex whole.3 2 
 Most of them are from
 

the realm of cultural life. 
 For example, Dharmaraj is the
 

http:whole.32
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household deity of the Sadgope =;Ldag. All the Hindu 

villagers of Basudha jointly celebrate the worship of 

Dharmaraj once every year with much pomp and grandeur. The
 

festival continues for four days and at that time every Hindu 

villager feels that it is his festival. All Hindu families
 

who have the ability to pay make subscriptions toward the
 

expenses of this community worship. Members of every Hindu
 

caste, irrespective of bhadraJ4kor g can become 

of Dharmaraj during gaj 34 and offer fruits and 

sweets to the deity. 

During Lakshmipuja, which is also another community 

worship, members of different castes also participate 

together. At the time of any such worship the villagers 

stage folk drama and members of all Hindu castes and Muslims 

take part in the drama* 

Ordinarily, the Muslims and members of the lower 

castes are not allowed to touch the platform of the Dharmaraj 

temple. Bit at the time of performance of the drama no 

discrimination is made against the actors. Intervillage 

sports also demand oooperation of all the villagers irres

pective of caste or religion. 

There are many such occasions when the villagers, in 

spite of so many caste and other differences, feel that they 

are one and respond unitedly. During our stay in the village 

a group of Ramayan singers was~siting a neighbouring village. 
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When one of the village leaders of the z family
 

decided to invite the singers to Basudha and asked for 

voluntary contributions, the villagers responded unitedly 

and the village leader got more money than what he expected. 

The Muslim villagers also contributed money to have the 

performance in the village. 

The solidarity of the village becomes more evident
 

when the prestige of the village is involved in an issue. 

It so happened that in one of the neighbouring villages
 

the Ramayan singers had their performance there for twenty 

one days. When they had completed two weeks of their per

formance in Basudha, the villagers felt that it was below 

their dignity to have t!em for less than twenty-one days. 

As it became a prestige issue the villagers voluntarily 

contributed and the group stayed in the village for thirty

two days and had a performance every night. Though many 

of the villagers felt that it was a big drain on their money 

they responded unitedly. 

The above facts bear evidences of a sort of "we" feel

ing among the villagers. To them all outsiders belong to 

the "they" group with the exception of those who are related 

to some villager through marriage. In case of any diffi

culty of a fellow villager, others often become concerned 

and extend help. It becomes more evident if the difficulty 

is caused by some one from the "they" group. This was 
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demonstrated when a,bullock cart load of paddy of one of 

the villagers u;&& *1zed by the police. Most of the villa

gers who had some acquaintance with the government offi

cials tried to exert their influence to get the paddy relea

sed. This is an indication that the villagers do have an 

area of mutual interest and mutual concern anei if something
 

happens in that area all the villagers may react unitedly. 

*0@
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FOOTNOTES
 

1. On the basis of aristocracy, the Muslims of Basudha, can 

be divided into two groups viz., the Seikh and the Mandal. 

The Seikhs are the commoners who live on farming. The 

Mandals, on the other hand, are the landlords. Though 

according to custom there is no prohibition of marriage 

between the two groups they tend to be discrete and 

prefer to marry within the group. 

2. Although these castes are hierarchically distinct and
 

maintain their respective ritual purity, this does not 

prevent members from maintaining informal relations 

across castes. In secular matters there is a sort of 

equality among them. See Jyotirmayee Sarma "A Village 

in West Bengal," in India's Villages ,by M.N. Srinivas 

(ed.), Bombay* Asia Publishing House, 1960: 180-201. 

3. This word is used to identify members of lower caste 

origin. Although th3 members of these castes are ritually
 

distinct, in secular matters there is 
a sort of equality
 

among them.
 

4. Here the word marginal has been used in a somewhat broad 

sense. The two groups, 1 and i .,are not 

necessarily antagonistic though they occupy the opposite 

poles of a continuum. Compare Park, Robert E., "Introduc

tion," in the ThQ Marginal 1ai,by E.V. Stonequist, New 

York: Caries Scribner's Sons, 1937: XIII - XVIII. 
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5. The nature of clean and unclean castes is determined
 

partially by the fcod habits of the people concerned. If
 

one eats certain kinds of food, he is always capable of
 
rendering the food and water of upper caste Hindus impure.
 
As his very touch is detrimental to the purity of upper
 

caste Hindus, he is called an unclean.
 

6. It is on the basis of this rule that the Hindu castes,
 

particularly of Bengal, are divided into lalchal and
 
jA2A l castes. can
Those 1ho offer drinking water to 

a Brahman are called A and those from whom a
 
Brahman cannot accept water, as 
it is defiled by their
 

touch, are called jah
 

7. In table 8 the economic factor got the primary 
importance 

while arranging the castes in order, though the rituial
 

factor was not ignored. 
 In table 9 ritual, economic, and
 

political factors each got equal importance.
 

8. Details of factionalism have been discussed in connection
 
with the political life of the village, Chapter IV.
 

9. It is one of the fourfold LWM divisions of India. There 
is a great deal of regional variation in the hierarchical
 

order of caste structure in india. 
The order of
 

system is pan Indian. It is with reference to the y 
divisions that the castes from various parts of Lndia can
 

be organised into a meaningful order. 

10. The shatriyas theoccupy second highest position of the 
yarn&division. Traditionally they are the rulers and 
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warriors. 
It is because of this tradition that they are
 

ranked very high.
 

11. 	The Sadgope of zamidaar families are referred to as ]abi
 
in 	 this village. The word 1 is an honorific term used 
for showing respect to someone. 

12. 	Until recently the sacrifice of a goat was an important
 

part of the Dharmaraj worship. During the days of the 
annual festival, they would bo sacrificed in dozens. 
Since some nefbers of the Z family became disciples 
of An'fikul Thak;ir, an important religious preceptor, the 
sacrifice of animals has been stopped. 

13. Here we used the word caste as it has been defined by 
Beteille. Sce Dcteille, Andre', aste, Class. and Power, 

Bo:bay: Oxford University Press, 1966: 46. 

14. 	 See Das, Amal K :iar , rt al., Handbool.on Scheduled Castes 
and Scheduiled Tribes of West Benhal, Calcutta: Cultural 
Research Institute, Govt. of West Bengal, 1966: 83. 

15. 	a Jd., p.6,?. 

16. 	It is stated that about fifty years ago, when most of
 

surrounding fields of Basudha remained uncultivated, the 
Bagdi would go there ;.t night and wait for the passersby.
 
If soneone happened to come that way they would throw a 
small baton, locally known as fabr from a distance aiming 
his legs. If the person fell on the groimd the Bagdi 
would rush to him, ldll him, and fly away with the booty. 

http:Handbool.on
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According ,to-one villager it so happened that one of the
 

Bagdis of Basudha imknowingly killed his own son this
 

way while plundering. When he came to know of thisljje
 

was full of remorse and gave up this profession. This
 

happened about seventyfive years ago.
 

17. 	An incarnation of the supreme Hindu deity, Shakti.
 

18. Literally means watchman. It is the lowest position in
 

the organisational set up of the police department.
 

19. These arei-romnants of aboriginal tribes not fully assimi

lated into Hindu society. They are listed in a special
 

schedule issued by the governmient and are entitled to
 

some special benefits.
 

20. 	See Das, A.K., t )Q.0. 	 cit., p.153.
 

21. See Be3teille, Andre, r2). .,I p.47.
 

a
 
22. 	The word ga refers to/lineage group.
 

23. 	It may be mentioned here that the people are patrilincal
 

that Is, descent is traced through the male line. 

24. 	 A neclear family "consists of a married man and woman 

with their offspring", although in exceptional cases a 

widowed mother of the man may live with the family. 

26. 	Most of the extended families consist of a number of a 

nuclear families of different generations living together. 

Only in r cases do married brothers with their respec

tive spouses and children live together to form an 
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extended family. The Sadgope extended families of Basuidha 

are a combination of both types of extended family. 

26. Only 12.60 per cent of the population of Basudha are 

Mus lim. 

27. The upper caste Hindus in general and the lower caste
 

Hindus to a certain extent observe rules of untoucha

bility about cooked food. The touching of such food
 

requires an amount of ceremonial cleanliness from the 

householders themselves, such baas thing and p itting on 

washed clothes. If someone touches cooked food his hands 

need to oe vashed. Even if a clean object comes in 

touch with cooked food or a container where cooked food 

had been ke.t, then the object has to be washed. This 

type of cermonial cleanliness is known as g in Den.al. 

28, The Bagdi and ii,.tslim live side by side in the village. 

As there is a close contact between them their rela

tionship often becomes strained.
 

29. See Srinivas, M.N.,". Note on Sa~ppy.ritization and
 

Westernization", Far Eastern Quarterly, Vol. 15, 1956: 

481-496. 

30. It was an adult education centre organised under the 

community development programme. Mostly the people of 

lower castes took advantage of the night school. 

21. e Evans-Pritchard, E.1., The Mige, Oxford: Clarendon 

Press, 1940: 147-148.
 



32. 	 See Redfiold, Robert, The Little Community, Chicago: 

The University of Chicago Press, 1963: 1-16. 

33. 	Special devotee for the occasion.
 

34. 	 The word ordinarily means tke festival of Lord Shiva. 

The villagers use the word in a broader sense to mean 

festival. 

044,
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C H A P T E R III 

ECONOMIC LIFE 

Agriculture is the principal basis of economy of the
 

people of Basudha. Though most of the village lands are
 

occupied by Sadgope and a great
the z port Ion of the
 

villagers are landless, the major income derived by 
the
 

villagers is from agricultural and allied jobs. Those wiho 

have sufficient cultivable land usually do only the siiper

visory work of farming. Those who do not possess land work 

as farm servants, locally called m'rishI either in annual 

terms or as daily wage labourers. No matter whether a 

person works as a farm servant or a sharecropper, to him 

the landowner is always a r , i.e. master. 

On the basis of ouners3hip of land, the families of
 

Basudha can be divided into two broad groups viz., 
the 

&ib and the mimih. There are three Hindu families 

that do not fit into this dichotomy. All of them own some 

amount of cultivable land. They do not employ any labourer 

for cultivation, nor do they work in others' field as wage 

labourers. They supplement their income by selling grocer

ies or following some other economic pursuits. 

In the economic life of the village the =tb, who 

have the maxiinumi control over economic fesources, play the 

dominant role. A m can directly supervise the agricultural
 

activities in his lands 
or can play an indirect role by
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distribiting his lands to sharecroppers. When he directly 

supervises his farming, he employs a number of farm servants 

called mim!inh, ,mandaar and depending onbotaaro, baa_ 

the nature of job and terms of service. When his stpervisory 

role is indirect, the ,anib can engage different types of share

croppers known as kirsaan, .otedaar, and a There are 

a number of domestic servants who directly or indirectly con

tribute to the agricultural activities of their r . In 

order to have a clear understanding of the economic life of 

the village, it is necessary to know the relationships between 

a m-ablj and his variours types of farm servants and sharecroppers. 

14lunish 

In iBasudhl, though the word muinijfh is sometimes used to 

moan reguilar farm servants who work at fi.ed annual terms, 

strictly taken the word means daily wage labourers, only. There 

are two types of daily wage labourers, viz. indigenous daily 

wage labourers and seasonal inmigrants. The farmers of 

Basuidha usually depend upon the Dome, Bagdi, Bauri, :ogheya 

Dome, and "lantal of the village for farm labour. Dr,,ring 

transplantation and harvesting season the local labourers 

cannot meet the demand. Therefore during these periods the 

farmers have to employ labourers from outside. The Santal 

labourero of Durka, Bihar, u'sually migrate to this; area tom

porarily to met the local demand. There variousare patterns 

of their recr'iitient. Fcr example, the labourers themselvesu 

can migrate to this area under the leadership of a middleman 
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locally called sardaTa or the villagers can go to Duumka and 
plck them up. The inmigrant labourers are locally known as 
bideshi munish. 

The relationship of a piJ2 with the local inish is
 
different from that with the 
 seasonal labourer:7. As the formor 
group lives in the same village the manibof the munish
 
develop relationships with 
them in many ways thaL are not
 

extended to 
the seasonal labourers. 

For his services a labourer earns Rs. 1.50 and food per 
day. It is the local custom to supply lj -see'r, of rice, some 

firewood, vegetablesq spices, and cooking oil as sibstitites
 

for meals served. In addition, the labourer- get one Paat 3
 

iurhi (parched rice) per head Local
per day. labourers are
 

sometimes served with cooked food also but in the 
 case of
 
seasonal labourers cooked 
 food is not served. There is, in 
fact, no prohibition iii serving them cooked food. Thit, as they 
are employed in seasons when largea nimber of labourers are 
employed by the m it is not, physically possible for the 
manib to supply all the munish vith cooked food. Thc seasonal 

labourers, in addition to their daily wage, get rne way passage 
between their native place and the place of work. 

In the day-to-day economic life of the villagers the 
nature of understanding between mthe and his munish is 
very important. If munish in gooda is the books of lis manib 
the m always helps him in times of distress. The munish 
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can borrow money from his nanib at a very nominal rate of
 

interest. This is a regLular system locally called Yaz. Now 

a days daadan has become more popular than hy_ . 

is an advance payment received by a labourer for his ser

vices for the next agricultural season. Laboirers paid through 

dpadan go :;,lightly less wages than the normal rate of ;ibaent. 

This system is based entirely on trust between the manib and 

the inh. 

If both ,ib and r considor each other dependable 

they sometines develop a a relationship. According to 

this system usually a manib gives his munish a heifer to railse. 

When the heifer calves for the first timIe, the munish gets 

the entire aniolu.nt of milk duri:ig the first calving aniv also 

the young calf that is born. According to contract whea the 

cow conceives a: ain she is returned to the nanib before 

parturition. The munish can rear goats and heojv also accorl

ing to this system. In the cas-e or a goat the natuire of cntract 

i ,imilarto that of a cow. Usally a munish1 keeps the goct 

forever and the kids of the first birth. Then onwari the kids 

are equally divided between the manib and inunish. When hens 

are raised in this systen, the eggs are also equally divided 

betiecin the parties. The hen or goat is never returned to 

the l . According to tradition the upper caste Hind'us are 

iCo t permitted to raise chickeri; though no strict prohUbition 

is observed about eating eggs or chicken, particularly by the 

male memibers. AS a result chickens are always raised by 

the munis h. 

http:aniolu.nt
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Another economic system that operates between a
 

Mai and his M= is known as bp system. Only when 

the w is a z, is the -he system found. Prior
 

to the legal abolition of z system in 1950, the M
 

lived on the tax free land of z 
 d . So, it was customary
 

for them to render free service to the zamidaar at the time of
 

transplantation and harvesting ciasons as a token of respect.
 

The present k 
 system is a legacy of that. Though the
 

Infl cannot claim any payment for the g.a service, in
 
Basudha they are paid Re. 0.50 per head per day, and are enter

tained with country liquor. Though some labourers interpret 

begaar as an unpaid forced labour, to most of them it is 
a
 

sign of respect showu to the former .
 

In Basudha most of the landless labourers render Wa
 

service. Some, being influenced by the socialist doctrine of
 

egalitarianism feel that it is derogatory for a man of a free
 

country to perform begaar service and have therefore stopped 

rendering it. Although the " a were very happynot 

about the cessation of some W service, they were rather 

compelled to ignore it as village factions and different 

political parties were involved in the matter.
 

With thie seasonal agricultural labourers, the relation

rthip of a M is mostly contractual, i.e., lirmited to the 

extent of getting the work done and paying the daily wages. 

When the same group of seasonal labourers work for a particular
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nanb for consec'ti-e years arA begin to trust each other 

fully, the daadan relationship is sometimes 4pstablished. 

This indirectly helps the manib also as it saves his trouble 

of going to Dumka in Bihar to pick up the labourers. 

Ial daar 

A maandaar is an agricultural labourer recruited on the 

Ist day of Phalgoon (eleventh month of the Bengali calendar) 

on annual terms. Usually male members of Bagdi, Dauri, Dome, 

Mogheya Dome, and Santal castes are recruited as raandaa 

A mandar does all outdoor agricultural duties and takes care 

of the bullocks. For his::service he usually gets Ps. 500.00, 

Cour pioce,- of dhb.1 4 four pieces of towel- and one piece of 

chqd d~q1 5 every year. In addition he is provided with three 

incals every day. It is the usual practice of a maand to 

eat tile breakffast at the house of the m and to carry home 

his lulich and dinner. 

A mani has a few other obligations to fulfil toward his 

m_anda. If he gets sick the nanib has to Pay for his treat

ment. Further, a mianaar cannot be terminated in the middle 

of the year. Even when the tc-,m is over, for termination 

of his job one mnth's ntice is required. Further, if-a 

m is unable to work for a brief period due to sickness 

or other good reason, no dcdutctions can be made from his salary. 

The paalaa relatinhship is sometimes found between a 

manib and his maandaar. But no Dga-r, daadan, or b 
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relati.inship is established between them. If a maaalr 

is in distress, he can always borrow food grains under har 

system. According to the system it is rather obligatory for 

a m to give his maandaar the desired amouint of food grainns 

when required. The maandaar has to pay an i.ntereSt of 

twentyfive :der cent a.'id return the total amount of food grains 

in the next har,.estiag season. 

During recent yearu, die to fluctulating market rates, 

tome farmers sell the entire amoulnt of their surplus food 

grains. This puts their a r'iars ii difficulty as they 

cannot get the desired amoiint of food grains at the tiie of 

t:eir need. To prevent thi2 some landowners voluntarily 

organised a dharra:o-a 6 from which the farm servants can 

borrow any amo:unt of food grains at any ti~me of their need. 

Botaag 

A botaare is also a farm servant who works for his 

mani. His nat re of dlties is similar to that of a inaaaar, 

but the salary of a ILQoaare and his terms of contract are 

different. A botapre gets two meals and Re. 0.25 per day. 

In addition, he is paid 16 n-indS 7 of paidy and some straw 

annitaly. A m is not responsible for medical expenses 

of a bota-are and deductions can be made from his salary If he 

Is ab-ent fron dity for several days. Although benefits 

of bapri and p can be enjoyed by a botaare, the systems 

of beraar, hya, ard daad are not applicable to him. 
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A baaaaal is a cow boy of young age. Usually children 

of maana r and botaa work as bagaaa. His responsibility 

is to look after the cows and goats of the , feed them 

in time, clean the cowsheds, andchop straw for fodder. It 

may be noted here that a b a is not supposed to feed the 

bullocks. The villagers take special care of the bullocks. The 

responsibility of feeding thel is that of a senior farm ser

vant,-maandaar. For his services, a baagaal gets three meals 

every day, ,and Es. 20.00,_ three majnds of paddy, foiw shorts, 

four towels, one shirt and one c]2d every year- The nanib 

does not pay anything toward his medical expenses, and no 

deductions! are made if he is absent from duty once in a while. 

The baari, naalaa , , daadn, and beaar systems are not 

applicable to him. 

Jotedaar
 

Until recently most of the ,illage lands were cultivated 

by the sharecroppers, and the actual owner of the land had 

very little involvement with agricultural activitie3. The share

croppers were known as .otedaars. According to custom a 

jotedaar would cultivate the land and meet all expenses necessary 

for agriculture, In return, he would get half of the total 

produce. The other half would go to the r i. This system 

of cultivation was known as bargadar system. But when the 

barzadar Act was introduced in order to distribute lands .among 

the actual cultivators, the system of cultivation in Bastdha 
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changed. However, some of the land-owners retained the old 

relationship with their Lotedaars. After implementation of 

the Ba 1 Act, it was expected that the "oted would 

cone forward and claim ownership of the land that he was cul

tivating. However, in Bas'idha, no such case was recorded. On 

the contrary, the relationships betweentUe manibs and their 

Jotedaars remain~ed very cordial. According to the old
 

relationship a iotedaar is eligible to borrow food grains from 

his manib as per b system. The p a relationship is
 

also established between them. If the manib is a z 

the Jjoedaar is subject to render begaar to his manib. Usually
 

a jot-edaar does not take b or daadan from his manib, 

Kireaan
 

After.-.the impleentation of the Bar!adar Act, many 

landowners, being afraid of loring the right over their land, 

made a new arrangement with their sharecroppers. According 

to.,thisp arrangement, the lando.mers supply seeds, fertilisers, 

plough, ballocks and other items required for cultivation and 

the sharecropper supplies only labour. After harvest, one-third
 

of the yield goes to the sharecropper and'two-thirds remains 

as the land owner's share. This new arrangement is Pocally 

known as kirs'aai sys'tem and the sharecroppers who cultivate 

on this system are Called .k~ir-. Apart from the above 

there are' n other' differences between a kirsaan and a J0tedaar. 
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Saalaabhagi : 

Ai ab is l a 7sharecropper who works on a 

contract basis. This is an old system. Formerly, when the 

irrigation system, was not properly developed in this area, 

the landowners would distribute land to the saaiaabhaag who 

were bound t o pay a certain amount of paddy and straw every 

year. The usual rate was 5.5,maunds of paddy per bipha8 of 

' 
land. The expenses of cultivation were entirely borne by the
 

sharecropper. A saaiaabhaagi is eligible for other benefits
 

enjoyed-by a kirsr or a nvinim . Although this system still 

exists in Bas'dha it is not much I.n 'iso. In cases of 

absentee. land oiners, this system is preferred to other 

systems of sharecropping. 

There are a few other servants of a nL who are not
 

directly involved i.n agric-tltural operations. Their contri

butions to agriculture are rather indirect. They are
 

,aaaldaar,dhaanbhanaani, murhibhaaJaani, and paatkuroni. 

Aa a ldaar 

An a is a watchman who guards agricultural 

fieids from the act of burglary whn the crops become almost 

ready for harvest. T1e land owners of the village jointly employ 

the aagalaaar and contribute toward construction of his "watch

huts". 9 Usually the Muslims of Murshidabad District of West 

Bengal or the Hindu displaced persons from East Pakistan 

work as aa~aldaars in this area. They watch the fields until 

the last plot of land is harvested. They get as their remu

neration 1.25 kilogrammes of paddy and some straw per b 
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of land they guard. This is the only relationship between 

a lanl owner and his aagaldaar. 

Dhaanbhgaaaani
 

.. 11 Jsually women of landle'ss castes work as dIhanbhanaanl
 

ini'the house of their manib. In Basridha, most of the Bagdi 

and Dorie women-work as dhaanbhaanaanj to supplement their 

family income. The.r duty is to husk paddy. For every twenty
 

seers of rice they husk, they get one Daai of rice and one naai
 

of m!rhi (parched rice). The aanib provides the husking
 

lover. In additinn to their duty of naddy husking, -o'ie

times they boil paddy to make parboiled rice. Tlhey are
 

paid separately for this extra work. Sometimes naalaa re

lationship is also establiphed between a ma and his
 

dhaanbhaanaani,. Although it is not obliatory for a manth
 

to employ the same dhaanihhaaiaan every year, usially the
 

same person is preferrel. 

!*rhibhaalani
 

Women )f ceremnriially clean castes like Sadgope, 'apit,
 

Boston, and Moyra work as murhibhaaJani. Their duty is to 

prepare parched rice that is consumed by the villagers in
 

huge quantities twice ir three times every day. For every
 

Okholaa l of rice they fry they get one p mrhi. In 

a4dition, a murhibhaajani gets one meal for every working 

day.. Usually the same Murhi~bhaaa works for her i 

throughout the year and .,apartfrom her usual remuneration 

she gets a piece of sh-oee annually. Sometimes the Daalaa 

relationship is also established between a murhibhaaiani and 

..,..
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her -m.A 

PaathuL=n 

P is a domestic servant who dd6es" most of the 

cleaning jobs. Women of Bauri. caste usually work as D 

sometimes theyka. In addition to their regular duty, 

boil and dry paddy of her m to prepare 'parboiled rice. As 

per day, rupees two per month,remuneration they get two meals 
a 

every year. The paalaa system canand two pieces of shaee 

be extended to a Paatkuroni. 

Apart from the above kinds of economic relationships 

most of the other work arrangements of the village are re

gulated by a hereditary system cf economic interdependence 

bLtween castes, generally known as i system. This 

is a kind of hereditary workman-customer relationship fouind all 

over India and it lasts over many generations. According to 

this system it is the duty of the professional and arti-san 

castes to meet the reasonable needs of their jaimaan, and it 

the a to call upon them for theiris the obligation of 


service. He is not supposed to call upon anybody else. In
 

case he does, he is obliged to pay a compensation equivalent
 

to the usual rate of payment. 

Brahman, Karmakar,.and Napit are the important profes

sional and service castes of 8asildha wbo work on this system. 

of the village serveAccording to a a system the Brah.ian 


ihe *Sadgope, Kayastha, Gaxidha Banik, Karmakar, and Napit as
 



priests. Although according to caste rules, a Brahman can 

serve the iMioyra also, in this village they do not do so. 

As the Moyra migrated to Bas!idha recently no j relation

ship has yet developed between them. 

3ervices of a Brahman priest are employed at the time of 

any religious ceremony, marriage, and death. For ordinary 

domestic worship a Brahnan is paid iaksinaa1 and naibedva)- 2 

The amount of dakshinaa and the quantity of naibedva vary 

according to ability of the donor to pay. For regular wor

ships in the village temples, the 11rahmans are given rent 

free land that they cultivate -eneration after generation. 

During annual Dharmaraj festival the Brahrans- are given a 

regular share of the Panij. 13 It may be noted here that at 

the annual worship of Dharmaraj the members of chhotalok 

castes also make offerings to the deity. But as the village 

Brahman refrains from serving them a menrber of the Sadgope 

caste acts as their Brahman. Ile is called deashi. He also gets 

a share of the pranaaml~for his services, 

The Karmakars(blacksmiths) of the village serve all 

farmers of Basudha irrespective of qaste or religion. They 

fix and repair ploughs, sickles, and.oher 4gricultural 

implements, and for their services they receive a payment of
 

one naund of paddy per ha (pair of bullock) per year. This
 

annual payment is knowm as ne. . 

During recent years, as the price .of paddy has gone up, 

some villagers have paid the Karmakar in cash at a piece rate 
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basis. This system. is Iocally knOwm as .lagdaa. 

As stated earlier, the Karmakars also used to behead 

the sacrificial animal at the altar of Jharmaraj. This was 

their ritual duty and for this duty they still enjoy some 

rent free land from the z2 . 

As per caste rules, a Napit (barber) of Basudha attenils
 

members of all other castes except Bauri, Dome, IMogheya Dome, 

Namosudra, Ranakarmakar, and Santal. The barber's customers 

can be divided into foair categories on the basis of the natire 

of the payment they make for his services. The zam 

are permanent customers whom he attends onee every week. As 

payllient he enjoys 2.5 bigha of rent free land. With the non

zamidaa r Sadgope and some other castes, he has a more or loss 

similar arrangement. Only instead of giving him land they give 

him paddy. The rate of payment varies according to the amount 

of services required. The non-zam members are also attended 

to once every week. With the Bagdi of the village, the Napit 

has a yearly arrangement. In their case the payment is made 

in cash at the rate of one rupee per person. The Napit does 

not charge anything for attending the children of his Bagdi
 

clients. He attends them once 'every fortnight.
 

With the Bostom, Kalu, Kayastha, Moyra, and Sunri 

of the village the Napit has a l arrangement. For every 

hair-cut he charges twenty a and for a shave he charges 

ten P o The Napit does not go to the l customers. When 

required they come to him. 



The Napit has some ceremonial duty to perform in 

his ±a4Jzzi (customers) houses. If there is a birth, 

marriage, or death his services are required. For this 

service he is paid extra, according to the ability of the 

customer. On ceremonial occasions the Napit woman attends
 

the women of their customers' house. She clips their nails 
ies 

and appl/ a (a red fluid) on their feet. For this 

job shi gets one h of paddy per family per working day. 

As stated earlier, the Napit is responsible for
 

cleaning the Dharmaraj temple, supplying flowers there, 

and also attending the = 
 at the time of annual
 

worship. For these services he enjoys one k 
 of rent
 

free land from the A.
 

Though the Muslims do not fall in the Hindu caste
 

fold they have also hereditary A relationship
 

with the Karmakar and Napit of the village. However,
 

after a quarrel the Napit discontinued the Ja rela

tinship with the Muslim clients. With the Karmakars of 

the village, however, the relationship of the Muslims is
 

s till% in vogue. 
;'
 . 

Among the Brahman, Napit, and Karmakar of the village 

there is an arrangement by which there is an arrangement by
 

which they enjoy hereditary services from one another free
 

of charge. 
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Even though the Bostom are not hereditary servants, 

they have some role to play in the ceremonial life of the 

villagers. If there is a death in a family, the services 

of Bostom are requisitioned to follow the funeral procession 

by singing devotional songs. On the occasion of festivals 

like Janmaastami1 ndBoa 1 6 and. Nabaan the Bostom are
 

asked to sing devotional songs. For these services they
 

are paid separately for each occasion. The amount of
 

payment, however, varies depending on the ability of the
 

donor.
 

The Bostom have a hereditary relationship with the
 

Bagdi of Basudha and some neighbouring villages. The
 

Bostom are their religious preceptors. They visit their 

disciples once every year after harvest and collect annual
 

V1SJ 8 and daIkb1a. The amount of sih and dakshinaa 

vary depending on the ability of the disciples to pay.
 

Though the castes and residents of Basudha provide most
 

of the skills and labour necessary to the maintenance of the
 

village, Basudha is by no means a self sufficient community.
 

The members of lower castes who do not get hereditary servi

ces from within the village depend on hereditary services
 

from other villages. There are some castes whose services
 

are deemed essential to the ceremonial, social, and economic
 

functioning of the village though they have no representa

tives in Basudha. For example, there is no representative
 

of washerman caste, (D ) in the village. The Sadgope 
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am a engaged a washerman from a neighbouring village 

tf6 this purpose. There w.as a hereditary relatiqnship 

between them and the washerman was given two b of rent 

free land for his services. 

There is also no representative of the carpenter caste 

in Basudha. At one time the villagers employed the services 

of a carpenter of another neighbouring village and there was 

jaimaani relationship between them. Since two members of 

the Karmakar caste of the village started doing carpentry 

jobs for the villagers on a aim basis, the regular servi

ces of the outside carpenter were dispensed with. For cere

monial services, however, the villagers still call on him 

as the ceremonial services of a carpenter cannot be performed 

by a member of the Karmakar caste. For example, during the 

post-funeral ceremony, a carved wooden pole is required. 

This Carving -s the ceremonial duty of members of the carpen

ter caste, so the village carpenters who are blacksmith by 

caste cannot do it. 

The villagers have similar jajmaani relationships with 

the potters of the neighbouring village of Tetla who supply 

clayrvessels. Formerly, these were used both for domestic 

and ceremonial purposes. When aluminium vessels came to the 

market they almost entirely replaced clay vessels for domestic 

use. As there is still a ceremonial need for clay vessels, 

the relationship between the outside potters and the 
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villagers is continued. For clay images of gods and goddesses,
 

the villagers formerly had JaJ. relationship with the, 

Patua of Daiat, another neighbouring village. When the 

young generation took over control of religious worships
 

they found that the Patua could not make clay images to 

their satisfaction. So the relationship has been disconti

nued. Now the villagers buy clay images from the open market. 

In the occurence of any death the villagers employ 

services of a Deshpurohit who chants m (sacred verses) 

at the time of igniting the funeral pyre. A Deshp'irohit fron 

the village of Orgram would serve the villagers of Basidha. 

A De:hp'irohit, though a Brahman, is ranked very low because 

of this occupation. In order to elevate his position in 

the caste hierarchy he has recently stopped rendering this 

service.
 

A Daibak Brahman also serves the villagers for reading 

horoscopes and for supplying fire wood to the L 
 (sacrifi

cial fire) at the time of any post-funeral ceremony. The 

villagers of Basudha get this service from the Daibak 

Brahman of another neighbouring village. For his services 

of reading horoscopes he Is paid f a at the time of a .
 

At the time of any post-fumeral ceremony also he receives 

sij~n,3 and d1akh.1". 

19 a Phi.20Services of an Agradani Brahman, a Pandit, and an 

Ahir 2 1 are also required if there is any death. The villagers 
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of Basudha get services of Agradani Brahman and Pandit from
 

Dignagar, and Ahir from Lakshmigunj (other villages of the 

neigbbourhood) on the basis of a relationship. The 

'igrac.ni Brahman and Pandit receive gidhja dsand 

and the Ahir gets sid1la and cash payment of the service. 

In addition, during annual Rharmaraj worship, servi

ces cf a~few other castes are also employed. The Ilalakar 

(a gardener caste) of Kashipur, a village of the neighbour

hood, supply garlands of flower and wood-apple leaves
 

that are 
required for the special devotees. For this
 

service they enjoy 0.20 acre of rent free land from the
 

m I . Another Malakar and an 1gradani Brahman of 

Ramichandrapur (a village adjacent to Basudha) also'extend
 

services during the occasion and 
are paid in cash terms, 

Another non-resident caste that serves 
the villagers
 

of asudha, particularly the zamidaars, is the Kaibat
 

(a fisher-ian caste). 
 There is an economic relationship 

between the adr of Basudha and the Kaibat of Silegaon.
 

The .
 own a large number of ponds and employ Kaibat 

to cAtch fish fromi them. It is obligatory for them to call 

on the same Kaibat whenever necessary and the Kaibat also 

feels bound to serve them when required. A portion of the 

catch is 
given to him as his remuneration.
 

Sometimnes ponds are distributed to the Kaibat to raise
 

ffish.. In such arrangements the Kaibat bears all expenses for
 

http:igrac.ni
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-e 

owners off ithe pond;.nd the.Kaibht. 

:raising fish iand(:the'catdh 'irsal.vays iully shared by the 

I 

Apart from the above, the villagers of Basudha recei

ve services from some other non-resident castes as well.
 

The village is regularly visited by a cobbler from Banpas,
 

several vegetable dealers from Guskara, tinkers from
 

Burdw.an city and other traders from Ihe neighbouring areas.
 

Some of the villagers of Basudha, particularly the Muslims 

also trade goods outside the village. They collect local
 
as 

commodities such/paddy, rice, parched rice and straw and 

sell them to the wholesale dealers of the neighbouring 

com;ircial centres. Sometimes representatives of the 

wholesale dealers also come to Basudha to make purchases. 

In tLeir economic round, the villagers regularly visit 

the li-weekly markets at Guskara and Orgram and often go 

to Burdwan to make their purchases. 

The above discussion shows that there is a well
 

structured organisation that controls the economic activi

ties of the villagers and they follow a regular pattern.
 

Though the structure is more or less rigid, the economic
 

relationships in Basudha mostly operate in an informal way. 

Traditional patterns still dominate the economic rela

tionships of the villagers. Mention has been made of a few 

changes that occured in recent years. The only major change 

that has effected the economic relationships of the villagers 

http:pond;.nd
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is due to the emergence of factionalism. This has been
 
discussed, in some detail, in connection with the political 

life of the villagers. 
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,FOOTNOTES 

1. This is a composite word that means a farm servant who
 

wcrks as a wage labourer, seasonal labourer, or a regular
 

farm servant. Though there are separate words to indi

cate regular farm servants who work at fixed terms for
 

the whole year, often the villagers use the word m
 

while referring to them. 

2. One seer is equal to 0.93 Kg. In Basndha there are two 

measures in use. One is known as I seer and the 

other is 3ji . One a seer always contains 

0.93 Kg. In case of kaachi seer it varies from 0.75 Kg. 

tc 0.80 Kg. 

3. It is a brass container commonly used in the village 

for measuring rice and murhi (parched rice). One p 

L of rice weighs about 0.93 Kg. 

4. A white piece of cotton cloth used as men's wrap around
 

apparel in India, 

5. 	 It ia a piece of coarse cotton cloth used as wrap aromd 

by men and women. 

6. It is a.;sort of crop cooperative society from which the
 

members or their nominees can borrow food grains for a
 

one year term. The rate of interest is fixed at 25 per 

cent.
 

7. 	 One maund is equal to 37.32 Kgs. 
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8. 	In this locality one M of land is equal to 0.40 acre. 

"datch huts" are temporary shelters where the 11gad 

stays at night in order toxwatch the fields.
 

10. 	 It is a measure weighing about 2.80 Kgs. 

11. 	 It is an amount of cash honorarium made to a Brahman for 
his service. According to custom, if Brahman inviteda is 
to eat in the house of his iajimaa he has to be paid 
ar honorarium as ishis eating considered a service 

rendered to his j . Members~of no other caste
 

enjoy this privilege.
 

12, &1 consists of rice, fruits, and sweets 
 that are 
offered to deity.the According to custom the Brahman 
2riest will take as mlich share of the L as he 

li'&Ces. 

13. 	 Pranaami is cash offerings made to the.deity. 

14. 	 One p (paise in plural) is one-hundredth part of a
 

rupee.
 

15. 	 It is a Hindu religious festival observed in honour of 
the birthday celebration of Lord Krishna. 

16. 	 Krishna was born in the prison of king Kangsha. On the 
same night of his birth he was secretly taken to the home 
of Nanda to avert Kangsha's wrath. H is observed 

to commemorate the safe arrival of Krishna at the N .
 
17. This is an annual festival of the village when the villa

gers eat the new crop after harvest for the first time.
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18., 	It is a comination oftfood articles given to a person 

in order to show respect to him or as part of his payment. 

19. A Brah'ian who receives the first gift ,of the post-fumeral 

ceremony. He is ranked very low in the caste hierarchy, 

even lower than many non-Brarian castes. 

20. 	A Sanskiit scholar whose duty is to watch whether all
 

things are done in a ceremonially correct way. He is
 

ranked high in the caste hierarchy.
 

21. It is a caste the members of which are specialised in 

cattle raising. It is the duty of a member of this caste 

to mark the sacrificial bull with a hot iron at the time 

of 	the post-funeral ceremony. 

fee
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C HAPTER IV
 

POLITICAL LIFE
 

Many notable changes have been observed in the politi

cal life of Basudha in recent years. The most important
 

of these is the emergence of factionalism. Talking about
 

the panchayati rajI programme and the attendant increase
 

in factionalism, a member of the Bagdi caste said, "Still
 

it is good. At least we can put our grievances before
 

the public. Before the introduction of the panchayati
 

raj system no one cared to know whether we had anything
 

tc say." His feelings were, to some extent, shared by
 

Dasharath Nayek, a member of the non-zjmjaa Sadgope
 

caste who said, "It is no good to live in a village
 

where they have a m. You cannot ignore them. 

Also you cannot annoy them. You just have to accept 

what they do to you." 

The above remarks of individual members of Basiidha are
 

shared by a large section of the villagers who are known
 

as c .2 They consist of the non-z Iar Sadgope and
 

members of other castes of the village. Until recently,
 

as the above remarks indicate, the zamidaar of the village
 

enjoyed an unchallenged control over the authority
 

structure of the village. The m (the zamidaar are
 

often referred to as mg) were the rulers and the
 

were the ruled. Although, the recent changes brought
 c 
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about by the introduction of panchayati raj system did
 

not drastically change this basic pattern of polarisation
 

of power, the absolute control of the moral over the autho

rity -tructure of the village does not always go unchallen

ged. In order to have a clear understanding of the politi

cal life of Basqfdha it will be useful to trace the political 

history of the village since the Zi migrated here. 

When the zamidaar migrated to B.asudha, by virtue of 

their control over economic resources they became all power

fil in the village. "Nothing could happen here without 

their :n'owledge or approval. You could not even have a pond
 

dug unless the zamidaa approved it," said Pashupati Ghosh, 

an elCderly member of tie village. Though his statement 

was nrt entirely unprejudiced, there are sufficient reasons 

to believe that the &amidaar of Basudha enjoyed an un

challenged authority in the region. 

During the British regime, as part of the local self

government when Union Boards 3 were formed, Basudha became 

the seat of a Union Board and a amidaar of this village 

became its President. One member of the same zamlaaar 

family remained in that Position for thirty consecuttive years. 

After L.ndependene, thefommimity development programme was 

launch-,d in 1952 and later the panchayati raj system was 

introduced in 1969 to invite people's participation in the 

programle. In West Bengal the panchayati raj took the form 

of a f ur-tier system -- the zilla parishad4 at the top, the 
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gram panchayat5 at the bottom, and the anchalik parishad6
 

and anchal panchayat 7 in the middle. Interestingly enough, 
three members (cousins) from the Zsame family of 
Basudha occupied the three top-most positions of the anchalik
 
parishad, anchal parnchayat, and the gram panchayat. Though 
in all these three structures there were representatives 
from lifferent castes 
or religious groups, and from different
 

walks of life, this example extremewas an of centralisation 
of power. 
However, the passage to this centralisation of
 

power was not very smooth, 

On May 5, 1958 the gram panchayat was formed in Basudha 
on an experimental basis and all the e~Jeven members of that
 
body were iuaanimoisly elected. 
 These eleven members elected
 
from -mong themselves a Zia the
as adhyalcsha 8 of the
 
village coimcil and an educated villager as 
 the upadhyaksha. 9 

This -,lected body worked for one year. nextThe election
 
for tle formation of statutory panchayat 
 was held on July 8,
 
1959. In this statutory body 
 there were nine positions. In 
a unanimous decision of the villagers, three members were
 
selected from each of the three a2 n i.ection or 
quartt-r) of the village to fill in those positions. At the
 
time 
(f the initial formation of the experimental panchayat,
 
however, no attention had been paid to the representativeness
 

of the 2 organisation of the village. 

Before the introduction of the panchayati raj system,
 
Basud-a was a part of the Guskara Union Board and Shaktipada 
Ghosh of Basudha was its President. As he had set up a few 
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conxlercial and industrial establishments at Guskara he 

moved there with his family. Naturally the. headquarters of 

the ,nion Board was also shifted to Guskara. As Shaktipada 

Ghosh would rarely visit Basudha, one of his cousins, Umesh 

Ghosh, became the leader of the village. In fact, he was 

the , £io leader of Basudha even when Shaktipada Ghosh 

was bee as tb ilatiei', beltg the, President of the Union 

Boarc of Guskara, would mostly remain busy with the extra

vill.ge affairs. 

W1hen the panchayati raj system was first introduced, 

neither Shaktipada Ghosh nor Umesh Ghosh were very aware of 

its 'inplications. Further, as the Tnion Board continued 

to function duriug the experimental gram panchayat period, 

neither of them took any interest in joining the new body. 

The experimental gram panchayat of Basudha was headed 

by DInabandhu Mandal, a member of the other zy±1ma family 

of the village. When it was decided to form the statutory 

pancl ayat, both Shaktipada Ghosh and Umesh Ghosh became
 

intercsted in joining the new organisation. Shaktipada Ghosh 

aspLied for the position of pradhanl 0 of the anchal panchayat, 

which was a parallel position to the President of the Union 

Board, and Umesh Ghosh aspired for the position of adhyaksha.
 

But DiLnabandhu Mandal, the earlier occupant of the position, 

was reluctant to quit the position that he had been occupying 

for c:ne year. Sothe situation became a bit complicated. It
 

got worse when Gopeswar Ghosh (an honours graduate and a 
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teacher of Guskara Higher Secondary School), another cousin
 
of Sbaktipada Ghosh, who was also the Vice-President of the
 

Union,Board, aspired for the position of the pradhan. Thus,
 

there were two candidates for each of the positions of
 

pradlmn and adhyaksha and all of them were representatives 

of one or the other zamidaar family of Basudha. 

When a contest among the _zaridar became inevitable 

Tinkapi Pal, a dissatisfied non-zamidgar Sadgope and a 

member of the village council, became active and wanted 

to snatch away power from the hands of the village zamidaar, 

With the help of Gunadhar Roy, a Kayastha of the village 

and a member of the Communist Party of India, he organised 

:. -t called abhi party (farmers' party) and decided 

to tax' advantage of the situation. Soon they were joined 

by two other influential villagers Pashupati Ghosh and 

Harihar Mandal. Ghosh and Handal were non-zanidgar and 

belonged to Sadgope caste. Both of them were members of 

the Experimental village council. But when the statutory 

gram panchayat was formed their names were dropped from 

the Eembership of the village council. 

We have already said that at the time of formation
 

of the experimental village council the selection of repre
senttives was somewhat arbitrary as no attention was paid 

to the a organisation of the village. As a result, 

the experimental village council there were six i 



repre:entatives from one a 
 a. When it was.decided to 

have oqual number of#representatives from'each s'ection of 

the village, there were only three positions for the northern 

sectinn from which there had been six representatives. 

Further, in order to make a seat for Umesh Ghosh, the Q& 
fact leader of the village and a member of the zi 

family, some members of the previous experimental village 

counci.l were dropped from the statutory village council. 

This made them very dissatisfied and they took it as an 

act o." personal insult. As most of them had personal 

grievances against the Z 
 = they made them their target 

for an attack. Pashupati Ghosh was extremely bitter about 

it as before abolition of the z a system he was refuised 

permission by the village zami&g to excavate a pond in 

the village for raising fish. He i.ras already looking for 

a chance to take revenge. So, when his name was dropped from 

the -ist of members of the village cotucil he became viriilent 

and extended his unalloyed support to the C party.
 

Soon Nemai Haldar, another non-zamidaar member of 

Sadgone caste joined the party. He attended a meeting 

where a top communist leader of the state spoke. He was 

so influenced by the speech that he decided to join the 

party in order to dislodge the & from power.
 

These few individuals formed the nucleus and started their
 

campaign against the z 
 They made secret contacts
 

with the impoverdshed c of the village and raised a
 

9 
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slogan'against the b system. This tremendously moved 

the clAotalok as most of them were affected by thU system. 

Soon a large number of them stopped rendering bega service 

and joined the chashi party. Within a very shoit time the 

villaqe became divided into two factions -- the moral party 

of tho Zmidaur and the "Lj party of those opposed to
 

the . 

Pashupati Ghosh, who became very active in his campaign 

againt , explained to the ohhotalok, "IDuring the 

British regime the moral supported the then British Govern,-int 

and thus humiliated ouir national heroes like Subhash Chandra 

Bose and Chitta Ranjan Das. Ilow we have achieved independence 

and the Moral have overnight changed their robe. Now they 

are~supporters of the Congress Party. They are ches.ts and. 

canno; be trusted." lie firther added, "Chhotalok are poor 

as th, mora want them to remain poor. They do not want the 

poor ,o become literate and be e,-ianicipated. So they opposed 

the p.,'oposal of setting up a High School in the village. 1,12 

This had a tremendous ipact upon the villagers and most of 

the clotalok formed a negative opinion about the or. 

The solidarity of the c party increased when Gunadhar 

Roy pzomised to give agricultural lands to the landless 

villatgers provided they supported the i party in the 

village election. 

The members of the moral group were not at first aware 

of thcse developments. They came to realise the weight of 
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The last tool the moral decided to use was to dis

conneot water supply facilities to the members of the chashi 

party and their followers. As all the village ponds belonged 

to the moral, the menbers and followers of the "i I)arty 

found themselves in a great difficulty. At this point the 

villat;e factionalism took a serious turn toward physical 

violenice. Realising this the moral restrained themselves 

from ixerting the pressure fully. Distead, they started 

litig'.tion cases against members of the r]aahi party. As a 

retal'.atory action the Qhashi also did the same and within 

a very. short period the villagers became involved in multiple 

law s Uits some of which are -,till going on. 

The Muslim villagers at first tried to remain neutral.
 

But dte to economic pressure, most of them had to support
 

the z =. As a conseqzence of this factionalisn most of 

the II .ndu castes, the Santals and the Muslims became divided 

into -"wo groups. 

The c_ party did not propose any candidates for 

the p sitions of anchalik parishad and anchal panchayat as 

they t.id not have any organisation beyond the village level. 

They oncentrated all their efforts on the election of 

adhyal:sha of the gram panchayat. 

Though the Moral were pleading for unanimity all 

throug'h their election camzpaign, a contest became inevitable 

andf;±ook the turn of a prestige fight between the moral and 

ng party. To avoid clashes, some members of the z d 



the nominee offamilies were insistng that Sadhan Basar, 

the ,g party, withdraw his name from the contest. At that 

weretime the majo.ity of the members of the village council 

supporting Sadhan Bazpr. So he remained firm in his deci

sion to contest. Wher, Umesh Ghosh the m candidate, came 

U Inow about it became very furious. At first he tried 

to persuade Sadhan Bazar to*'ithdraw his name. When this 

failed Umesh Ghosh personally insulted him by saying,"The 

now you. want to rule them.ml brought you to Basudha and 

How dare you do thit? Being a non-za ajr you want to rule 

the za.idaar." Sadhan Bazar felt very much offended at this 

and this made him more firm in his decision to contest the 

seat Lji the adhyaksha. Then Umesh Ghosh tried to win the 

support of tIe chhotal 1 and Muslim members of the village 

council by making economic concessions to them. This
 

enabled him to bag support of one of the two chhntalok 

m3mberv and the MislL, rai..,mber. Though this made him almost 

certain about his victlory, TJmesh Ghosh still insisted on 

unanimity in the electlon of adhyaksha. When all the efforts 

of Umesh Ghosh failed, Shaktipada Ghosh intervened and was 

succespful in removing Sajhan Bazar from the contest. 

Shaktipada Ghosh was closely related to Sadhan Bazar
 

through a marriage. So when ht requested Sadhan Bazar to
 

withdraw his name the latter agreed. He did it for two 

reasonw. First, he did not want to make the richest man 

of thevillage his enemy by refusing him. Second, when so, e 

of hisl. supporters crosst-i the floor and the chance 6f 
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his victory became slim he thought it would be'unwise to
 

get Involved in the clash. Thus, at last the adhyaksha of
 

Basudha was elected without any contest. But when the
 

election was over there was no attempt to patch up the 
diffe

rences between the m party and the Gl party.
 

Though the a 
 ,i party could not push their candidate
 

through the village election they did not give up their
 

political activities. As a result, when any new organisa

tion is set up in the village both the m party and 

h ,jpartycontest for occupying power. Consequently,
 

long after the 1959 village election, Basudcha has remained
 

divided into two factions. The leadership of the village
 

is to some extent responsible for this.
 

On the basis of their observation of political and 

social change in India many scholars have commented on the 

growth of factionalism in Indian villages. McCormack notes 

the contrast between the traditional village social system 

in whtich "... castes constituted the major groups within
 

the village and only a single allegiance was possible, and
 

the present faction system where 11al allegiance to interest

sha*ing groups is not only possible bit common.''13 le 

attributes the growth of factiona.ism to the disintegration 

of tho traditional economic system and the increase in diredt 

governmental interference in village affairs. Our observation
 

in Baeudha more or less confirms this view. We saw how the
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election system of village offidials, that;was previously 

unknown in Indian village politics, has contributed sub

stantially to the growth of factionalism. 

4.0 
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F OOTNOTES
 

1. 	 A new system of village government instituted by the state 

administration in 1958 in order to decentralise power and 

authority. The governing unit of the village is known 

as gram panchayat. 

2. 	 A Bengali word which means peasant. Here the word was
 

used to mean non-,amidaar of the village.
 

3. 	The first attempt of extending local self-govern-ient to
 

viLlages was iade in 1870. Under the provisiori of the 

Bengal Village Chankidari Act of 1870, the coumtry wa.side 

divided into unions comprising of about ten twelveor 

sqiare miles and they were placed under p-c ay.ts. 

Th-se so-called pancharats or co'incils had only formal 

existence. The 'actual governing network of rural locLl 

borlies consisting of a district board and a local board 

wai formed as per resolition of LoEIRipon in 1882. See 

Tinker 5 Hugh, The Fotnda tjons of Loal Sel-GqJvernient 

i 	 India. Pakistan and Burma, University of London: 
Tho Athlone Press, 1954: 39-40 & 52. 

4. 	 Z is an Arabic word which means district and parishad 

is a Sanskrit word which means council. So zilla parishad 

stands for the district council. 

5. 	Gram ilanchayat means village council. 

6. 	 Anchalik parishad is 	a block level organisation of elected
 

mernbers. Most of the members are elected from the gram 

panchayat and some 
of 	the members are elected from the
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anchal panchayat. 

7. 	 Anchal panchayat is an organisation of elected members of
 

an area that coincides with now defunct Union Board.
 

8. 	 Originally a Sanskrit word means head of an institution. 

Here it means the chief of the village council.
 

9. 	Upadhyaksha is the assistant of the head of an institiution.
 

Here it -eans the assistant chief of the village council. 

10. 	Literally means principal. Here it means the head of the
 

anchal panchayat.
 

11. 	A Bengali word which literally ieans headman. Here the 

word has been ised to .ean zaMidaa:. This is the word the 

villagers use to indicate the zarniaar. 

12. 	Th. z opposed the idea for two reasons. They were 

not willing to give any land for the school premises. 

They rather wanted to upgrade the primary school up to a 

Basic School where importance would lie on vocational
 

triining.
 

13. Sec 	McCormack, William, "Factionalism in a Mysore 

Village," in IeadershiD and Political Institution in 

Indi , by R.L. Park and I. Tinker (eds.), Princeton, N.f.: 

Pr.nceton University Press, 1959: 440. 
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PROGRAMMES FOR DEVELOPMENT 

When India achieved independence in Avgust, 1947, her
 

national leaders found themselves facing many urgent prob
lems that demanded imediate attention. 
The food problem was
 
one cf the most important problems of all. 
This problem came
 

into focus during World War II, when the "Grow More Food" 
campaign w-s launched. With the creation of Pakistan, large 
surplus food areas were lost to India. As a result the sitta
tion became worse. In order to bring about a speedy increase 
in food production, the Government of India and the state 

governments undertook numperous agriciitural development 

programmes.
 

The Department of Agriculture of the Government of
 

India was first established as far back as 1871. The 
provi ces got their separate departments of agriculture around 
1882.1 The community development programme, 
 in which increa

sing food production is also an important aspect, is of a 

recent origin. 

In 1938 the Indian National Congress set up a National 
Planning Committee to examine the resources of the country and 
to prepare plans for India's economic reconstruction. The
 

domrittee was to explore the means of attaining self~suffi
ciency for the country and of doubling the standard of living 
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of the people within a prescribed time limit. Planning
 

assulwed paramount importance as the country attained inde

pendence. The Planning Commission which formulated India's 

First Five Year Plan was established in 1950. For bringing
 

about the social and economic development of the villages
 

as a part of the Five Year Plans, the community development
 

programme was designed. At this time the results of the
 
2 

pilot project initiated by Mayer, were used to guide 

India's future rural development.
 

The community development programne was formally 

instituted in 1952. At first fifteen pilot projects were
 

initi,'ted in different states of India in order to determine
 

the sUtablity of the programmes. But before getting any
 

significant result from the pilot projects, fiftyfive
 

commuity development projects, each consisting of three
 

community development blocks, were instituted in the same 

year in different parts of the country.
 

The emphasis of the projects was on all-round deve

lopment of ruzl communities. One of the important aspects
 

of th programme was educating the farmers in improved agri

culti,'al techniques and arranging for credit and supplies 

to bring about an increase in food production. Other 

aspecI.s of the programme included social education, rural
 

healt'h, public works, rural industries, and improving 

communication facilities. 
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The community development movement is not unique to 
India. 
 There were similar movements in other parts of the
 
globe, 
 Particular mention may be made of the Agricultural
 
Exte1sion Programmes of the United States. 
 There were also
 
several indigenous experiments, of which experiments in
 
Sevagram by Gandhi 3 
 and in Sriniketan by Tagore 4 deserve 
special mention. Later experi'lents s:tch as those in Nilo
kheri by Dey5 
and in Faridabad by Ghosh6 
made a good contri
bution toward this movement. Other attempts like the
 

Gurgain project of Brayne7, Martandam project of Hatch 8
 

aid the f-rka9 development scheme of the state of Madras 
were 
important experiments in this direction.
 

The fifteen corwi:inity development pilot projects
 

Ctarted 
 fmctioning in April, 1952 and the fiftyfive comnu
nity development projects were lannched on October 2,10
 

of the same year, across different places in the country.
 
In December, 1952 it was decided to add fiftyfive more corii
nity development blocks. 
 Thus by October, 1953 there were
 
altogether 220 community development blocks (excluding the
 

pilot projects) in the country.
 

The community development programme was 
institited
 
in three stages. 
The first stage was initiated as an
 
intensive development stage which later was merged with the
 
less Lntensive national extension service. 1 1 It was a 
three-yeart'stage during which a limited programme of develop
ment aas executed. The second phase that started in 1955 
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was also a three-year phase of intensive development work.
 

Thereafter the programme entered a post-intensive, continitng
 

stage.
 

In November, 1957 the Committee on Plan Project, which
 

is also known as the Balwantray Mehta Co;,mwittee, recommended 

a revised programme envisaging two stages of longer duration 

and aoolishing the distinction between the less intensive, 

intensive, and the post-intensive stages. Accordingly, with
 

a partial modification, the stages of the commimity develop

ment blocks were reorganised. The Comnittee on Plan Projects
 

observed that unless the people and their democratic insti

tutions take full responsibility in the planning and super

vision of the community development programme, the movement 

would never be a success. According to the suggestion of
 

this committee, the panchayati raj programme with a three
 

tier system of decentralization of power was introduced in 

1952. 

Under this new system the village itself became the 

basic unit for development, which was to be brought about 

through the village panchayat, elected by all adult members 

of th. village. Many powers are delegated to this institu

tion for the implementation of the development programmes 

at the village level.
 

The block level organisation, consisting of the
 

presidents of village councils, is responsible for the 
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formulation and implementation of development plans for
 

the entire block. At the district level, it is the zilla 

parishad, consisting of the Presidents of anchalik parishads, 

the members of Parliament, State Legislatures and Legisla

tive Council. (representing the area) with the Collector of
 

the district as its Chairman, Its function is to direct 

the work of the anchalik parishads within its district. 

Thus, from the village level to the district all the deve

lopment activities can be carried out by the panchayat
 

with the help of the government officials. 

Until the end of January, 1964 there were altogether
 

4,877 stage I, stage II, and post-stage II blocks in India 

covering 5.66 lak 1 2 villages and a population of 40.331' 

1
corj 13 In addition there were also 318 pre-extension 

bloci atl-ihat timefumctioning in the country. Thus, except 

for certain inaccessible areas, the entire coumtry has been
 

covered by the community development blocks.
 

A_ .stra.tive organisation 

In the commimity development programme in India the
 

paranunt unit of development activities is the block that
 

covers approximately 100 villages. The Block Development
 

Officer is in charge of a block. He is assisted by diffe

rent officials who are entrusted with various types of
 

developmental works like social education, cooperation, 

healt L, agriculture, and animal husbandry. 
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On the village level the work is carried out by a multi
purpose workerfinown as Village Level Worker oD gran sevak. 
He is the key agent of the whole administrative machinery and
 

is sPe:cially trained for extension work. 
He links the villa
ges with the administration and the ideas of the different
 

development programmes are disseminated among the villagers
 

througn him.
 

At the district level, the Deputy Coimmissioner or
 
Collec!tor is responsible for all the development activities.
 

He is assisted by a number of special officers who are assig
ned with various development activities. The role of the
 

Deputr Commissioner is largely that of a coordinator of
 

the block programmes. 

At the state level, the Development Commissioner is
 
in chirge of community development programme. There is a
 
board at the state level to supervise the activities of the
 
Development Commissioner and to advise him in the implemen

tatic i of the programmes. This is known as the State Deve

lopmeit Committee.. 
 The Development Commissioner at the
 
state level ib the counterpart of the minister at the national
 

level.
 

The major activities covered by the community develop

ment ')rogramme in Basudha are summarised below: 
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Agric ilture, Irrigatio.- and Allied Fields 

Agriculture was 
one of the main concerns of the
 

commuiity development programme. Therefore, the irogramme 

in Baiudha included a variety of agricultural schemes. Under 
the land reforms movement, land consolidation and land recla

matio: were the two major schemes. In Basudha, no work was 
done rnder land consolidation programme under landand the 

recla:iation programme a loan of Rs. 500.00 was advanced to
 

one o.? the cultivators in 1961-62.
 

Under the irrigation scheme werethere provisions for 
advancement of loans for the excavation or reexcavation of
 

tarts and canal distributories, and for the purchase of
 

irrigttion appliances. As most of the village lands were
 

covered by the canal irrigation system no such loan was
 

advan ed to the villagers of Basudha. Only one dumi (a lift 
irrigation device) and an irrigation pump set were distribu

ted by the block at a subsidised rate. The _duni was bought 

by one non-zpmidaar member of Sadgope caste and the pump 

set w '.s obtained by the most influential zaqiL'du= of the 

villai e. 

In 1955, when the forest laws protecting trees were
 

impler:.ented the people of Basudha were faced with a new 
problem of obtaining fuel from the forests. Having no other 

alterrative they began burning largea quantitj of cowdmg 
as futl. Naturally there was a shortage of manure. In order 
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to cdmpensate for this skortage the block undertook a
 

programme to popularise the techniques of green manuring
 

and chemical fertilisers.
 

- These were not new practices to the villagers. Most 

of them had some familiarity with both green manuring tech

niques and chemical fertilisers through the earlier progra

mines of the agriculture department of the stae government, 

even before inception of the conilrnity development project. 

However, for the purposes of green manuring the block tried 

to pcpularise the cultivation of dhaincha (sesbania accu

leata) and in the first year of the programme eight kilo

gramnes of seed was distributed to the farmers of Basudha. 

In their programme to popularise chemical fertili

sers the block introduced ammonium sulphate, super phosphate, 

and fertiliser mixtures to the villagers. For small 

farmers provisions were made for advancing fertiliser loan. 

In i%0-61 and again in 1963-64 five farmers of Basudha 

were .given such loans. 

' In order to improve the quality of manure, the block 

undertook a programme to poplarise masonry compost pits 

among the villagers. Under this programme four farmers of 

Basudfa were sanctioned a lump grant of Rs. 150.00 each and 

four masonry compost pits were constructed in the village.
 

The farmers of Basudha were familiar with improved
 

seeds even before the inception of the community development
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programme. However, the block also introdiced some new 

varicties of paddy in the village. In recent years, some 

high ,iclding varieties of paddy such as Taichumg native 1 

and ) .R.-8 have been introduced. Some improved and high 

yielding varieties of wheat were also introdtced by the 

blocl, to the farmers of Basidha. These were altogether new 

to thorn a the villagers were not familiar with wheat 

cittjvation even half a decadce :Lg.,. ,inong the high yield

in. ,arie ties of who: t, ]iP,-R24 a:;, i.Ltrodced by the block. 

Liprc led ;eeds of ,-,garcanc ((,. o,.7, C. 0419:varietjo:) 

and potato (Rangoon) 11ainital, and "alay varieties) i:,-r 

also introd-iced by the block to the villagers of Ba, ifdia. 

Jnrler the scheme of uc.,p. 'arising vegetablc; c1ltiva

tion, abott 2000 seedlings ,,f c, ,liflower, cabbage, t ;,,ato 

and other vegetables were distrib-ted free of cost to the 

farmtcrs of Basudha. 

The block made an ttempt tc) introduce improved agri

culti ral implements and applinces 6o the farmers. It dis

tribi Lued some agricltural impleie.cntL like seeddrill, paddy 

woedEr, and duster to one of the farmers of the village at a 

subsJ ised rate when the block 'ised his farm land as a demon

strat ion plot for improved methods; of cultivation. One Lspray'r 

was also given to another farmer of the village at a subsidi

sed price. 

Mn addition, the block recommended certain techniques
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of rctation of crops and improved cultural practices such
 

as use of seedlings of proper age, proper spacing, and grow

ing seedlings on a raised seed bed. Demonstrations of these
 

practices were held in Basudha during the period of 1963-66.
 

The villagers were well informed of need for plant
 

protection chemicals even before the community development 

programme was started. The block introduced some new varie

tier of plant protection chemicals and disseminated knowledge 

of tieir correct dosages. 

Among the various types of credit facilities advanced 

by tLe block, twenty-seven farmers of Basudha took advantage
 

of cattle purchase loan and the loan for buying fertilisers, 

during the period 1953 to 1965. In order to make the credit 

facilities readily available to the villagers, a multipurpose 

credit society was organised in Basudha. Seventyfive farner, 

of tlte villa;e are members of this credit society. The 

socicty has a working capital of Rs.7,626.91. 

In order to improve the cattle population eighteen 

improved goats and one breeding bull were distributed to 

-the villagers of Basudha by the community development block. 

When the artificial insemination programme was introduced 

by the block, the bull was taken away to another village. 

Some improved poultry birds were also distributed to the 

czhhPtalQ1l of the village by the block. As these animals
 

and tirds were very susceptible to diseases the block also
 

http:Rs.7,626.91
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made arrangement for inhoculating them against diseases.
 

During 1958-59, 1050 heads of cattle of Basudha were vacci

nate6 against rinderpest. Between 1-965 and 1967, 836 more
 

cattle were also vaccinated against the same disease.
 

Drirog the period of 1965-66, 386 PI'itry birds were vacci

nateC against duck plague and during the period of 1965 

and 3 967, 762 animals received treatment for different disea

ses from the v~e'ninary dispensary of the block. 

For the improvement of the ireneral health of the cattle
 

population the block also introdiced an improved type of 

fodder crop. In 1966, one of the farmers of Baslidha culti

vated the fodder crop in 0.20 acre of land, 

Education and Social Welfare
 

Before the inception of the community development
 

programme there was 
a primary school and a library in
 

Basud'2a. As stated earlier, the school was 
established by 

the Z-midaar of the village. The library was established 

by th? villagers in 1939 by their voluntary contributions. 

There was a collection of 300 books in the library.
 

Since the inception of the community development progra

mme, The library has received an annual grant of Rs.30.00
 

from zhe block. It has also received services of the mobile
 

libra.oies organised by the block.
 

Before the beginning of the community development
 

progrimme, there was no permanent building for the library.
 

http:Rs.30.00
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When a village z donated land for the: construction of 

the l.ibrary,'building the block organised -shramdaan (donation 

of voluntary labour) and got ,the b'iUlding constructed with 

the help of the %.illage . . ... 

The village primary school also received a lump grant 

from the block for the construiction of its new building. 

With a view to encouraging adult education in the 

vill,,ge, an adult training centre was opened by the block. 

Bijo'j 4landal, a non-zadfLqr Sadgope of Basudha was one of 

the eandidates for training in that centre. When his train

ing was completed he was appointed by the block to teach the 

adil ,s of the village. Thus an adilt edulcation centre (refer

red lo as night school by the villagers) for'males was esta

blished in the village. Members of the Bauri, Bagdi, Dome, 

and Santal comuities mainly enrolled themselves for edu

cation. The block sanctioned an annual grant of Rs.240.O0
 

for che maintenance of the night school. Further, the school
 

was nrrovided with a petromax (a gas mantle lamp), one
 

cotton mat locally called satranji, and one almirah (closet).
 

For :-ecreation facilities of the villagers, particularly
 

of the adults attending the adult edlication centre, the block 

also distributed some msical instruments. 

For women's education and welfare, attempts were niade 

to organise a women's education centre in the village. Be

side- reading and writing, the cuiririculum- of'the 'women's 

http:Rs.240.O0
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education centre included sewing, knitting, embroidery, and
 
home economics. This programme was not well received by 

the village women.
 

An important role in the programme of women's welfare 

was Flayed by a trained midwife of the block who visited 
Bas'idha. She was supplied with a medicine chest and treated 

women for common prenatal and postnatal ailments. 

Str ie s and Housing 

Programmes were indertaken by the block for devolop

ing interest in cottage 
 ind-istries and accordingly, special
 
arrargements were made for providing 
 the villagers with
 
loans 
 to start cottage industries. Arrangements were also
 
made for training of 
 the village youths in cottage indilstr

ies. As there are not many artisan castes in Basidha the
 

industrial programme 
 did not receive any special attention
 
in this village. The block had 
 alsz programnres for improve
ment 
 )f rural housing on a self-help basis. This programme 

also Aid not get much response from the villagers of Bas',dha. 

HIult'- and Sanitation 

In order to promote health and sanitation in the villa
ge, tVie block undertook a scheme for supplementing the supply 
of drinking water. Formerly there was not tube well and 

only one masonry well in the village. Under this scheme, 
six tube wells were installed in different sections of the 
village. Arrangements were also made for their repairing, 
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in case of any break down. In addition to ,the public tube 

wells, there 4re a large numberofoprivate water resources 

in the village.
 

To improve conditions of environmental sanitation,
 

the block had provisions for construction of community bath

rooms, community latrines, and smokeless hearths. None of
 

these programmes was very popular in Basudlia. The villa

gers rather preferred to have separate bathrooms and
 

latrines. The block tried to introduce the dug well latrine
 

in the village. This was also not well received. Those
 

who could afford it had their own septic tank latrines.
 

Only one dug well latrine was constructed by one of the
 

farmers of Basudha and that too remains mostly unused as he
 

had a septic tank latrine in the house.
 

It may be mentioned that the villagers are more ised
 

to defecate in the fields than to use a latrine. They do
 

so in part to increase the fertility of the soil.
 

To develop a consciousness of sanitation needs and 

practtces among the villagers, the block organised "clean 

your village" drive through s. At the initial stage 

some cleaning and construction works were done under this 

programme. But this did not have a lasting effect. 

For raising the general health, standard lof the locality, 

a Primary Health Centre wasestablished at Bannabagram and
 

a Subsidiary Health Centre was established,at Guskara with
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facilities for both indoor and outdoor treatment. The
 

village level worker 
was also supplied with a medicine
 
chest which would serve the purpose of providing first aid
 

for the villagers.
 

In an anti-malaria campaign, all the houses of 

Basu'ha were sprayed with DDT and tablets of paludrine were 
distributed to the villagers. In order to prevent smll pox, 

all the individuals of the village were vaccinated. In
 
addition, after implementation of the panchyati raj system
 

a honeopath clinic was established at Guskara. The 
clinic receives a sum of Rs.60.O0 per month for maintenance 

from the Guskara Anchal Panchayat, with which Basudha is 

affiliated. 

Tran ,portation and Communications 

To improve communications, programmes for restoration 

of the existing intervLLlage road system was undertak&n. 

Repa:,r work of the road that connects Basudha with Suri Road 

was uindertaken on the basis of shramdaan. With the coopera.. 

tion of villagers, the village =, and the block, 

the repairing work was done in 1955 and the entire road was 

pavec. with bricks and gravels. The block granted a sum of 
Rs.fl00.O0 towards the construction of this road. 

Programmes for maintenance of the village lanes were
 

also und 'Aenby the block. But after the implementation
 

of tLe panchayati raj system, that responsibility was vested
 

http:Rs.fl00.O0
http:Rs.60.O0
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to the ,vill.ge, c .. •!' 
...... up 'though Basudha's participation in various 

commi.inity developent programnmnes seems quite extensive and 

reasonably successful, a close observaticn shows that the 

impact of the programmes as a whole has been,rather super

ficicl. Agricultural, health, and transportation and communl

batticn programmes were comparatively more successful than 

the ethers. A somewhat elaborate discussion of a few agri

cultl-ral programmes has been incorporated in the next 

chapter of this report. 
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and covering an area of approximately 40 to 50 square
 

miles.
 

As
lO.October 2 is the date of birth of Mahatma Gandhi. 


Gandhi was the chief proponent of India's rural reconstruc

tion, his date of bith was selected for launching the
 

cc'rmunity development programme.
 

ll.The Grow More Food Enquiry Committee headed by V.T.
 

Krishnamachari recommended the organisation of national
 

exLension service for rurl reconstruction. The aim of
 

this agency was not only to provide food, clothing,
 

sholter, health, and recreational facilities to t 1--s 

villa :ers but also to stimiulate a change in the outlook 

of the people. Accordingly on October 2, 1953 the national
 

extension service came into pperation.
 

12.Derived from the Sanskrit word laksha, meaning"One
 

hundred thousand". 

13. Iterivod from the Sanskrit word koti, meaning "ten
 

milion."
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C H A P T.E R VI 

RESPONSE TO DT1VELOP'9INT PROGRA.,flS 

In the previous chapter tre have described the variq-ts 

progian ics that were introduced in Bas,,dha by the cort-i 1nty 

deveahpi-nent project. We have also mentioned the few agri

culti-ral programmes that were introdced by the Departmcrit
 

of Agricilture of thc state governnent before 
 the inception
 

of tLe cornmqiity development project. It is not within the
 

scope of this report to study and eval'tate all the prograries 

that were introduced in Bas~udha by the different developrient 

agencies. Here ouir pri-ar.v concern is to -tidy the adicr

tion behaviour of the villagers, particilarly, in connec

tion with the agrictltural innovations. So, we will. li,,,iit 

our discussion to the st-dy of some selected agric'ilttral 

practices.
 

It is a common experience that response to any deve

lopnent programme is not imiform. WJhen a rogra,, ,isnew 

intrcuced, all the individutals concerned do not readily
 

accept it. Some may adopt it quickly, others iay accept 

it after much persuasion by the extension worker, and a
 

third group maypnot accept it at all. 
 This type of varia

tion Ln the acceptance of a new practice may be called indi

vidual variation. Another type of variation ini adontion 

behaviour has also been observed. This is the variation 

ia thc adoption of different new practices. If several
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practices are introduced more or less at the same time in
 

a coilmnnity, it is found that some practices are more readi

ly accepted than others. This type of variation in adoption 

behaviour may be called variation by practice. Although 

these two categories are not muitzlly exclusive, for our 

operational advantage they may be treated separately. 

Variation in adoption of new practices was observed 

among the farmers2 of Basiidha. It was decided to limit
 

the disciission to agriciltural practices only, and for 

this purpose ten agricuiltural practices were selected. 

Thesc were i) chemical fertilisers, (ii) recommended 

imprcved seeds (excluding high yielding varieties), 

(iii) plant protection chemicals, (iv) high yielding varie

ties of seeds (v) farm equipment, (vi) green manuring, 

(vii) copost pits, (viii) improvcd poliltry birds, (Ux) reco

mmiended dosages of fertilisers and plant protection chemi

cals. and (x) improved cult.iral practices. 

Dofore we proceed further we will make a brief
 

review of the agricultural practices that will be dealt 

with in this section of the report. By chemical fertili

sers we mean amronium sulphate, super phosphate, ,.rea, 

fertiliser mixtures and others that are recommended by 

the extension agents. If any of them had been used by the 

farme,'s we considered it as a case of adoption. In reco

mmendod improved seeds we mainly include improved paddy, 

wheat, and potato seeds that have been recommiended by the 
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extension agents. W.e do not inclide high yielding varie

ties of pddy or wheat seeds dinrer this category. They have 

been treatuel separabely. Plant protection chemicals incli.e 

insecticide3, fingici'tes, and herbicides. Com'ion recommended 

plant. pritection chenicals of this localit,, are aldrin, 

dieldrin, endrin and follidol. Under high yielding varie

ties of seeds both paddy and weat seeds have been incl'idudl. 

If s.-ne farmers cLltivated even a very small plot of land 

with these varieties, we considorcd then as adopter'.
 

Farm equipment included improved agricier IL iple

le t-, that ha -e been reconieniel h-- the extenii.-, agent,
 

e.g. mould board ploufgh, seed drill, paddy weler, a.-ir1. 

ejuinment like d,ster a ri spra:,er. 'he irri-ati ,)irp 

ai.:o con'it ure-t 

of I'arm equliprent our eriphasis was mire on their posses .i-, 

thai o their exte,t of use. 

. ... been rdev this cate: r-. T-i '6 e . u 

By green -a 1ring we mean here culti_ tii if 

dhai ch_ (Nesbania acculeata). IL i- th oni1.1 

has t'ee recrviended. iI this area by the block. If a f anrr 

has c ,itivated dhaincha he has been couinted as adontor,an 

irrespective of the iroportion of farm areas covered by 

this crop. It' the far-ier had a )aonrycognost pit wo 

considered hi as an adopter of this practice. 'flnt'or all 

the recommended practices associated with the cormost pit 

are followed by the farmer is not the c.jsiderati'- 1 of this 

secL.pn rf the report.
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Improved poultry comprises uIf chicken and dick 

of improved variety. By rocoI ienled io::age ITe -ic&:. whether 

a farmer 'olLow- the rocorn endati.nr regariing the losage 

(f chemical fertili.:crs, plant protection chemicals etc. 

when he applies them. Improved. cult'tiral practicer :ican tse 

of soodling, -)f proper age, prior pacin, line sowing, 

otheriterciiltural operations, inprovel :eed beds and 

pr-ctices irrespective of their extent of use. 

on the above ten practicer:Information coll.ected 

i . great -ea )f variiti.l in the f-r;:-erzshois; th3.t there 


rrspo-ise to reconrendnd practices in Pas'rLa (vide table l2).
 

Table 12. Percentage 	 aistr,.bjlit.ionqf Farrers by 'Itiber
 
of Practices _.Ldopt3d
 

(:1 = 132 ) 

N(,. of Practices Adopted Perceatage )f V':rmerr 

0 .. ,57.58 

1 .. 1 5.91 

2 ... 10.61 
3 go@ 7.58 

4 ... 2.27 

5 .o* 3.03 

6 ... 0.00 

7 ... 0.76 

8 ... 0.00 
9 ... 2.27 

10 	 ... 0.00 

Frm the table it in seen that 	57.58 -rr cent )f 

above tea 7)racticcr;the f,.rriers did riot accept any 	 )f the 

http:endati.nr
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'.ad ..bout sixteen per cent of them adopted only one 

practice. There was no one in the village tho had accep

te! .11 the ten practices and only 2.27 per cent of the 

far lr accepted nine practices.
 

As lost of the above pracctices h.ivc been introdliced for 

some tine, the above finding:- miggest that there is, j.a 

-cne: al, -alack of response to te,c i.nnovati-Vis. There is 

only a snall percentage of farmers in linidha who are 

w'iitc s't;ceptLble to change2,. The :airity h",,eof village 
3 

far'Aers are laggards. 

great deal of variati .. noticed tl.e ac(epas i.n 

tance of different types of i'pro:ed practices (vie table 13). 

.Percent of_.arneg.Table 13. ' .cc1ptinW Te1 "\gricUt'rl 

P ractices_1 

(N'=132) 

Percent of Farlors:
Practice 

Accepting
 

Chemical fertilisers • 30.30
 

Plant protection chemicals .. 25.76
 

Recommenedi inproved ,ceods . 21.21
 
Far.1 eqiiipment .. 8.33
 

lig:' yi zlding varieties
 
of paddy and wheat . 6.06
 

Green ,ianaring 0. 4.55
 

Cori;ost pit 0 1.51 

Imp.coved poultry .. 1.51 

Improved cultnral practices.. 1.51
 

Recor .iended dosage .. 0.76 
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There could be multiple reasons for the variation. 

These will be discussed in appropriate sections of this 

report. But before we got into the disc'uisio i of that, 

we would like to examine a few cases of what we called 

"adoption" here. 

From table 13 it is soon that a rea:;onably large 

nurnber (30.30%) of the villagers had tried chemical ferti

liser and for our operational advantage we have called the,1 

as adopters. But a close examination of the nit-tation 

show:. th:t though chemical fertiliers are quite poplar 

amon the farmers of the villagn, there has .vt been an 

-nqalified acceptance of this practice in Basudha. It is 

true that almost a third of the farmers in the village 

had tried cheiical fertilisers but very few (only odLe :or 

recommended dosage. None of thecent' uje them in actual 

thoua'hvillagers use chemical fertilisers as a basal do2i 
4
4 

it is recommended by the block, particularly in the ca::c 

condition and theof paddy cultivation. The 	 geographical 

are, to somre extent, responsiblelocal system of irrigation 

for this failure to use basal doses. 

The levels of the cultivable lands aroimd Basudha 

to plot. As the lands here are irrigatedvary froii plot 

flows fron the lands at the higher le' elby canal, the water 

the farrIersto the lands at the lower level. We were told by 

not apply chemical fertilisersof the village that they do 

as basal dose as they can get wa-hed away by the flow of 

water.5 
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The extension officers provile the farmers with 

information of specific donage of che::,ical fertiliser!, for 

viari'us 	 crops. Only a few farmer,) seemed to be very inqui

sitive about this information. For such infor- ti-n most of 

the villagers depend on their own knowledge or on the 

knowledge of their neighbours who ha'; c reil-,ati 1 a r 

cult iv ators. 

A great deal of person-to-per.-on viriati-: the 

application of chemical ferti-iser' war, noticed. t ,7, 1Llso 

noticed 	 that the sa':n farmer i.<:as following ifferent ,'v;a7 

for the 	 same crop in different fields. however, for -L 7c 'ei'.l 

overview, the differences betwoecn the local do::agc -.nd re

coniondd dosage of inportant cro!)s of Ba:sudha could bo seen 

from table 14. 

Table 14. Differences. be tiwmej Locul and . cor,,1n led
 
Dosage of Chemic. F.rtilier..
 

Local Dosage Recorlz eI ( 
Crops Fertilisers (per acre Do'ge (pI' 

in Kg.) acre J .g.) 

Paddy 	 Ammonium sulphate 12.5 - 20 60 
Oil cake 50 -100 -

S-1per phosphate --	 75 

Potato 	 Amrionium sulphate 100 --

Oil cake or 50 -750 --

Potato mixture 750 (8:8:8) 750(8:,:8) 

heat 	 Annonium sulphate 100 90
 
Super phosphate 7 75
 
Iuiriate of potash -- 25
 

400
 
cane 	 Oil cake 500 - 750 --


Super phosphate -- 250
 
Mriate of potash -- 0
 

Sugar-	 Ammonium:i sulphate 100 
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It is interesting to note here that the villagers 

use a huge quantity of oil cake (residue of oil-seeds when 

most of the oil has been pressed out) as fertiliser, though it 

is not in the list of recommended fortilisers.eof the block. We 

were told that none of the villagers of Basudha used oil cake 

as fertiliser until about~twenty years ago. Shibapada Ghosh, 

one of the good cultivators of the village got the idea of 

its use from one of his relatives from a neighbouring village 

and first introduced it to Basudha. Within a very short 

period most of the villagers started using it for different 

cropf;. At present there is a grent demand for oil cakc-' 

in t'-e village. 

Table 14 reveals that various types of chemical for

tilizers have been intro-1,ciel b.- the block flor different 

crops and different dosages have been reconlenrlel for te n. 

Butt in -lost of the cases the villagers ise the chemical ferti

lisers in mulch less thaa the reco-i ,enled do',a-:e. Only -.n 

the case of whea, cultivation do we see that the local doauge 

is s',)mewhat close to reco'iiended dosage. We have already said 

that wheat cultivation is new to this area. The vill.ager. 

c,tltivate wheat in small plots of land to meet the requirements 

of domestic consumption. It is neither a major food crop 

nor a cash crop to the villagers. 

About the application of plant protectio-i chemicals, 

farmers are rather skeptical. Though 25.76 per cent of 

the farmers of Basudha use them (table 13), it has not become 
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a regular practice to do so. To o'lr knowledge, no c'ilti

vator in the village has ever 'i,:ed plant protection chen-icalF
 

as a preventive measuire. Farmers of Basidha itsually apply 

plant protection chei-ical.,: only .a a c irari , 0 measure and 

then they expect some immediate result-. Whei they fail t-) 

got immediate re.2:'lt ;, a:3 is often the case with their ,; t.,arc-nr 

and potato crops, they become "keptical about the ttility of 

the whole plant protection programnie. 

Recommended improved seed: have beei adopted by 21.' i
 

per cent of the farmers (table 13). This does not 'ie;i, how

ever, that these farmers always iw e reco.imended impro.-e i
 

seed-- in all the plots of their 
farm lands. Our observation 

ratheir indicates the reverse. 
Those who une recommended 

improved seeds do it either for selected few c-ops or on a 

few plots of land. According to local methods of c'1±tiva

tion, farrier: usually change the variety of seeds for a 
particular plot Qf land aftcr ever- two or three :-ear:. 

It is believed that -:Lf a partic-ilar varit'- of seed is Ti7,cd 

in the same field for consecitive years the rate of prodiction 

will fall. In this process of change from one variety of -,ecd

to another the farmers often receive new seeds on a trial 

basis. If they prove successtful they cultivate the new seed 

for two 
or three years and then look for another new viriety.
 

The above practice of adopting new seeds and then 

discarding the-i by the farmers of Basudha after two or three 

years of use apparently seems to be a non-rational, traditional 
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behaviour. The farner.'I ex.,perience, however, shows that they
 

get better agriciltural output by changing the variety of 

seeds than by cultivating the !-ame improved variety for many 

consecutive years. The agriculture extension officer of 

Basudha also confirmed this an fact. 

ThoiiTh table 13 reveals- that q.33 per cent of the 

villagers h-ive ,iscd farm eqi.pientr, "iovt of thoFe villagers 

do not own equipment. Thus their extent -f ure ir limited. 

In the strict sense of the tern none of the farinrr of Ia!,.sdlht 

practise mechanised farming. Their degree of applicati-n 

of farn eq-tipment is limited to the occasional ltse nf 

sprayer, durter, or an irrigation pump. 

High yielding varieties ifC pa-Idy aq-r W eat are recent 

introduictions in Basudha. Conri-iering the time npan, their 

acceptance by 6.06 per cent nf the f'arerr is rather encou

raging. But the who accepted tU varietiesall farmers 1 e-e 

cultivated them in small plots of land -n an evnerimental 

1as i s. 

Although green manuring was pructC1o by 4.55 ier cent 

of the farmers of the village, n-ne o" the i green-n~tnured their 

crops in 1967. Those who cultivated dhaincha previouisly 

for green "irnuring did it only in a few pPot.- if their farm 

lands. The majority of their farm area did not receive an, 

green manure. 

As far as the compost pit ir con-cerned, only 1.51 per 

cent of the farners have iar onrr conpo, t pit,. But as the 
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masonry compost pits are inadequate to-store entire amount 

of rianure, the farmers simultaneously follow the local 

methods of preservation of cowdung, which is t) store them 

in ordinary open pits. 

The acceptance of improved poultry and of improved
 

cultural practices are also very low in Basudha and the lowest 

percentage of adoption is found in the case of the accep

tance of recommended dosage of fertilisers. Most of the 

poultry birds of Basudha are of the local variety. The few 

farmers who have improved poultry own only two to three 

improved birds and a large number of local birds. In the 

case of improved cultural practices and recommended dosage, 

it was found that the recommendations were followed on an
 

experiiental basis in small plots of lands. Th-ese were 

never tried on a large scale. 

Whether the above cases actually represent "adoption" 

can be debated. T1he facts, however, suggest that there is a 

growing interest of farmers for ost of the recommended 

practicc and a large number of them are at least aL the trial 

stage of adoption.
6
 

Now a question crops up: why is there individ'ial
 

variation and variation by practice in the acceptance of
 

different farm innovations? In order to answer this q1ues

tion let us examine the villagers' reaction to some of these 

practices closely.
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CheMical fertilbers 

Different varieties of chemical fertilisers were 

introduced to the farmers of Basudha by the extension
 

agents of the Department of Agriculture, Government of 

West Bengal even before the inauguration of the community 

development programmes. So, the villagers had known about
 

them for a pretty long time. At the initial stage the
 

villagers resisted them because of various reasons. Now
 

a days, though many of the villagers use fertilisers, they
 

react to their use differently-. 

Bipadtaran Ghosh, a hard working farier of Basudha,
 

derives most of his income fron agriculture. He applied 

fertilisers in most of his pa~ldy fields but the quantity 

was about one-fourth of the recom.ended dosage. He puts his 

observations below: "When I saw some of the paddy plants tiirn

ing yellow, at first I thought that that was due to pest.
 

attack. But when I could not see any insect or pest I became
 

sure,that the soil has become bad and it was due to appli

cation of chemical fertilisers. I an sure, it could not have
 

happened had I followed our traditional way of cultivation
 

and not used chemical fertilisers. I should have used cowdung
 

only. Fertilisers are like poison to the soil. Once you 

make the earth addicted to them you have to go on supplying 

them regularly. But one has to be very careful about their
 

use as a slight change in routine or dosage may ruin the
 

natural qualities of the soil. There is always a risk in
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usiag !hem. told thay qijwap ,ould be
 

useful to re.ain the origina :q ir .,1qf )he isiil. But
 

dont haye that much money to, aply. lime, o..my agricul

'Umesh Ghosh, a farme' 1?ho is seventy ye.rs old, and 

6sa lbarge landholding, puts his observations on the appli

cation of" chemical fertilisers' in the following way: "I use 

.chemical fertilisers and bone dust in my fields. But I don It 

.use them in recommended dosage. Once you feed a field chemical 

fertiliser it vj'ltwait for the same food every year. It 

.I,,s like an addict of opium~. I prefor application of cowdiung 

to that of chemical fertilisers. Application of cowdung 

increases yield for th,--t year and retains strength of the 

soil for subsequent years. Since the eniaitment of forest 

laws, we cannot biy fire wood. So we burn a large quantit.y 

of cowdung as fuel. As we don't get 'cowdung in sufficient 

quantity'for our fields we use Chemical fertiliaers." 

, Panch ari .Pal, who is fifty two years old and. a far

mer with -substantial landholding coninents,, "Though we get 

mote crpp..by ;using chemical fortiliser I personally don't 

like to use .tem. , I :like to use cow ng If you apply 

cowdung regularly the field gets stronger every year and 

we get more and more yield in thelong rn. Chemical 

Tfert'il1Aers force'oit the.inner strength from ;the soil. So 

"rA,4iarvest 6f the :,drop the.land does not retairi any 

"st'eingtH -It is n6t'g6od;. ,Allditficial. things arp bad. 



Cowdung is much better that way. Once you use it properly 

you get the result for several years. Cowdung never does 

any harm to the soil whereas chcmical fertilisers do. They 

make the soil sandy. As we do not get s ifficient amount of 

cowdung for the fields, we use chemical fertilisers; but we 

do not use them in heavy dosage as it is recomnended by 

the officers. We depend on our experience, not on othe 's.,, 

All the three examples cited above suggest that 

those who are using chemical fertilisers are quite skeptical 

about their application. They put4'orward various reasons, 

most of which imply the farmers, lack of proper knowledge 

about the practice.
 

About seventy per cent of the farmers of Basudha
 

have never used any chemical fertilisers. Most of them
 

feql that the application of fertiliser will spoil the
 

fertility of the soil. This belief is stronger among the
 

M4ulims than the Hindus. Some of the farmers of Basuldha think
 

that application of fertiliser invites insect attack to the
 

field. There are, however, a few of them with very small 

land-holdings who reported that they could not apply chemical
 

fertilisers as they were unable to buy them.
 

PFlant protection chemicals 

About the use of plant protectinn chemicals also,
 

tha villagers are equally skeptical. It has already been
 

stated that the villagers of Basudha use plant prote.ction
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chemicals only after the incidence of a pest/or a disc,'tc.
 

Even in case of pest attack sorte farmers refused to uec
 

them. The reasons are varied. Ns Sannyasi Deasl remarked,
 

"It is very dangerous to use plant protection chemicals or 

keep them in the house. They are poison and a slight in

accuracy in the dose will burn the crop. -If children put 

them in their mouth they will die. We will rather prefer 

tobhave pests in our fields to ise of plant protection che

micals. Last year (1966) one of the farm servantn of Shakti

pada Ghosh applied them in his field and washed the bucket
 

in our pond. The chemical was so strong that all fish and
 

reptiles from the pond died. Wle have children in our
 
3 

house. I am afraid of keeping thcc ceiicals in tc house 

or us ing them."
 

Klipada Nayak, who supervises the farms of Shakti

pada Ghosh bears a different opinion about the plant protec

tion chemicals. "I got very good results from the use of
 

plant protection chemicals. I was having some difficulty
 

in-getting a dister or sprayer from the village level 

workcr on loan. So, I bought these fro.1 the block office 

at a subsidised rate. It is good that we have at least 

something to fight against the insect attack. Otherwise 

it was really a menace." 

Iyub Sheikh, who has a very small farm of his own
 

a V mostly practises sharecropping observes, "I used plant
 

When the crop
protectiont chemicals in my sugarcane fields. 
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turned yellow the village level worker advised me to
 

use those. But it was of no use. Unnecessarily I had to
 

spend money. The village level worker is a worthless
 

fellow. He does not know anything. The sugarcane plants 

did not grow any nore after the attack. Of course, how can
 

1v know about agriculture when he does not have any land
 

of his own to cultivate."
 

The aoove are the cases of typical reactions of 

the villagers of Basudha toward plant protection chemicals. 

Though most of the villagers resist their use there arc some 

who have found their application very usefuil. There are 

farmers, mostly having small land hollings, who think that 

the pest attack is die to the application of chemical fer

tillsers. If the use of chemical fertilisers is sto!)ped 

they believe, .that will automatically take care of the 

peats. 

Regommended improved seeds 

Though table 13 shows that only 21.21 per cent of
 

the farmers of Basudha use recommended improved seeds, the
 

figures are somewhat deceptive. In fact, most of the times
 

the farmers use some kind of improved seeds. Usually
 

various types of improved seeds are introduced by the block
 

diring different years. As a result, for example, some of 

the improved seeds of 1965 may not be recormended as
 

improved seeds by the block in 1067. But as they remain
 

available in the market the farme,:s buy and use them and 
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cannot always mrake a distinction betw:een recommenle! 

and non-recortiended secds. .\S the percentage giveii in 

table 13 h,,s bon calculated on Lhe basis of replics of 

our questionanair.e, the figure is low. The farmers of 

Basudha, in general, do not have any complaint against 

improved varieties of sceds except in case of some paddy
 

seeds. They were disliked as the taste of these new va

rieties was not always good. Ijeriai .VVldar observcd, "N.C 

&78 variety if paddy is good as it gives -more yield. lliut 

its taste is not good ani the parched rice made of thig 

variety of paddy i- also not good. Still we grow this 

variety as we have to give rice to our nunish. They do 

not care about the qutalit,- of rice." 

En equipment 

About eight per c it :)f the fariers of Basudha. have 

used improved farm eq'-,ipmetL. As st:Lt,d earlier, very few: 

of them own the equipment. TI c usual practice is to borro,,, 

the equipment from the village level worker when necessary. 

Buit this is not largely practised as the far-;ers ha!,ve to 

send a labourer to get t}o c- iipent and anothr'r to rc turn

it. The cost of labour being very high in thir area small 

famers cannot afford to engage any Labourer for getting t,.e 

equipment and returning it bac'-, \not!er factor t a- has 

made the farmcrs skeptical about Lhi: practice 2. that after 

borrowing the equipment they of Len fo,nd thiat it ¢,v't nnt in 

order. Tve village level worker confirned this an fact. 
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Due to various prooccupations he could not often get time 

to check whether the equipment was in orIcr, particilarly 

in the seasons of its hoavy domand. 

A few of the farmers whv have f:ifficient amount 

of land holdings have bought a few ite'i- of eq,ipnont and 

use these when necessary. ,3ome of the cultivators got 

farrmj equipment from the corxm,unity dnvclopnent block a3 

their lands were used by the block as demonstration plots. 

None of them has ever u;:ed any of this equipment, how

ever. To quote Nemai Haldar, ,,We were given these imple

ments but they never taw2ht is how to use them. I have 

scen their "tse in the tc.monztr:.tioLn plot. If we have to 

them, I guess, we will hve to cbaa;c the entire :.,yster,use 

It not as farm servants :ireof cltivatin. is possible our 

not far iiliar with tile ne. techniques. On the contrary, 

adoption of there neu techiq".s will involve .ore invest

of'money. Most of our fa-rcr. cannot afford to doment 

that."
 

Hiah eldino varieties of paddy and wheat
 

Of all the rocn:,iendcd practices known in Basudha 

nd tTat
these are the latest to be introd'iced. ThOigh wcc 

6.06 per cent of farmers of the village ha-e culti:ated 

high yielding varieties 3f )ad-ly ad wheit, ,,lost of the10
 

did it oa an experi lenlal ba:;is. Kalipada Nayek, the
 

Ho

;;qrfa of Shaktioada Gho-h, cqltivttcl then first. 

- . was not v,ry interested in ci:.',}ng tie e varitie 
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Ai he puts, ,,I am not in favour. of c',tlivating these
 

.
high yielding varietie. . Or er%-,nrft7 it vury,7,o C.4nd 

dif Ciciilt to follow the specificatiino aqsociated with
 

those varietier. Further, our lands are also not very
 

suitable for 
their cltivation. They can be cuLltivated in 

!IQ land (:andy loam soil with ass'ired irrigati-ni Cacilities) 

only. There are other difficiltie • also. C'ilti'.atioz of 

these varieties needs more laboir input. As wc have a 

tremendous shortage of labour partic-iLarly during trans

plantation and harvesting sea(orr o r problem: lecome
 

mnI.tiplied. We have to engage nrc laboircr- t}auri .ihat
 

we ordinarily require. Arai.-, :. the:.e are early varie

tics, their flowering begins when there is no other st nd

in-g crop in the field-,. Nat irally all i.-icct-, rass

hcppors, and bird.: attack t,r-i a:l-eitrrn, the crop. 2hi:q
 

hap )enad in the field of Dasharath Nayek. He did not get 

anything bit straw. The straw of the2c varieties of -oaldy 

is not good either. It i-. h:tr:l aTi very short an- he,-ri 

are also coarse. The high yielding vwrieties of paidy are 

not good for the local s-rstem of thres-i-ing either. A larvae 

portion of the grains r'cmin ii".t tl-e straw after thre-1-.1g. 

If we want to get then the cort of t! reshing will be dotbled. 

We are not very fond of investing more money for an incertain 

C4use. We are villager.- and to us a bird in h:-.id is better 

than t.ro i.- the btsh. Still I cfltivate - high ,.-ielding 

varieties of paldy and wheat bec;L t :o l.tipada Ghosh as':ed 

mkto do that. He is very close with the officirs of the 

http:thre-1-.1g
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community development block and often Oe gets "this', or 

"that" facility from them. Naturally when the officers want
 

to experiment on some th ,ng about a:griculture they come 

to him. So when I was asked I agrced to cultivate these 

as I wanted to oblige the officers." 

There are a few other villagers who have cultiwated 

a high yielding variety of paddy. Rakhhari Ghosh, who has 

a small farm land and has a bad reputation as a lazy farmer 

of the village, once cultivated II-8 variety of paddy. le 

did this because he ran out of other paddy seedlings at The 

time of transplantation. As he couldz not find any other 

seedlings availa.le he planted DI-8 variet. Bit I* did not 

use any fertiliser or man'ire in the field, nor did he follow 

any other recommendationsImade for 1I-8 paddy. Sitanath 

Shaw, who also once c,iltirated these varieties ras not 

very interested in c iltivabing Lhe!i. He also ran out of 

seedlings. As he got IR-8 seedlings from Kalipada Nayek 

free of cost, he caltivated them. He also did not use any 

chenical fertiliser or Collow other rocomriended methods. 

Green manuring 

Though the techniqule of green manuring was introduced 

inW the village long ago, it has received very little accep

tance from the villagers, whereas some of the practices that 

7 
were introdliced later got better acceptance. In order to 

understand why this practice did riot get better response 

it is necessary to know under what circumstan'ces this was 

http:availa.le
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cultivated. In tei;ha, hBasu- Gl::o- I].t ej itL-i!"L
 

for several years for gron mantiring pirposo b it recently
 

discontin ted it.
 

He obrerves, ,I ci1ti%,tte I diaincha for tfree -ear" 

-and got .. vJ results. 7';e 'iel" whoi-e I ciO.tivate'! the.

became fertile and gave better yield. In spiLe of that I 

had to di-' -)itinle it!- c 't .ti'-) '"here are two. reasons 

for that. Thoih we have caal here it s'ipplies water 

for patty c-iLtivition only. :rat ir.-tlly durinig other e-isois 

we have t-) de e:nd on rain water. D.iri~ig the firt :Year 

of my dhaincht c-,ltrvati-., ",e hal a f vo r'( 1le r i f,-tl 

and I got VrP - good res qLt. ),,ri ,, -.: rec.a-onl "-e&r we 

had a late vain. As a re: tLit .,,e cO !.L-! :ot plough the soil 
until it was ate , a ,.-I t'e plants grew very high. I had 

t>et)o :Ioler very high. I ha 

laboirer, cl .. fr -)t ! Ioy to ,ar,,:i t! e i ellds Still 

would have c'iltivated thei-. Bi't I had another proble. 

In our area it is the practice that ifter harvest of
 

paddy the cattle of the villa.-e and ieirbotri ig villages 

are taken to -he fieids for ,ra.ing.. o other crop is 

grown i. te f"ali T.mi:1r (c l, irri'-.ted 1.ow -iads with 

clay loan soil) cattle nove tiere freely. B-Rt when I e'1tti

vated dhainh! after the harvest of 'oaddy I had to tell 

others not to tend their cattle there. But the villagers 

did not listen to ne. iti i:s the age old practiee they 

asked me to fence m:y plots. 'Ay plots are located at different 

places. So it was nhy!ically i~npossi-,le for ne to Cence thei. 

As a result, the crop was damaged by cattle and I had several 
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quarrels with my neighbourr-. At that time the facttiu~l
 
feelinrg ia the vill.age was very tcise. !en I found
- th2.t 

it might lead to Physical violrc I ,.Lve up the cultiva

tion of dhdL.-na." 

Sadha-i Blazar, vho also -lid not cultivate dhaincha 

told, "I noticed how., wich -lifficu1ty it was for Ubesh 

Gho.h to cultivate d.-_i ]. He took every c:are an got 

good result. But still ho had to ;,i-c it up. Thou . I 

bhoght it w'I'd le ,scfILt to cLlt 0e dTaiilch,, I did 

not cultivate then. ,ho like.2 to invite tro.iles?1 

Comnos t pit 

The pro-ramme of con!trtctimn )f u.onr-- copost 

pit got rather poor acco t ..nc 1'ro- the :illa,:c> , 

Bazar who hi . substantial amount ;Sf farm land and !ot a 

masonry copost nit constructed remarka, "It i..ood to 

have a masonry compost pit though I am not so s.ire that tic 

quality of -ianurc of , iasonr., coi:post pit is in any way 

better than that of an ordinary compost pit. But the problem 

is thtt we have too ,nany b:illock- and.cows al ,ne ;-.-onry 

compost pit c;:anot store the ontire volime of cowdcinr, that 

we have. As the storage c:)City ot 2 ich a coipost ni.t ir; 

fixed, it 1-, not very ;itable for our purpose. Otherwise 

we will have to have se.ec'a, of the1 constr icted. Th:at 

means investment of Tmore :ioncy and space. You know, there 

is a I-reat scarcity of sp,.ce in our village." 
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Anwar Seikh, who has a small farm land, told, 

"11 are poor cultivator:... How can we afford to have i 

2 (masonry) coipost pit when the±'e i-, no nucca house 

for ourselves to live?" 

LmfroJQvd p-q2LtrJ
 

The acceptance of improved poultry is aLo very 

low in Basidha. Ti-e cUltural factor is prinicipally ren

pons i le for this. Tie upper caste Hind -s , according to 

tradition, are not supposed to rai-e chickens. They are 

not supposed to eat then or their eggs. Now a days the male 

members of the upper castes have started eating c-icken 

and eggs, b'it they are never t.aken inside the kitchen. 

As it has already been stated, the chickenare raised in 

Bas-idha mostly on the paalaa system of raising livestock 

on shares. Ducks could have better acceptance in the village 

because there is no cultural prohibition against their 

raising. In fact, there are hindred- of local varietie:" in 

the village. However, as the corliunity develop:ient block 

distribuited only improved chickens, some chhotalok members 

could enjoy the benefit. 

B it as Lal Soren observes, "The iiproved varieties
 

of chicken have less resistence. They are more s sceptible
 

tn dlseaser and cannot take care of themselves. One has
 

to feed them. As we co ild not take that mach care -lost
 

of them died. (,1r own way of' raising chickens is very
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of them.different. Practically we do not take any care 


They just grow. As we are agricult'iral labourers we are 

left with very little time to look after our chickens. It
 

is not possible to riaintain a food chart for our chicken 

either when there is no regularity in having our own food."
 

Improved cultural practices 

The acceptance of improved ciltliral practices in
 

Basudha is very poor. As most of the farmers depend on
 
very
 

hired agric'ilt'iraL labourers who are not/familiar with 

these practices, it becomes difficuilt for the farriers to
 

accent them. If tbh need of the local laboiurers could be
 

met fron within the village or neighbourhood the problem
 

would be less. As the farmers depend on labourers from 

oiitside the state the problem is multiplied. Dwijapada 

Ghosh observes, "We cannot work in the way the commnity 

development block suggests. We have our own methods and
 

our labourers have no problem with that. We depend on
 

labourers from Dumka who do not know anything about these 

improved cultural practices. We could probably teach them
 

provided one batch of labourers would work for us regularly.
 

But there is no certainty about that. In this situation
 

if I press them too much to follow the new techniques they 

may refise to do my work. I tried it several times and
 

failed."
 

Umesh Ghosh, who never tried these practices said,
 

"Can anybody follow these practices if he has 100 bigha 
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of land? This is not practical, part[cularly when we have 

to depend on outside labourers. It is better we don't try 

it at all." 

Reco.nnended dosage
 

This has received minimlui acceptance of all the ten
 

practices we investigated. About this both big and small
 

farmers are of sane opinion that they cannot take any risk.
 

"We live in a precarious economic balauce. 
 It is better
 

we should be contented with ihat we have. If the crop
 

fails one year we will die. 'J cannot afford to make any
 

experi ient." Thus, we find only abn-it one per cent of the
 

farmers of Bas-tdha- fnllow reco ! endcrl dmn2gc and that too 

in only one or two small plots of lands.
 

An analysis of the above facts shows that a series of
 

factors are responsible for the non-acceptance or partial
 

acceptance of the farm practices that are under our discus

sion. They include physical factors, nitiational factors, 

economic factors, c',ltural factors, and the farmers' lack 

of proper knowledge about the reco.--ionded practices. The
 

physical and situational factors include scarcity of local
 

labourers, insuitability of soil, and lack of proper irri

gatiQn facilities. 
 The-, have mostly affected the acceptance
 

or use of the chemical fertilisers, plant protection chemi

cals, farm equipment, high yielding varieties of paddy and
 

wheat, green manuring, compost pit, and improved cultural
 

practices. The economic factor has largely affected
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the acceptance of chemical fertilisers, farm equipment,
 

and compost pit. The cultural factors include simple 

habits and accepted social norms, beliefs, social structure, 

world view, and values and attitudes of the farmers. They 

have affected the acceptance of Aiant protection chemicals, 

recommended improved seeds, high yielding varieties of 

paddy and wheat, green manuring improved poultry, and reco

mmended dosage. In addition, lack of proper knowledge of 

the farrers has affected the acceptance of chemical ferti

lisers, plant protection chemicals, high yielding varieties 

of paddy and wheat, and compost pit. 

Apart from these there are some other factors that 

influence the adoption behaviour of the farmers. In 

order to have an insight, we will examine the characteri

stics of farmers in the next chapter of this report and 

try to find out how they influence adoption behaviour of 

the individu ls. 

*1e 
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FO OTNOTES 

1. Similar categories were made by Bose, Santi Priya and
 

Satadal Das Gupta, The Adontin Process, Extension
 

Bulletin No.l, Calcutta: Department of Agriculture,
 

Govt. of 'lest Benal, 1962: 8-14.
 

2. Here by farmers we mean both individual who own some
 

cultivable lands and themselves supervise agricultural 

activities or the sharecroppers who do agricultural works
 

themselves.
 

3. For definition see Rogers, Everett M., 
Diffusion of 
Inoations, New York: 
 The Free Press, 1962.
 

4. Fertilisers of manure that are applied to the field at
 

time of or before sowing of seed.
 

5. The farmers of Bas'idha were right to some extent about
 

this. It 
was confirmed by the agriculture dxtension
 

officer of the block that s;ome varieties of chemical
 

fertilisers can get washed away even twentyfour hours
 

after their application.
 

6. For definition see Rogers, D2. 
"1.., pp. 81-86.
 

7. Similar observations have been made by Basu. 
See Basu,
 

Sunil Kumar, "On Diffusion and Adoption of Farm Traits,"
 
Bulletin of the Cultural Research Institute, Vol.3,
 

No.1, 1964: 50. 
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PART FOUR: ADOPTION OF INNOVATIONS
 

CHAPTEL VII 

CHARACTERISTICS OF FARLIS AND FARI4LES 

In the previous chapter we have seen that various
 

agricultural practices received different degrees of accep

tance by theTarmers of Basudha. 
We have also reported some
 

of the reactions of the farmers to various recou-nended
 

practices. 
 In this chapter we will examine the various
 

physical and 
situational factors, and personal characteris
tics of the farmers, that can infltence adoption behaviour. 
Under physical and situational factors we-incltded size of
 

land holding of the farmers, quality of land owned by
 
them, 
 type of ownership of land, degree of fragmentation
 

of the land holdings, andav.ilability of labour. Under
 

pqrsopal characteristics of the farmers 
we will examine their 
age, #teracy, family structure, family size, caste,socio
economic status, and the degree of 
extra-village contact.
 

Size land holdings 

Size of land holdings of the farmers is an important 
variable in the study of adoption of new practices. tt Qjn 
inflqence adoption behaviour of an individual in variout 

ways.1 For example, a farmer having very small amount r f land 
holdings may seek off-farm employment or work as agricultural 

laboumer to supplement his family income. 
 This may force him 
to nealect his own land. Also, a farmer with a small land
 
holdingjmay not be willing to take the risk of adopting new 
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practices.
 

In order to determine whether there is any relation

ship between farm size and adoption behaviour we divided the
 

adopters of Basudha into two categories. Those who had
 

twentyfive bigha (teb acres) of land or more were placed in
 

one category and those who had less than that were placed 

in another category.2 It was found that cent per cent of 

the f..rmers who adopted five practices or mure (of the ten 

practices reported in Chapter VI) had at least twentyfive 

b of land. Tho ,ewho adopted less than five practi

ces include farmers of either type, that is, those who 

have more than twentyfive D~igEh- of land and those who have 

less than that amount. Only twenty per cent of those who 

Atpted less than five practices have more than twentyfive 

bigha of land and the remaining eighty per cent have less than 

that amount. This shows a relationship between the size of
 

land holdings and the degree of adoption and suggests that 6hose
 

who have large land holdings are better potential adopters
 

than those who have small land holdings.
 

The relationship of farm size and the degree of adop

tion is recognised by the villagers. As it was observed by
 

Mazid Mandal a Muslim farmer of Basudha,"The village level
 

worker is for the big farmers. He does not come to us.
 

Whenever he comes to the village he goes to them and talks
 

with them. Naturally they know about every new programme
 

and the benefits. As we are small farmers the government
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does not care for us." 

The village level worker confirms this relationship
 

when h2e says, "It is not possible for me to meet each and 

everyone in the village. Usually we go to those farmers
 

through whom we 
can push our prograumes. The farmers
 

seldom ask for anything out of their own interest. When a
 

new programme comes, in order to fulfill the physical target
 

within the specified time, we push it through the big far

mers. We know it is difficult to push anything through the 

small farmers. We have to work accZording to the direc

tions of the government and that is why there are soimany 

compltints." 

The small farmers have limited control over economic
 
resources. So, they 
are generally apathetic toward the 
new
 

progrummes. 
As we were told by Haripada Mallik of Ba~udha, 
"I do not follow any recommended practice. I have only 

three bi of land and we are eight members in the family
 

to ealt. Even if I follow all the reco:wended practices
 

I won't be able to produce as much as it is required for my
 

family,. 
 And where shall I get the money to buy fertiliser?
 

So I -,fo 
 in the grocery shop of my brother-in-law at Deasha
 

(a ne &',aouring village). 
 By some means or the oter I have 

-tofefd my children.,,
 

The above exanple shows that when the farmer has a
 

verY stInall lod h~ldinlg he may feel compelled to sdek 
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emplcyment elsewhere to maintain his family. As a result,
 

in suite of the knowledge of recommended practices that he
 

may have, he neglects to adopt them. His limited economic
 

means also contributed to this to a considerable extent.
 

Most of the villagers have a distrust of government
 

officials and the public programmes. Farmers having small 

land holdings find it risky to adopt any new practice. They
 

generally lif in a precarious economic balance that can be
 

upset by failure of a single crop. So they do not like to
 

try any new thing. This was reflected in the conent of
 

Rahaman Seikh, "How can I take the risk of applying insec

ticides in my paddy field? I have only five ghas of 

land and I somehow manage my family. The insects can 

destroy some crops but the insecticides can destory all of 

them. If it happens who will feed us?" 

The above discussion indicates a positive relation

ship betwon the size of land holdings and favourableness
 

toward adoption. The relationship is not always one-to-one, 

howev!r, and in some cases factors other than farm size 

influince adoption behaviour.
 

Qualltv of land owned 

The quality of land owned by the farmers is an important 

factor in an adoption study. We observed in Basudha tha* 

there is a direct relationship between the quality of land 

owned by the farmers and the nature and degree of adoption 
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of agric~ltiral practices by the?,armers. We were told 

by both the agriculturo extension officer and the villagers
 

that 3andy loam soil having as:;iired irrigation facilities
 

is very suitable for cultivation of the high yielding varie

ties of paddy. This kind of land is called do land in
 

Basudna. Soil analysis reports of the area show that there
 

are three types of soil in the village. They are shLli,
 

,qhuno and Lo_. Most of the village lands are clay-loam 

locally known as shali. They are msuitable for the culti

vation of high yielding varieties of paddy. The other two 

types are loam and sandy loam, locally called s and do 

respectively. Only a snall proportion of village lands 

belong to the last two categories. Some farmers who have 

do land with assured irrigation facilities cultivate high, 

yielding varieties of paddy in some of these plots. There
 

are other farmers who, in spite of their desires to so,
 

could not grow these varieties as they do not owm the right
 

kind of land for the cultivation of high yielding varieties
 

of paddy.
 

"I would like to try Taichung paddy if I had do land.
 

But I have none. There is a great scarcity of do land in
 

this village," said one of the Muslim farmers of Basudha.
 

In fact, there is a great demand for da land in the village
 

as these are suitable for vegetable and wheat cultivation
 

also.3 The village level worker of the area once remarked
 

in this connection, "In spite of many high hopes among the
 

top officials I have some doubt about the prospects of high
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yielding varieties of paddy. We cannot ask the farmers 

'to cultivate them whe they do hot Ie any suitable 

land." 

Type.of land tenure 

The type of'ownership of land also influences the
 

adoption behaviour of the farmers. It was found in Basudha
 

that owner-cultivators accepted proportionately more impro

ved practices than the sharecroppers. Seventytwo per cent
 

of the owner-cultivators adopted some kind of recommended 

practices. Among the sharecroppers only four per cent
 

adoptid some reconiended practices.4 There is a general
 

impression among the villagers that sharecroppers have an 

apathy toward lands of their nni. They do not take 

proper care of such lands as they get only a half or one

third of the total yield. During our stay in the field
 

Umesh Ghosh once pointed out some plots of land where potato
 

was ciltivated. They were full of weeds. Umerh Ghosh
 

said, "ThqTmust be cultivated by sharecroppers. Otherwise 

there could not have been so many weeds here." Later on 

we found that those plots actually were cultivated by share

croppers. 

The sharecroppers appeared to be interested ill cultiva

tiol i;iore land carelessly than cultivating less land care

f'tlly. They were less enthusiastic about recom:iended varie

ties than owner cultivators. Though the number of share

croppers in Basudha is ouite high (vidn .nh1a A) -nlv fl,e ,,i 
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per cent of them have adopted any of the improved practi

ces. 
 All of these adopters are sharecroppers of Kalipada
 

4Tayek, who himself adopted nine of the ten improved practi

ces we investigated. It was because of his interest and 

pressure that the sharecroppers accepted the recommended
 

practices. Where there is no such pressure, the share

croppers seldom do anything out of their own initiative.
 

Regarding this, Kalipada Nayek once remarked, "Why
 

should we blame the sharecroppers who does not own the
 
land. 
They are poor and illiterate. How can they do any

thing unless we guide them?" 

Frp,1 91ionoflnd 

The lands aronid Basudha are highly fragnented,
 

Table 7 gives some idea about the extent of fragmentation
 

of the village land. 
We found no perceptible differences
 

among the cultivators 
 in extent of fragmentation. 

If the lands around Basudha were not so much gragmen

ted, this might facilitate agricultural operations, parti

cularly irrigation and application of chemical fertilisers 

and plant protection chemicals. The cost of production 

also might be less. But none of the villagers seemed to be
 

very concerned about the fragmentation problem. In the
 

previous chapter we have noted that Umesh Ghosh discontinued
 

the cultivation of d (green manure crop) in spite 

of good return, because of the hazards of uncontrolled 
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grazing. If. his lands were not fragmented and scattered 

he could fence the area and cultivate dhaitaha.
 

Another indirect influence of fragmentation could be 

on the application of chemical fertilisers as a basal dose. 

As we already stated, none of the farmers of Basudha use 

chemical fertilisersas basal dose. They are afraid that 

the fertilisers will be washed away when the water flows 

from a higher level to a lower level. If individual far

mers had contiguous plots they could easily erect embank

ment around their respective plots and apply chemical 

fertilisers. But none of the farmers ever mentioned any

thing to us about the fragmentation problem. 

Availability of local labour 

We have already stated that in Basudha there is a
 

great scarcity of labour particularly during the transplan

tation and harvesting seasons. At that time the farmers
 

mostly depend on inmigrant labourers. As the innigrant 

labourers are not used to improved practices viz. line
 

sowin.g, they do not like to work according to the specifi

cations of the extension agent. This affects the adoption 

of improved cultural practices, particularly those that are 

associated with the cultivatiot of high yielding varieties 

of wheat and paddy. They dislike it more because if they 

follo4 line sowing method, the labourers cannot cover as 

much .and as can be done by following the local method.
 

We were told by Lakhan Singh, an inmigrant labourer, "We
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put in the same amount of work no matter whether we follow 

the local method or the line sowing method. But the Mmbl 

thinh that we cheat them when we do line sowing. For local 

method four munish are enough to transplant one b of. 

land. But in line sowing method it requires at least six 

or seven labourers per DJEb.. We don't want to get this 

blame unnecessarily. It is bette~de don't do line 

sowing.". This shows that trained labourers who are willing 

to follow, improved practices are also an important factor 

in the adoption of innovations.
 

Pers onal characteristtcs
 

Adoption studies, particularly in the Western coun

tries, "ha'Tc3revealed close correlations between the per

sonal characteristics and social situation of cultivators 

i.e., age, level of education ... etc., and the adoption
 

of selentific agricultural practices .,5 In India where 

situtional factors creat. major barriers against adoption
 

and 1'here agriculturaJ. service and supply channels are not 

yet properly developed, the influence of personal charac

terifticd of the cultivators on adoption of new practices 

seemv. to be comparatively less. In order to examine whether 

theri is any relationship between personal characteristics 

of tO farmers and their adoption behaviour, the age, lite

racy, family structure, family size, caste, sccioeeononu 

statVP, md extra-village contacts of the farmers of BasuhA 

were..tudied. For the purpose of our analysis we compared
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adbp ers who adopted one or more of the ten practicts that 

ie dscussed in ,'chapter VI with non-adopters 'who did not 

accept any 	of the ten practices. They consist of the same
 

132 farmers we have discussed before. 

Table 15. 	 Percentage Distribution of Age Groups of 
Adopters and Nonadopters. 

Age Group 

Farmer Categories 17-55 56 and over Total
 
------- m------------------------ ----------------


Adopter (adopted one or 
more of 10 	practices)

N = 56 82.14 17.86 100 

Nonadopter 
(adopted no practices) 
N = 76 85.71 14.29 100 

------ m------------------- --------------------

.. It is generally expected that farmers who are younger 

in age would be more prone to accept change. There are two 

reasons behind this. First, people who are younger in age 

have a natural inclination toward taking risks. Second, 

younger people are expected to have more outside contact that 

woul influence their adoption behaviour. They are also
 

more prone 	 to make various kinds of experiments. In order 

to test the validity of this assumption we sorted out the
 

age group categories 6 of adopters and nonadopters and the 

results are given in table 15. 

The table shows that age is not related to adoption
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behaviber as there is only a slight difference in the making 
7
of the age groups between the adopters and nonadopters.
 

Level of Literacy 

As far as the level of literacy is concerned some diffe

rences were fomd between the adopters and nonadopters. 6'The 

results have been given in table 16. 

Table 16. Level of Literacy of Adopters and Nondopters. 

Farmer Categories Level of Literacy
 

Illi- Primary Secondary Under
 
terate (I-IV) (V-XI) Graduate Graduate
 

Adopters (N=56) 14.28 44.64 37.50 1.79 1.79 

Nonadopters 28.59 66.66 4.75 ....(N=76) 

The table shows that most of the nonadopters were
 

either illiterate or literate only up to the primary level.
8
 

Only 4.75 per cent of the nonadopters had attained literacy
 

up to the secondary level. fThe adopters, on the other hand,
 

had a wide range of literacy level and only 14.28 per cent of
 

them were illiterate. Of the adopters, 37.50 per cent had
 

attained literacy up to the secondary level and there were
 

also some underg~aduates and graduates among them. This
 

indicates a positive relationship between literacy and the
 

adoption behaviour.9
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Literates in general are more prone t;o accept change
 

thah the iljiterates. But our close observation in Basudha 

shows that none of the undergraduate and graduate represen

tatives of the adopters belong to the6ategory of high
 

adopters. Among the literates, those who have education
 

only'up to the secondary level are more susceptibih to
 

igricultural changes than the higher qualified individuals. 

There are reasons for this positive relationship. 

As literates are more knowledgeable, they are in a better 

position to understand the complexity of modern agricultural
 

practices than illiterates. The literates in Basudha who
 

have higher ed-ication beyond the secondary level are
 

rather apathetic toward agriculture as such, as most of
 

them are engaged in some other economic pursuits. All
 

of the literates beyond the secondary level are engaged
 

in off-farm employment and practised farming as secondary
 

occipation.lO This suggee.ssthat their off-farm job has
 

some negative influence on their adoption behaviour.
 

Faroij-y S t rAc ture 

, Table 17 shows the distribution of adopters and non

adopters according to family type. 

Table 17. Distribution of Family Types between the Adopters
 
and Nonadopters.
 

Farmer Categ s Nuclear Extended Miscellaneous 

Adopters (N=56) 58.92 37.50 3.58
 

Nonadopters (N=76) 74.28 25.72 -

http:occipation.lO
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As far as the family type is concerned we did not
 

find any major difference between the adopters and non

adopters. Both of them have a large proportion of nuclear
 

families. Table 17 shows that the adopters have propor

tionately more extended families than the nonadopters. 

This suggests a positive correlation between extended
 

family and the degree of adoption.
 

•As the extended families of Basudha have more control 

over economic resources, it is likely that they can afford 

better the risk of trying new practices. To the villagers 

j gC(neral, acceptance of a new practice is still an econo

mic iarmble as they are never of the result.
sure They do 

not trust the extension officers who are assigned with the 

duty of introducing new practices. In support of this
 

distriavt they narrated how a late variety of paddy intro

dueed by the village level worker turned up to be an early 

variety, resulting in a great difficulty to the cultivators. 

However, as the economic responsibilities in an extended 

family are shared by the constituent units, the risks 

involved in adopztion of new practices are distributed. 

As a result individual members of an extended family are
 

more inclined to accept a new practice. 

As far as the size-of family is concerned no important
 

difference was found between the adopters and nonadopters. 

The results can be seen from table 18. Family size La 
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adoption behaviour.Basudha was not related to 

Table 18. 	 DistributioA of Family Size between 
Adopters an Nonadopters 

Farrier Categories 	 Family Size 

5 persons 6 persons 
or less or more 

Adopters (N=56) 33.94 66.06 

Nonad .-pters (N=76) 28.59 71.41 

Thus far we have not considered the effect of caste 

upon t.doption behaviour. Though Patnaik1 2 found caste to 

be ar, important variable exerting a negative influence on 

agri( 'ltural adoption, and Roy e. al 1 3 found caste status 

to be positively related to adoption levels, we decided 

not to include caste as~stch inLo account. This is because 

in BE.sudha the control over economic resources, particu

larl' over agricultural land, is enjoyed by the members of 

a sij~gle caste, the Sadgope. 1 4  In Basudha most of the 

adopters also belong to Sadgope caste. As they own tbree

fourth of the village lands it is difficult to determine 

whetker it is due to caste or the ownership of land that 

they have adopted the improved practices. 

S oJ2colomic Status 

Though we rejected caste structure as an important 
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factc'r f-or determining adoption behaviour, we did not rule 

out the possible influence of socioeconomic status of the 

farmers on their adoption behaviour. For our operational 

adva:tage we worked out a socioeconomic index of each farmer 

of Br,sudha. For construction of' these indices an indirect 

measilre was used, mostly depending on the villagers' own 

classification. All farmers of Basudha were given a score 

on ti.e basis of the nature of the position they occipy in 

the :ocial, economic, and political components of the struc

ture of the village. Thus, every individual farmer got 

threo scores. By adding them up and then dividing the total 

scorr by three we calculated an individaal socioeconomic 

indce. Then the average socioeconomic index. of the farmers 

of B. si.dha 	was worked out. Farmers whose socioeconomic 

indi.-es were higher than tho average were grouped as high 

and those whose socioeconomic indices were lower than the 

aver go wore grouped as low. Table 19 shows the differen

ces if socioeconomic status between the adopters and non

adop.,ers 

Tabl.. 19. 	 Percentage Distribution of Adopters and Non
adopters on the Basis of Socioeconomic Status. 

Farmor Categories 	 Socioeconomic Status 

High 	 Low
 
--------------------------~--- --------------

Adop',ers (N=56) 58.92 41.08 

Nonadoptoers (N=76) 19.04 80.96 
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Most of th6 farmers of Basudha who adopted some 

reco:ijended practices have high socioeconomic status. Con

vorsoly, among the nonadopters 80.96 per cent have low socio

econ.)mic status. 

The results of table 19 stggest that farmers having 

high socioeconomic stattuaare more prone to a, !ept recommen

ded )racticcs than the farmers of low socioeconomic status. 
1 5 

Thes; resilts agree with the findings of Roy 9t. . and 

lbLonerger. 1 6 As farmers with high socioeconomic status 

aro -.pt to havi more control over economic resources and
 

greiter involvement in village affairs, it is quite likely 

that they will have closor connection with the extension 

agenc. than the farmers who have low socioeconomic status. 

Thus it woiild be quite likely that they would accept more 

rceo wiended practices than the farmers of low socioeconomic 

s t:t Is. 

L ._t 1-vllage- Co!!tAet 

It was suined that farmers' contact with extension 

.agcnsand urban areas would have some influence on their 

adolp ion behaviour. I order to determine the degree of 

inf.. Lence of these facto..s, relevant information was collec

ted 'ron the farmers of Basudha. On the basis of our data, 

we c .lculated an index for every farmer that represents both 

exte-is ion agent contact and urban area contact. , Every 

individual farmer uas given separate scores for his 

conti-ct with the extension agent or agency and for contact 
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with the cities. However, the nature of contact w~as not 

taken into 	account. By adding up these scores and then 

divid-.rng the fig ire b- two we worked olit the extra-village 

contact index of individial farmers. Then we calculated 

the a,erage scores of the village farmers. Those who obtai

ned mre than the average score of the village were classi

fied :-s farmers of high extra-village contact. Those who got 

less han the average score were grouped as farmers of low 

oxtra-village contact. The results would be seen from table 20. 

Table 20. 	 Percentage Distribution of Adopters and Non
adopters on the Basis of Extra-village Contact, 

Far-er Categories Lxtra-villmge Contact 

Ifigh Low 

Adoptc.rs (N=56) 55.36 44.64 

Nonad.-pters (N=76) 19.04 80.96 

Table 20 shows that among the adopters 55.36 per cent
 

have Vigh e:',ra-village contact and 44.64 per cent have low 

extra-village contact. Among the nonadopters the respective 

proportions are 19.04 and 80.96. From thqresults we can 

concl, de that there is a strong tendency among the farmers 

of hij -i extra-village contact to adopt new agricultural 

pract2 !es. As exLra-village contact widens the knowledge 

of the farmers abo'tt the outside world, a positive relation

ship i'tween extra-village contact and degree of acernptance 

of rec-mmended agricultural practices seems logical.
 

http:Adoptc.rs
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Throughout the discussion of this chapter we have
 

endeavoured to find out the relationship of characteris

tics of fatrmers with the degree of their adoption of 

reco nended agricultural practices. We found several 

ch-r cteristics that have a positive relationship with 

the oegrec of adroption and are likely to influence the adop

ti(on behaviour of the farmers. 

As far as the physical and situational factors are
 

conce rned we found that the size of landholdings, qulity 

of 1.ind owned, type of land tenure, and availability of 

labouir have a positive relationship with the adoption 

beha-riour of the farmers. Though in some cases their 

relaalionship was not direct there are evidences of their 

infl ence on the adoption behaviour of the farmers. 

Howe er, the above facts suggest that owner-cltivators 

havli g large indholdings are more likely to adopt 

reco 'mended practices than the small cultivators or 

shar-cropp.ers provided there is availability of labour 

and 'uitable lands. The negative influence of fragmen

tatJin of land on adoption behaviour was apparent to us 

but .he farmers seem to be unaware of that. 

So far as personal characteristics are concerned,
 

we d d not find any relationship between adoption and 

farm..rs' age, family structure and family size. Literacy, 

soc -economic status and extra-village contact of the 

farm.rs were found to be positively related to loption 
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behaviour. 

Our observation in Basidha, however, indicates
 

that there is no one-to-one relationship between the level 

of literacy and the degree of adoption. The degree of 

adoption increases with the literacy up to the secondary 

staidard and then onwards the rate of adoption drops 

off, This suggests that the l irmers with high socio

ecc.nomic status and high extra-village contact are more 

prc.e to accept recommended practices than the farmers 

of low socioeconomic and low extra-village contact 

pro~rided they are literate up to the secondary standard. 

If they are illiterate 4or have a higher eduic:ttion they 

are less likely to accept new practices. 
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FOOTNOTES
 

1. 	 Holgdon and Singh found that the size of landholdings 

can influence adoption behaviour of the farmers in seven
 

different ways. 
 For 	details see Hodgdon, Linwood L. and
 

Ilarpal Singh, Adoption of Agriciultural Practices in 

bjhva -Prdev'h, Hyderabad: National Institute of Commu

nity Development, 1966: 10-12. 

2. 	TI-e division is rather arbitrary. To some extent we
 
frtlowed the villagers' own classifications. The villa

ge±-s of Basudha divide themselves into three categories
 

on the basis of ownership of land, e.g. landless, small
 
farmers, and big farmers. Those who own less than twenty

f.-e' ]Wzh,of land are thought of as small farmers. Those 

,WV') own t.entyfive h of land or more are considered 

t,) be big farmers. A bigh in Basudha is equal to two

fikth of an acre. 

3. 	When the s lands with irrigatioh facilities were 

selling at the price of Rs.2,000.O0 per biha in Basudha,
 

do 	lands were selling for Ils.16,000.O0 per big.
 

4. 	This finding is opposite to what has been observed by
 
Rfcy, gt. al. in connection with the general cultivators. 

Se. Roy, Prodipto, Frederick C. Fliegel, Joseph E, Kivlin, 

an-i 	 Lalit K. Sen, Patterns of Agricultural Diffusion in 

LHaLLa, Hyderabad: National Institute of Community 
De-,eloprent, 1968: 69. 

http:Ils.16,000.O0
http:Rs.2,000.O0
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5. 	 Compare Hogdon, Linwoodij L. nnd Harpal Singh, W. cit., 

6. 	 Tc be consistant with table 2 we used the same age group
 

categories here.
 

7. 	 This agrees with the findings of Hodgdon and Singh.
 

Hc'gdon, Linwood L. and Ilarpa'l Singh, p. 18.
C. 	 t., 

Also compare Roy, et. al., oD. QL., pp. 63-64. 

8. 	 Tc be consistent with table 4 we use the same catego

ries of literacy here. For the definition of literacy
 
see 	footnote
 

which we have used in this report.'/ number 20 of
 

Chapter I.
 

9. 	 This agrees with the findings of Roy, et. l D it.
 

p.,,4.
 

10. 	 Cc'nipare F.C. Fliegel. "Aspirations of Low Income 

Farmers and their Performance and Potential for Change." 

Ljl1 Sociology, 1969, 24: 205-214. Also see, Roy e. a, 

o.l. =.1 pp. 64-65. 

11. 	 hey.j, et. al., hypothesised that structurally complex famil

ies will be lower in adoption a:3 there would be some 

dit'ficulty in making adoption decisi,ns in such families. 

Our data show that the roles of individual members in an 

ex'ended family in Basudha are well differentiated and 

im*ortant economic decisions are made by the male head 

of the family locally known as %t. Though from time 

to time he can consuilt other adilt meibers of the family, 
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his decision ispA\rdly met with any challenge. See 

Prodipto Roy, et. I.,Q. t- p.65.I 


12.Seo Patnaik, N., "Adoption of Agricultural Practices in 

a Peasant Commiuity in Orissa," in Selected Readings on 

e.ie by T.P.S. Chawdhari (ed',), 

Hyderabad: National Institute of Community Development, 

1C37: 93. 

13.ScilRoy, .t.. &I., oI.. cit., p. 67. Also see Bose, 

3ati Priya, En: A-Wes enal Village, Calcutta: 

Deit. of Agriculture, Govt. of West Bengal, 1963:
 

36-40, 55.
 

l4.B(.,e, in his study of a West Bengal village, concluded 

tl, ,ticaste structure had influenced the adoption of 

sc ientific agricultural practices. But his findings also 

sLow that caste alone was not that important a factor 

as most of the adoptets belong to a single caste and 

o-n the major farm lands of the village. See Bose, 

Sariti Priya, Ibid. pp. 36-40 and 55. 

15.Seo Roy, et._aj., a., cit., pp. 67-70. 

16.LJonberger, Herbert F., Adoption of New Ideas and
 

Practices, Ames, Iowa: The Iowa State Unilersity Press,
 

"30:36. 

17.Tle farmers' degree and nature of contact with~extension
 

ag nts and with urban, conuercial, and indistrial centres
 

woe taken into consideration in the construction of the
 

ir ILex.
 

l 
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LA P T E R VIII 

CHARACTERIST&CS OF T3NOVATIONS 

In the previous section we tried to explain the causes
 

of variation in adoption behaviour in Basudha in terms of
 

the characteristics of farrms and far-mers. This section
 

deals with the characteristics of the innovations. Here
 

we, will discuss how the characteristics of new practices 

can influlence their acceptance or rejection.
 

Relat ive advantage
 

It is a general observation that a new practice will
 

be accepted if it is relativelr advantageous. Rogers points 

out that "It matters little whether or not an innovation has 

a great degree of advantage over the idea it is replacing. 

What does matter is whether the individual perceives the 

relative advantage of the innovation."1 What be indica.tes 

is tbat when a new practice is introduced its relative ad

vantdte is affirmed. Whether it will be accepted or rejec

ted rill depend on the individuals' capacity to perceive the 

relaf .ve advantage. There is a great degree of truth in 

this.- But wo will take a slightly different stand ason 

important human factor is involved in the issue. W4e strongly 

feel that the relative advantage of an innovation cannot be 

judgd by any standardised tuchniqie unless :the situational 

and '6ociocultural factors of the people to whom the practice 

will.:'e introduced are taken into consideration. 1ie are
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convinced that when'a new practice: is introduced by a govern

ment agency its relative advantages are already proved, at
 

least from the point of view of the introducer. But taking
 

all situational and sociocultural factors int6 consideration,
 

from the point of view of the potential adopters it may appear 

diffc rent. 

Marriott observes that adoption of a new practice is
 

not simply replacement of an old practice. It is the replace

ment 3f an old practice in the total context of interconnec

tion:.2 It is the interconnections that we want to empha

sise nere. We are inclined to believe that unless they are
 

taker into consideration there remains a vacuum between the 

understandings of the introd-icer of the programme and the 

potertial adopters. In Basudha, when N.C. 678 variety of
 

paddy was first introduced by the community development 

block in 1965, the extension officer of the block demonstrated 

the r.lative advantages of this new variety of paddy in a 

result demonstration plot. The average yield of the new 

variety was definitely better than the local varieties, 

Morecver it had a quality of resisting drought. It could 

also respond to heavy doses of fertilisers. The extension 

officer was right in his judgement to introduce this variety 

as the farmers were facing problems of drought and lodging 

of paddy in the fields where potato is cultivated as the 

secorl crop. Usuallc heavy doses of fertilisers are used 

in th- potato fields and after harvest of potato an early 
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varitty of paddy is grown there. This variety of paddy was
 

very suitable for cltivation fisuch fields. BDt the exten

sion officer did not take into consideration the consequen

ces that this innovation might have in other spheres of
 

life of the people.
 

of the farmers of Bas-idha visited the demonstra-Most 

tion plot of the new variety of paddy and were convinced 

In the next year this varieabout its relative advantages. 

ty w s cultivated by about half a dozen farmers of the 

But in 1967, none but the lone farmer whose landv ill;.ge. 

was i;sed as the result demonstrati-fn plot cUltivated this 

vari ty of paddy, and th.t too in only 0.15 :tcre of land. 

when the result demonstration ofNow ite question arises, 

this -new variety of paddy was successful, and it was 

taken up by several farmers, then whyenthisiastically 

did the variety become unpopularwith...n a period of one year 

in t1~a village. 

Further enquiry in this matter reveals that all of 

the ,altivators who tried this variety got better yields. 

A ci' se observation, however, shows that when the farmers 

made rice from this variety of paddy they found that the 

taste of the rice was not as the old local varieties.good as 

Then they tried to use them for preparing urhi 3 that the 

villagers consume in huge qlantities. IRen i was 

that this var wasietyprept-red from this rice they found 

mirhi either. The rice grainsnot -,uitable for preparing 
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,were hard and small and did not puff properly. The farmers' 

next attempt was to dispose of this variety of paddy to the 

local dealers. The farmers felt very humiliated as the 

dealers at first refused to buy this variety of paddy. Though 

the dealers at last agreed to buiy, they offered Tower than 

the rarket price. This affected the farmers very negatively 

and as a result, those who cliltivated this variety of seed, 

did try it for the next year. 4 
excert one, not 

In order to understand the ffelings of the farmers it 

is necessary to say a few words about The nature of their 

market relationship. In. Indian villages, the relationship 

between a dealer and his customers mostly operates in an 

info:,ial way. Usually the customers visit the sane dealer when

ever necessary and thus they develop a sort of relationship 

that is quite close to the traditional jajmaani relation

ship. Both the dealer and his customer are careful in 

naintaining this relationship.. In such a situation any act 

of re;'usal from either side is considered as an insult. 

The farmers of Basudha felt humiliated when the dealer 

ref isd Lo buy this variety of paddy. They felt even worse 

when chey were called greedy by some of their covillagers 

who t nought that they cultivated this new variety of paddy 

to ina e more money. 

. Though there are some resentments in the Indian 

value syLtem toward accumulation of wealth, economic enter

priseo are not generally discouraged. But when it is
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tran -,latedas an act of greed it is highly resented. In
 

this case the cultivation of this new variety of paddy
 

wouli be considered as an economic enterprise if it were
 

cultivated b:, farmpro who are in the bare subsistence 

leve1 of agricultural economy. But those who tried this 

vari,.ty in Basudha were mostly fror. economically well off 

families. To other villagers it seemed to be an expression 

of their greed. 

The above example shows how a new variety of paddy
 

that was apparently advantageous turned out to be disad

vant geous when all the interconnections were taken into 

accc-.nt and the innovation was judged from the point of 

view of the potential adopters. In comparison to the 

disarantages, the relative advantages of the.,new practice 

did ,ot appear to be so promising. 

Some scholars have depicted that the relative advan

tage of a new practice is emphasised by a crisis. Patnaik5 

descybes on the basis of his observation in Orissa how a
 

cris,s created by drought and insect attack enhanced accep

tanc: of plant protection chemicals. Rogers, however, cites 

seve:il studies to show that a crisis can both enhance and 

of an innovation. 6 
reta d acceptance 

Our experience in Basudha suggests that whatever the
 

inflT;ence of crisis may be on the adoption behaviour of the
 

http:accc-.nt
http:vari,.ty
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When anfarmers, it does not have any lasting effect. 


the villagers tookepizootic broke out in Basudha in 1961, all 

interest in getting in touch with the veterinary dispensary and 

got their cattle in4oculated. Since the end of' the crisis no 

one has talked of animal inioculation. Similar is the case of 

appliction of plant protection chemicalc. When there is any 

insect, attack they hurriedly rake arrangement to spray insecti

cide in the fields. But as soon as the problem is over they 

do not think of using insecticide any more. We could not 

find a single case in the village where the farmer used insec

ticides as a prevcntivo measure though sich use was highly 

rccomiended by the block, particularl-f in cases of potato 

and siigarcane cultivation. 

The above facts suggest that the relative advantage 

of an innovation cannot be judged unless the situational and 

sociocaltliral factors of the people to whom the practice 

will ba introduced are taken into cons-ideration. Each practice, 

either old or new, has its corplex set of interconnections 

and reiativo advantageo,nCss of an innovation should be 

judged in the total context of interconnections. Tile 

relative advantage of a new practice is sometimes emphasised 

by a cirisis though the crisis may not have a lasting effect. 

The compatibility of an innovation is an important 

factor that influences the adoption behaviour of the farmers. 

When tbe community development project came into operation, 
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improved poultry birds (chickens) .,ere introduced in Basidha 

through them. The members of the chhotalol castes readily 

welcomed the innovation but the bhadral rejected it out

right.
 

As there is a cultural ,stigna atLached to raising 

chicLens by the upper caste Hindui, nonce of the Lhadralok 

castes of Basudha accepted n.iy i:Vreit chicken.I All 

these birds were distribited t-, tlc h's ofcchtalok 

castes. As it is perr--Ii::sible for then to raise chickens 

there was no problem for their acceptance. B-it mere 

acceptance of a new practice does not al-ways resu] t in 

adoption. 

The idea behind this innovation was to replace and
 

inprcve the inferior indigenous birds. Bit after tvio 

yeart of this introduction it vrus foin that the innova

tion not only failed to replace the old indigenous bird, 

it itself became elim.1in-ited. 

A question arises here is why the birds got eliminated 

when they were so enthisiastically received by a section 

of the villagers? W.h-.en the birds were distributed, the 

extersion officer exolained to the receivers how to take 

care ,)f them and how to feed theni. Tb the receivers of 

these birds the idea of taking care of chickens or feeding 

them ias entirely foreign though they were quite familiar/' 

with ,he idea of raising chickens. This half-familiarity 
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with the practice affected the innovation adversely, "How 

can we take care of chickens when we cannot take care of 

our oxm children?" Budhan f'oron told. "'He always raise 

chicl,,ns and our grandfathers also did that. But I don't 

food for thethink we ever had to ask our women to cook 

chickens," he added. 

to local custom of raising chickens, no oneAccording 

takes any care of them or foods the:;i. The chjdqs are let 

loose and allowed to grow freely. As a result about a 

half of the; die when young. The villagers took the. cases 

of hcavy ortality as iuiavoid.able. "If yo-1 raise bon 

chicks, five of them are always going to die no matter how 

much care you take of the:n' Ahibu Aiirc told. "U.e raise 

chickens so that it does not involIve any l,-boir or muchl 

expeniiture. Otheritise it wo'ilcl be ,:un i:pros:-ible task 

f or us," ' he added. However, the chickens which survive 

are inimuned to local diseases, The i)roved chickens on 

the other hand, were more s'isceotible to diseases. Not 

only that, they were u,,ed to regular feeding. This was 

not done by the villagers. Therefore before they could get 

adjusted to the local sitaation the inproved birds died. 

An analysis of the above facts reveal several things to is, 

First, the same innovation may receive different types of accep

tance by different segrients of -population of the same village, 

depending on their sociocultural background.The improved chickens 
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were welcomed by the members of the g t castes. 

The W aI rejected them. Second, if an innovation is 

accepted its associated practices may not be acceptable to 

the adopters. In the case of Chhotalok, though the idea
 

of rasing chickens was compatible with their way of life,
 

they vere unfamiliar with the idea of modern chicken raising 

techn ques. As a~result, in spite of all efforts from the 

extent Ion officers, the programme failed.
 

Barnett8 mentions "tie-in" techniques that brought
 

some success in the introduction of incompatible products. 

Our e periences in Basudha show that while this technique can 

make &rn incompatible innovation acceptable, it can also create 

co!plJcations that may advcrsely affect adoption of other 

innove tions. 

When the community development block selects a plot 

of lard for result demonstration it is the practice that it 

suppl~es most of the agricultural inputs and the owner of the 

land a-one gets the return. When it was fo'ind that most of the 

farme3 were willing to spare their land for demlonstration 

purpotes the block decided to tie-in agricultural implements, that 

had n( demand with this programme. According to th-is decision, 

lands vere selected for res,ult demonstration only of farmers 

who aL eeed to buy some agricultural implements at a government 

subsi," Lsed ratc. By adopting this technique the block was 

aUl:e Io sell some of the agricultural implements, though they 

were hardly used by the farmers. A paddy weeder, a seed drill, 
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were pushed on to Gour
and a few other implements thus 

used any of them. Th1ough at
Maridal of Bas tdha, whlo iRvver 


the tine of bulying he willingly accepted these implements,
 

government has unnecessarily made
 now h,- fols that the 

him waste some money. 

The block followed the same technique to introduce mould 

board )lou. As we have already said, the farmers of Bas Idha 

plough even at a government subsidised price,
refused to buy a 

not s'-itale to the local conditions. Though its 
as it aras 

the farmers consideredbetter workability was acknowledged, 

too heavy for their bullock!;, that
it usel.ass as the plough was 

of a
"were m-stly of indi-enous breed. Further, as it was made 

picce of iron, the villagers complained that the eritir_single 


in case of any complaint, as

tiniflg vrould have to be thrown away 

know how to repair it. As a rcsiilt,the vi!]a, e blacksmith did riot 


local plough

in th. jud1gment of the 	 farmers of Basudha, the 

to new board plough as'the local 
was conisidored s-tperior the mould 

plough can be repaired or replaced, part by part, by the village 

Leof the extension officers thought thnotblackr niih. As some 


once they are

farnmeri night get lised to this type of plough 

made to ,st ther he mould board plough was tied-in with duti, 

to negativel'r.
that hmd a great de-iand. The f:irmers reacted this 


t only refused to buy ploughs, o-n thO contrary,, they

They n 


of the programners. As B3aal
 
got su;picious a!)out the objective 


it, ,,I cannot understand what the

Mandal of Basudha pqts 


to do to us. Do the: want to improve
govern,tot wants our
 

buy an iron plough when

condit .on? I doubt it. Why should I 
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I need a d__L? If the government genuinely anted' .us to 

prosper they would not have pressed us 'or wasting our money 

to usein buying a plough when they knew that we were not going 

I have decided not to deal with the government any more.
it. 


I already told the gram sevak (village level worker) about it.
 

This is foolish." As a resilt of this feeling, even the lift 

irrigation device, that had otherwise a great demand among 

the farmers, remained unsold in the block. 

facts indicate that in a segmented society
These above 


like India the same innovation may receive different types of
 

acceptance by various segments of pop,ilation depcnding on
 

their sociocultural background. So before introducin:; any new 

programme it is necessary to know the sociocultuial background 

judge whether the innovation is compatible orof the people and 

not. Partial acceptance of a new practice is sometimes as in

"Tie-in" tcchniq-ules, though they
effective as nonacceptance. 

may bring about some success in tle introcldction of incompatible 

affect adaption of other Jnnov,:tions.products, can also adversely 

Comnlcxcity 

There is a consens is that .,lie degree of coplexity of 

As the
 a practice is negatively related to its adoption. 


adoption of a complex innovation needs someikill, the farmers
 

gain an understanding 

often refuse to accept it. Barnett observes, "Activities that 

required concentrated and prolonged effort to master theri or to 

of them are at a disadvantage compared 

The difficulty of 
with some alternative that does not. 
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reconditioning oneself or of: relearning something sets up an
 

though
insurmountable obstacle to many proposed changes even 


'10 
 Patnaik
thoir desirability may be generally agreed upon."
 

found in Orissa that all simple 'schemes that involved few factors
 

were successful whereas seventy five,. per cent of the-multi

factorial schemes failed. 11 Bose and Dasgupta's study in
 

et t Bengal shows that simple, direct and inexpensive practices
 

,

are more readily accepted than otherwise.

1 2 ' Rogers also cited
 

severnl examples where a negative correlation was found between 

the complexity of innovation and the rate of adoption.1 3 

complexityour observation in Basuidha sl:ows that the 

such does not matter nudi . The farmers, ifof the practice as 

necessary, make adjustments to the complex practices and
 

make them suitable to their own condition. For example, pre

viou,,ly the block recommended fertiliser mixture for potato and 

wheat, fields. 4c it became difficult to get them in unad.'l

teratc:d form the block recommended that the cultivators buy the
 

constituent elements of the fertiliser mixture separately, and
 

mix them in the appropriate proportions. At the initial stare,
 

most of Lhc farmers had a great difficulty in remombering the 

most of the fertiliser
foril'a. It was especially difficiult as 


names wero foreign to them. But within a short period, most
 

farmers gave the constituent elements some local name by which
 

the elements could be identifie 1 anid got usoed to the proportions. 

Those ..ho could not, were helped by other far iers. 

http:adoption.13
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In the case of cultivation of high yielding varie

ties of paddy and wheat also the villagers made adjuetments. 

If on has to follow all recommended practices associated with 

-the cultivation of these varieties of paddy andwhbat it-is 

really a vcry complex affair about which most of the farmers
 

are unfamiliar. In Bastdha, none bit, a single farmer followed
 

all the recommended practices and that too, only in one parti

cular plot of land. Other farmers who citltivated them Ased
 

only the high yielding Variety of seeds and followed ,.iostly
 

the'local methods of cultivation.
 

Another examnle that, though the villager," like 

simple things more than the complicated ones, they arc quite 

able to handle complex matters, involvos lift irrigation. The 

farmers of Basuidha depend on lift irrigation for growing
 

ti-eir winter crops. There are only five tanks in the villac 

fron which irrigation water is available. As thci'e is a 

large number of far' ers who need water at that ti:-e there is 

a gre.t scarcity of water. The farmers are not allowed to 

lift water at all if the waterP level goes dowa to 7L feet. 

So in ordor to 'iake the distribution of water 'inifor:i and i1 i

mise he cost of irrigation, the farmers developed a complex 

system. Those who have contiguous plots formed a sort of sea

sonal irrigation cooperative. Each farner contrib itesi toward 

construction of distributories and of the main ditch, locally 

calle1 ga:ai, from which water is lifted. The rate of con

tribution towards the payment of labour varies dopending on 

the apiount of land that the individual farmers own for such 
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can, gct, irrigation-water simul
irrigation. . -As noitw~o- people 

has ,.to keep track:of every
taneously every individiual farmer 

thing regardingi this irrigation system., However:j, the societies 

operated with superb efficiency withowt ever maintaining any 

As the farmers themselves, have developed this 
written record. 

systenm they are quite familiar with eachi and every step of 

a the complexitythis organization. AS .res'tlt, despite it 

operates smoothly.
 

Though the farmers Jike simple, things more, than 

the complicated oncs the above examples suggest that it is 

such that influence their adoption
not the complexity as 

the farmers' unfamiliarity wt h the complexity
behaviour. It is 

adoption behaviour.
of the innovation that influenco their 

Cost aad divisibility 

There are some innovations that involve large expendi

tures and do not give any chance for trial. An irrigatiori
 

seens
 
pump may be cited. as an example. In Basudha, though it 

a position to buy an irrigationthat the farmers would be in 

farmers of a n'eighbouring village. 

pump J~iad there been a scope for trial, it did 'not really stand 

in their way. Almost all of them had opportunity to see 

its usefulness and efficiency when such sets were used by 

There' is a great demand 

What is more striking isfor irrigation pumps in Basudha. 
land 

do not have enough/and money to
thatsome samll farmers who 

invest in a pump by themselves"werC 'so fas'cinated by its 

to buy pufmps.
usefu ness that they formed e siall cooper ative 
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ls far as the constructi6n 6f mason'y compost pit 

is doncerned, we found a differeit picture.- In this case 

also thlere was no scope for trial and the acceptance of 

this innovation would involve a reasonable amount of money. 

But the farmers of Basudha were skeptical as the relative 

advantage of a masonry compobtpit was not as clear and 

obvious as that of an irrigation pump. The above examples 

show that the influence of cost and divisibility on the
 

adoption of the innovations vary depending on the relative
 

advantage.
 

C ommunicabilitv 

The results of some adoptionsjare easily visible to 

t)-- farmers while there are others whose results are diffi

cult to observe.14 In Basudha, the farmers accepted the 

innovation more readily when the results of adoption were 

visible than when they were obscure. As for example, when 

there was a pest attack the farmers used plant protection
 

chemicals as a curative measure. But none of the farmers 

evor used any plant protection chemical for preventive
 

measure though it was highly recommended by the extension
 

officers, particularly in the cultivation of sugarcane.
 

Though Iyab Seikh of Basudha suffered loss in his sugarcane
 

crop for several years, he did not use plant protection
 

chemicals for preventive measure as he thought that would
 

be an useless expenditure. Villagers' lack of response 

toward improved cultural practices also confirm that they 

are septical to accept an innovation whose result .is not 

http:observe.14
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y,s ible ,or. inderstan.able h t the, ay fertili

ser and, the plants ; grow well they can see this resultf 

but Lf they follow improved cultural practices -, theydo, 

not know what happens. That is Vkhy only abouit ione per '! 

cent of the farmers of Basudha followed improved cultural
 

practices and that too in veysmall plots of: lands., 

In this chapter we have briefly discussed the various 

charae ristics of'iinnovations and examined their influences 

on the adoption behaviour of the farmers. We found that the 

relative advantage of an innovation does not depend on its 

slicc(s in the laboratory experiment. It rather depends on 

the Pituational and socioc'iltiral factors of the farmers who 

are Ihe potential adopters. Though a crisis sometimes 

incroases the perceived relative advantage of an innovation
 

it deas not have any lasting effect. From this we conclude
 

that it is necessary to judge the relative advantage of an
 

innovation in the total context of its interconnections with
 

otheY factors in the situation in which it is advocated.
 

As far as the compatibility of an innovation is; 

concenied we conclude that in a highly segmented society 

like India the people of 'various segments may react to the 

same programme differently. Whether an innovation will be 

accdjed or not depends on the sociocultural background of 

the p;3ople of various segments. From this we can further 

conclude that first 'hand knowledge Of the sociochiltural 

background of the people is,'essential for the success of a 

programme,.
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We found that the partial acceptance of a new 

practice was sometimes as ineffective as nonacceptance.
 

This indicates that once an innovation is introduced,
 

propc r care should be taken to make sure that all the 

reco::nended practices associated with it are observed. 

Regarding the use of "tie-in " techniques, though 

we so:ieti,es found it quite successful in introduicing 

incoL.patible products it also adverselyiffected adoption 

of other programmes. So, there sho ld not bc any indiscrimi

nate Lpl)lication of these techniques. 

The farmers, in general, seemed to like simple 

thing more than the complicated ones. They are also quite 

capalle of handling complex matters if they are familiaxi 

with the sitation. So in case of complex innovations it 

is necessary to take proper care to make the farmers f'illy 

awarc of the complex nature of the programme. 

The divisibility and cost of innovations as such
 

did r't seem to influence the adoption behaviour of the 

farmc- 's. If the relative advantage of the programics are 

well demonstrated the farmers take interest in them in
 

spite of their high cost and individibility. So for the
 

s'cce.s of a programme its relative advantage sho,Lld be
 

adeqltely emphasised. 

The degree of communicability of an innovation 

considerably influefes its acceptance or rejection. So 
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befpre ,introducing4a Y pr~ogramme its degree of communica

bilityl shoquld als o be taken into account. 
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C.H A P T ER ,IX 

C01 tJMNIIC.AT ION AND ADOPTION 

In the previous chapter we discussed in some detail 

to wlhat extent the characteristics of farncr-3 -r of inno

•rations influence the acceptance or rejectien of a new 

prac ice. In this section we will discuss the role of one 

extension agent, the village level worker (VLW), and will 

try ,.o demonstrate how the acceptance of this role by the 

vill .gers can influence their adoption behaviovr. Vie 

will also discuss how an innovation once accepted by an 

indi2 idual gets diffused in the village. 

J121 of village level worker 

.hen a ner idea or practice is introduiced to a 

peop].e, the individuals concerned are confronted with a
 

quesr;ion as to whether or not to try it. Though out of
 

vent-,resomener;s some people can at once accept and try it, 

the ,eneral tendency of the people is to study the inno

vation carefully and j-tdge whether the acceptance of the 

new practice would be advantageous or not. On the basis 

of hs observations in two Uttar Pradesh villages, Dlibe 1 

note-: "The acceptance of the programme itself, or of its 

constitutent parts, is determined to a considerable extent by 

a variety of complex cultural factors, ranging from sinple 

habiis and accepted social practices to the intricate 

http:tJMNIIC.AT
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patterns of belief , socialt-striicture, world-view, and 

%ndattitudes."valueis 

In our discussion, we have already covered some of
 

the points mentioned by Dube. Danda2 has also discussed
 

somewihat extensively how these various factors influenced
 
1 3


the doption of different innovations. The actual process 

of aloption begins when an individual becomes aware of an 

innclation either by personal sources such as friends 

and neighbours or through extensiot agents or the mass 

media. When the different programmes of India's community 

devclopment project were first introduced to the people, 

all the channels of information were utilised. But the 

vil.tgers of Basudha primarily depended on the VLW as 

the major source of information on agriculture. Conse

queritly, the success or failure of agricultural programmes
 

lar&ely depended on the degree of success with which the
 

VLV ias been able to play his role. 

4 
Darda, on the basis of his study of a Western Uttar 

Prad.-!sh village has shown how the relationship of the 

exte-ision agent with the villagers, village leaders, and 

supe-ior officials could influence the success or failure 

of v rious development programmes. It was found that a 

smoo.h relationship, good understanding, and mutual trust 

betw en the villagers and the VLW were extremely important 

for *'he success of any programmes. Dube has observed that 

the 'ffectiveness and the acceptance of change programmes 
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are largely controlled by the cultural predispositions of 

the community toward the sponsors of change or their agents. 

He says, "The 'initial response to and the ultimate accep

tance of the extension agents are both governed by this
 

factor. The degree of effectiveness with which these
 

extension agents can operate as opinion leaders as agentsor 

preparing the ground for change is determined largely by
 

the predisposition of the community in which they operate . 

A good innovation may be rejected because the commiunity holds 

its Local promoter suspect and questions his bonafides. 6 

In oir study of Basudha we will try to demonstrate howj the 

role of the VLW fits into the conrunity structure and conso

quenLly influences the adoption behaviour of the villagers. 

The main focus of our discussion will be how the role of the 

VLW was perceived by the villagers of Basudha. 

In our day to day olxservation we found that the 

rel 1 ':.ionship between the VLW and the majority of the villa

gers of Basudha was essentially one of distrust. Uhenever 

he c ree with a new programme, the first reaction of the 

farr, rs was to oppose it. Most of the villagers were very 

indifferent toward him and did not like to listen to what 

he hid to say. On various occasions we found the villagers 

rathar unreasonably noncooperative wit], him. 

For example, on July 20, 196? the VLW came to Basudha 

with a sample of IR-8 seeds. He explained the relative 

adva.Itage3 of the variety of and Umeshseeds asked Ghosh 
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<whether he .would like.ito..try jit,,, and,.'_have some seeds. Umesh 

Ghosh got very furious at this and told the VLW somewhat 

rudeljr, "I understand that you have some training in agricul

ture. But do you think thatyou know better than what the
 

farmers of this village know about agriculture? I am a
 

"nd I know what would be good for me. Wh .':do
born farmer 

you want to poke your nose uto-our affairs? Do I have to
 

interests?"
believe that you are here to look after our 


L'hough most of the villagers were not as blunt in
 

their behaviour with the VLW as Umesh Ghosh was, most of
 

them ,hared the distrust of Umesh Ghosh. 

he VLW was quite sincere in his duties and always
 

tried to help the villagers. He knew his work and when
 

verba. instructions were not enough he personally demon

stratd the techniques of improved agricultural practices.
 

We so:aetimes found him working with the munish (farm
 

servants) engaged by the farmers of Basudha. In spite of
 

all -is efforts very few villagers had any respect for
 

him. On the contrary, we sometimes found the villagers
 

humili.ating him unreasonably when he offered to help them
 

in thAr agricultural matters. 

-then the VLW came to know that Shibapada Mndal got
 

some 3eedlings of Taichung native 1 variety of paddy he 

re quested Shibapada Mandal to let him know when he would 

like '.o transplant the seedlings. He wanted to hblp the 

farrn'ervants to get the seedlings transplanted in tows.
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In answer to this, Shibajada Iandal was very harsh in his 

remiarks, He said, "Did I seek your help? When we need
 

any help we consult our murubbi ,respected old men of the 

villago). I don't want any,help from the government. I
 

don't trust the government." Similar distrust toward govern

rent officials has been observed by various authors in
 

different parts of India.
7
 

On the surface, we did not find any reason for this kind
 

of benaviour on the part of the farmers of Basudha. A 

close examination of the situation, however, revealed that 

there were some reasons behind this type of behaviour. 

There was another 'outsider' in the village, a health
 

assistant.8 His duty was to vaccinate against smallpox.
 

lie livred in Basudha for one year and we found that the
 

vills Eers were not only cordial and cooperative with him, 

they were also anxious about his welfare. 

At first it appeared a bit paradoxical to us. Here
 

were two representatives of the same government: the VLW
 

and the health assistant. Both of them belong to the same
 

rank and their nature of duty was also similar (both of them
 

were extension workers). But when one of them received
 

affectionate treatment the other one was disrespected.
 

By way of discussion we were once told by a villager,
 

"We don't trust the government officers. They don't come 

here ror our welfare. Bit we trust KNmal Babu (that was the 
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name of the health assistant) ase is our son."
 

Later on we came to know that the health assistant had
 

to face more or less similar non-cooperative and uncordial
 

treat:ient by the villagers when he first came to the village.
 

It was a idden incident that promoted him from his role
 

of thT outs±LJer to one of insider. 

health 
't the time of the incident the/assistant was working 

on a i.flll pox eradication scheme and was assigned with 

the d.ty of vaccinating all the individuals of the village. 

Once on his usual round, he went to Mrs. Gouri Mandal of 

2-:s,id a and requested her to get vaccinated. She refused 

and i xs also unwilling to have herchildren vaccinated. 

The heaith. aadistant felt very awful about it and being
 

a little desperatet!e told the lady, "You are like my 

mothe :, I cannot let you die of small pox. I must 

vacciaate you." This changed the attitude of Mrs. Gouri 

iandaL dramatically and she told the health assistant, 

"1'hen you call me your mother I cannot refuse you." She 

got vaccinated and, later, consulting her guru (religious
 

prece(ptor), made tl-e health assistant her dharma son
 

(a ceremonial relationship that can be established across
 

caste level). Later on we were told by Mrs. Gouri Mandal,
 

"Ile called me his mother and sat there like my son. How
 

could I refuse him?" 

*lhen the health assistant was accepted by one of the 

villaoers as her s6n he did riot remain outsider to the 
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vill2 -ers any more. On one occasion we were told by a 

a.Fi villager, "He is like us. He knows everyohe of us 

by-n- ic. ',Pien we meet in the street he enq'uires how my 

parenLs or kids are. He also comes here at the time of 

Dhar1:: puja every year."
 

fhe above example shows how the health assistant, al

thoui -a an outsider, fortuitously got accepted by the villa

gers :s a member of their own community. This also revea

ls th.1.t personal relationship with the villagers can be 

:nore effective in winning confidence of the villagers than 

any formal relationship. 

In our discussion of economic life of the village
 

we have seen how an individual member is connected with a 

nirbcr of other members through economic relationshi's. 

In a21 the cases, *however, altho'igh the relationships 

were -b.igatory and based on trist, they were somewhat 

infoi6iall It is because of this backgroumd of the villa

gers that an informal approach appeals ti them more than
 

a f oi .:ial approach. 

Now the question remains to be answered is, why the
 

village level worker failed to be recognised as a member 

of th.at village when the health assistant could get their 

reconition so successfully. There were several factors 

invo yed. Elsewhere we have discussed, some of the factors
 

in getaeral terms. 9 Here, we will examine only those factors 

that are somehow a-sociated with the role of the village 
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level worker.

village we
In our discussion of social life of the 

the and "they" feelings of the
have mentioned about "we" 

villagers. These considerably infrience their world view
 

and pattern of behaviour. Those who belong to the "we" group 

are generally trusted and the membership of this groi1p 

As stated earlier, among
is structurally circumscribed. 


same family or bayL., the relationthe memabers of the 


is based on unalloyed trust, and mutual interdependonce.
ship 


The degree of trust gets a little diluted when we consider
 

the ! or caste members. Ariong the chhotalok, however, 

th4 caste members are as tr,'isted as the bhavead nebers
 

The reason behind this is that the
by the b. 


caste T)nnh~xat is a more furcti-nal init among the
 

The covillagers
chholkalg than it is among the bda .
 

also trust one another, but the degree of trust varies,
 

same segdepending on whether the villagers belong to the 


ment of caste hierarchy. For example, the members of 

the h lo castes rely on one another more than on the
 

members of the chhotaljk castes, unless their relationship
 

These relationships
is strengthened by some other tie. 


had consequence for the lack of acceptance of the VLW.
 

A close observation of the life of the villagers
 

reveals that the degree of interaction and social etti

quette also varies according to these lines of intra

village relationship. For example, among the bhavaad
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members, a verbal invitation is enough for occasions like 

marriage. To invite a covillaer or a person who is an 

affinal kin, an invitation letter, as well as a veo±bal 

invitation are req'.ired. This means that the relationship 

between affilal kin is more formal than the relationship 

between b members, who are agnates. Siilar diffe

rences have been observed in the exchange of gifts also. 

If there is any marriage among the bhav-d !ienbers, it is 

not necessary to present any gift. i the c:ise of others 

it is almost compulsory to present a gift. The receiver 

usually keeps track of the gifts and on similar occasioas 

presents i.n identical gift. Loans without any interest can 

be exchanged between members of the sane bhayaat. !Jith
 

the people who are considered oltsiders ,though this is 

not prohibited, it :Ls rarely practised. This cle-rly 

shows that the closer is the degree of kinship, the more 

informal is the relationship and the more is the trust.
 

Except for the covillagers everyone belongs to the
 

"they" group of tle villagers. They arc outsiders and
 

cannot be trusted. One exception is rade in the case of 

affinal relatives and hereditary servants. They are inclu

ded in the "we" group though they may be from outside the 

village and are generally trusted,
 

The above facts show that whether or not a person can
 

be trusted depends on the degree and nature of relationship.
 

Ordinarily all formal relationships in the village are based
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And, as the example of the health assistant
on distrust. 


shows, if a formal relationship can be replaced by an in

formal relationship, a distrusted person can come within 

the fold of the trusted group.
 

Usually no person is identified as a men-ber of the "we" 

group unless he lives in the village, or was born there, 

or has his parental home there. The VLW of Basudha was 

assigned to work in three villages. It was'..t possible 

for him to stay in all villages at the samue time. 11e have
 
the
 

already mentioned that/VLW lived in a neighbouring village, 

As a result, he was an outsider to Basudha and autoi-iati

cally belonged to the les; tri'sted group. 1l  By repeated 

visits and personal contacts he could probably have bridged 

the gap between him and the villagers. But in his case 

administrative inefficiency widened it enorrnou sly. It so 

happened that in Basudha the VLW by his personal contacts,
 

tried to convince several of the villagers to try a new
 

variety of paddy. only Gour Mandal acc:epted and planted 

it immediately. The others promised to try it the next
 

year. The seeds were given as being of a late variety locally
 

called Gan. and were planted in a lowlying plot of land.
 

But unfortunately they appeared to be of an early variety
 

i.e. a Aus paddy is never clltivated in low lands as 

the field remains under water when the crop becomes ready
 

for harvest. Because of this error the farmer concerned
 

had enormous difficulty in harvesting the crop from th6
 

water and carrying it home. As the representative of the
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community development block, the VLW distributed the seeds 

to the villagers. So they blamed him for this fault. 

The Indian farmers value dependability more than 

efniciency. Nat'rally a bad precedent strike; the villagers 

more than several good precedents. Duri., o-ir sta- in te 

village we were reminded of thi-, incilcnt by several farrierr

of Ba:, Aha. They became very skeptical about the wihole 

community development programme. Thi.7 "nfort 'nito incident 

retax ed the other proFrarnnes considerab y. 

Tle villagers seldti, do anything that i- 1tr.A;e to 

them or go to a place ti-it the: do nit know. If t..c. do go 

to a strange place, they accoi.rpany so:mirone whi kn',rs that 

place. For exanrple, v-ry few of the villagers oC Basiidha 

have ",isited the cit of Calc'.itta. Th: e who have, invaria

bl -- went ,ith 3o:aeono who was there nofoi-e. 3i:i.arly, 

th~e villager:, sometimes go to Burd,.an cit,.r to consu.lt a 

physician but they do not go to him directly or indi:cri

wlho kows a physicianninat-ly. They will acc''pany someone 

and g,) to that physician. They feel inrec'ire if they cannot 

find oomeon on whom they can personally depend. Di L' oir 

b-jsinc!'s transactions also they establish a relationship 

with t person with whom they can find emotional secu)iy. 

They Lre afraid that they may be cheated. 

Tke above phenomena suggest that wrhetlher or- not a 

new p actice will be accepted is largely dependent on the 

acceptance of the extension agent by the villagers. As long 

http:consu.lt
http:Burd,.an
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j as the VLW is';perceiVed as! anfoutsider thr 

always:r;aainskepti6al about the.1programmes. 1 l For the 

success of a programme, he must be accepted within the realm 

of trusted persons of the villagers. , 

What is essential-is that, the villagers. shouldiunder

S..-tand-.the intent of ;government, planners", and extension'" 

workers should be intimately acquainted'with the culture 

12
that they hope to change. This willmake extension workers
 

awarc of the expectations of the villagers and will con

siderably contribute to bridging the gap between ther.iselves 

and Lhe villagers. 

The above facts-suggest that the gap that exists,' 

between the extension agent and the villagers can be 

bridged in two different ways: first, the extension agent 

w'ill have to develop personal relationships with the villagors 

in such a way that he should be accepted, at least, -s a 

member of the village. 1 3  Second, there should be some special 

endeavour to widen the realm of trust of the villagers. 

Social education might be a useful ,tool'to achieve this.
 

From our experience in Basudha it was found that the 

adopters' realm of trust was much wider than that of the 

non-adopter. Adopters were more free to move with outsiders 

and their extra-village contact was also more. 

Role of I.ossiD-g.roup.g 

•In our discussion so far ,wehayeemphasized ,the 

importance of the role of the VLI for introducing a newip 
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practice. Our experience in Basidhal show.:; thutt 'Ifter the 

s.t cssful introduction of a new practice the rolo to be 

played by the VLW becomes very small.14 If Lhe pracbice
 

.s c r.1)atible with the farmers situation, it .ore or less 

al.ttorati.cally trickles dowm to others and there is a 

regu.ar pattern of flow of infor:Lation in the village. 

In our, discussion of the commnmity structure of lasildha 

wre It..ve described, soriewhat extensively the different rtruc-

t-ira:L units of the village. Here we would like to examine tho 

moech,.nisia.' of how information, once reaching the villa-e, 
on 

can pass/through various structural levels intil it has 

reached m.-ost of the villagers. 

'Wehave already mentioned that there are a number 

of g3,,;ip-gro-ps in the village and that people discuss 

different local and regional matters there. Thouigh this is 

4n informzal organi@ation and there is no regular mertiber

ship, ,ts',ially the sane group of people, h-.ving identical 

i.tceroz.:, sit together every evening. As a resl, dif
fer'e!Lt toics get prominence in various gossip-grouIp3. 

IIt ,as observed in Basudha that a member of a gos::ip

groi, ;ua.jlly discusses his farming plann there if he wants 

to a(kopt a new practice or make any change. Though it is not 

obliffatory, a farmer seems to feel more secure if his plans 

are approved by other meLbers of the gossip-group. This 

indicates that the gossip-group plays a vital role in a 

farmer 's doci. ion ,making-process. The gossip-groups al6 

http:small.14
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playJ'an iUportant part in the flbw of infIdimation in, 

the village. 

In order to have a clear understanding of the role 

of the gossip-groups in Basudha it is necessary to say a 

few words about the nature of their organiziticn. The diagram 

represents the net worz of gossip-groups in Basudha. 

There are tea gossip-groups in the village. Follow

ing the two factions of the village, these ten are or'"anied. 

into two larger groups. Six gossip-groups are attended by 

members of faction X and foir arc attended by menbers of 

faction Y. Seven of the ten gossip-groups are attended 

by the bhadralok, two by Lhe u1',Lliris, and the renLiining one 

by the :.agdir and some nenbcr- el the Dome caste. There is 

no gossip-group for other chhotilok who uiially spend t eir 

even,ngs in the matalshala (villa-ge distillery) drinking 

and discussing various things. 

iach gossip-group has a niunber of core members who 

regularly attend the gossip-group. A core meiber of a 

particular gossip-group can visit another ,-ossip-grouip if he 

need., somie special information that the latter gorsip-group 

mostly discuss. But there is hardly any exc.-ange of infor

mation between Lhe members of gossip-groi- s belonring to 

oppojite factions of the village. .Though' this; puls a 'barrier 

in ti-e flow of information bet.reen the fa'ctions it could not 

tota>ly check the flow. There are some pedple who do not 

visikt any of the gossip-groups Very regl-aTly.' 1,4henever 
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theyr-cvme- acro'sq :any discus sion ,tha,.tinteres ts: ,them 9,, they 

sit there. They play a more or less neutral role, in the 

factionalism of the village. They are the carriers of infor

mation across the faction line. 

In 1961, the community development block. -decided 

to, introducea newlvariety, of improved paddy seeds. ,In. 

order to popularise this new variety the block planned 

to have a competition among the faricr.;. Nienai Hlaldar (of 

Basudha), a core meber of gossip-group D (see the diagram), 

who had a close contact with the village level worker, at 

first came to know about the competition. He discussed the 

,iatter with the members of his gossip-group and along witb 

some of them decided to compete. 

Abhoy Haldar, who is also a, core member of gossip

group D, spread the news among the members of go:ssip-group A 

vhen he attened that gossip-group for consultation with 

Jmesh Gho.h and Kalipada Nayek reg'arding a law suiit. (It 

may be noted here that for any suich consultation the villagers 

would :.iostly consult the members of any gossip-groutp who 

had the special knowledge that they needed.). When they care 

to know about the competition some members of the gossip

group A also decided to take part in it. 

Panchkari Pal, a core member of gossip-group E came 

itO know about the competition when he attended the, gossip-

Jgiroup DJfor discussing an agricultural problem.., (It mayj be 

primarily, disciissed agri9ultliralnoted, here.'that- gossip-group D 
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among the membersproblelmis). He spread the nois of competition 

of his o.m gossip-group, i.e., group E. Thus most of the 

to know about it and several ofrmembors of faction X came 

them decided to participate. They jointly got the requli

site entry forms and got themselves prepared for the com

petition. 

Enayatulla. a paddy trader and a neutral member of
 

the village (not aligned with either faction), also came 

to know about the competition from Panchkari Pal of gossip

group E, with whom he had a trade relationship. Ena-::atllla, 

in tuIrn, told Gopal Iayek, of faction Y, gossip-group G,
 

with whom he had also a trade relationship, abouit the 

competition. 

The 	 village factionalism was at its top forn at that 

Gopal Nayek thought tlat it w:ould be huiliatingtime. So 

for 	his faction if no one of faction Y participates in t!-e
 

competition. So a, soon as he came to know aboit the cope

tition he spread the news a:1iong his faction me ibers and, 

alon with some of them, got prepared for the competition. 

As th.Lis became a prestige issue it aroused a great amount 

of enthusiasm among the villagers and finally ienai laldar 

of Taction X, gossip-group D, got an award. 

The above example describes the mechanism of the flow 

of infor,ation via gossip-grouAps in Basudha. It also indicates 

that village factionalism, though believed to have a negative 
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, caoinf.luence. on-ado9 t ion behavicur j:th q4armer can al o 

:ipromp:e adopti.on,pf,:an,,improvqd p??t. . . 

As stated earlier most of the imp6rtant deci *ons 

of t.e villagers are, discussed inl the gossip-groIps. Nata

rally, if someone decides to try a new practice' it becomes 

know i to all members of that particular gossip-group. Then, 

following the structirali network,,qf gos.p groups, the in

•formation flows from, one grollp to,another and finally across 

the faction line..
 

cu1ltivator whibh is dis-

An adoption decision by a 

-u:1'd iln his gossip-group i usui.ally approved' by other , 

meimbers of the groupv As a *C.oftf :the discussion, 

theiri interest is generated about that particular innova

tion. They often enquire about the prospects of that 

innovration and if it harvests a goodre,trnn, to Lhe innovator 

it i. gradually accepted -by other ,ember . of, the group and 

finally accepted by most .farmers (of thp village. 1 7 

We conclude our discussion of comnalnication and 

adoption with consideration of 'howfar the programmes of 

the community development project have been able to cover 

-the entire population of te village. 

In chapter V we - discussed the various programmes 

undertaken by the community development adiministration for 

rllral upliftment. A carefiul examinatf.on of the programmes 

revciled that there are very ew tems tlht can intrest 

http:examinatf.on
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d r s t 'A..Mandelbaumdchnd every pe on of tle .... 

"The gains of land reform,a tsland of"increased6b s6srvs 


,a&icultura efficiency tend to'go to those who have some
 

land. -The landiess labourers, and there are many millions
 

of them, get littld4 good from,these improvements at the
 

preseat time." 1 8 

!ade by Mayer and
Similar-observations have been 


6plot20 in dther parts of India.
 

can a programme meant
The question we are facing is, 


for a part of the cross-section of the pop)ulation generate 

The answer
interest of all the individuals of the village? 


None of the ten practices that we discusis obviously, no. 


sed in chapter VI were applicable to the entire 
population
 

As most of the chbotaloi are landless, they
of Basudha. 


doive practically no benefit from the agricultural
 

programmes. Furthermore, no attempt has been made to
 

incraise wages for farm work with the advancement 
of the
 

As a result, we find a growingagrictltural programme. 

dis'stisfaction among the agricultural labourers which 
to 

some extent has contributed to the persistence of factiona

lism in the village.
 

A landless agricultural labourer of Bauri caste
 

"We hear that .e have be'come independent. For
Sre'marked, 

me rly: the government officers would tome and stay with 
the 

Now 
iz% r So all benefits were given to the z. 
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alsp,,when3 the officers frqm .the-,i ockucqometheyals 6,nove 

... it the zar.idaar and whatever benefits are,,there go to thein. 

Then who s.ould look after our,-bencfit? Now, as before, 
,I cannot feed my- children and. clothe themrproperly,.,Then 

,vhlat good was the independence to..us:.' r 

We believe that these feelings are shared by 'the 

majorit;[ of ;t & landless laboure-p. allover: the co'intry. 

While talhing about landles ,labourers 1--andelbaun mentions, 

"Tho,;e gr-rips in a village who .uffer the greatest dis

abilities are not necessarily the ones most restless for 

drastic change. They. may be so greatly concerned. with tl .i 

shecr problem of keeping alive, so fearfil of upsetting 

th si r.argin of s-ibsistance, so little awrare ofsl3*m other
 

-oci~il possibilities, that they are content to keep going
 

2 1 :mitch' as they are., 

Our observations, in Basudha differ from that of
 

tandclbaum. We did not f.inthe laniless ),lass very content 

with pthcir lot. ,It iS true that the worst sufferers wore 

n,ot. Lhe rost restless.: But, they are also aware that sone 

hage is going, on. A large, section of the landless class 

are Anxiously ,vaitingfor a drastic change to corl-e and th-s 

can be attributed t,- the effect of the panchaati raj syston. 

The reaction, ,f the villagors to, the Li:-leentation 

g-Po-.mchayati r tj3 systemi is, va,ried. Wq., we re told by, aL 

o , us .* I t "1O3r Si mp l y ......... , Pa n ch ya.. r aj , 9......o 
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bred factionalism. Formerly we were one and there was 

no litigation in the village. Now we are divided and pozt 

of ihc village money is drained out by way of litigation." 

liost of the villagers agree -with the last part of the cOnm1c:i 

of, the zamidaar. But a substantial number of them flr 

-beliove that of all the changes that have been introduced 

since independence, only the panchayati raj system, as 

part of the community development programme, has af.'cctcd 

the iLipovcrished, landless -iajority of the villagcr-'. 

Je were told b. a Bagli leader )f t'Le villare, 

"'It is good that we have paiicha:,rati raj system. It has 

brov.ght factionalism no doubt. But it has allowed us free

do.A to talk and express our grievances." TLhe a~jxve renr'o 

s i.gUests tlfat bho',.ig. iost of the programmes of the com

:n'imty development projects failed to bring about a drastic 

ch-n-e in the economhic life of the villagers, they have 

bee. ,able to make the villagers aware of the necessity of 

change. 

http:bho',.ig
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUS IONS 

In this report we have described the process of
 

planned change in a village of West Bengal, India which we 

havc called Basudha. The report consists of four parts. 

Part I deals with the physical setting of the village. 

Herr we have described the backgro'ind of the vil.age in 

general terms and with specific reference to its climatic 

condition, transportation and comnliniciti-'n f'cilities, 

iaszitutions, and economic re,;ources. 

Part II describes the community structire of Bas dha. 

We have discussed the com:iurnity structure somewhat exten

sivly. As Wilkening obseres ". .. we miists tlidy chanr, not 

onlYj as a matter of individ ial c-.oice and action blit, also 

as a f'nction of social systems of various typos and level.-

The studies of farm practice adoption point more u-.'v riore 

group norms, pressures and processesto the importance of 

as the important determinants in the acceptance of innova

tois. 

In Basudha the community structutre was found to 

be -)ne of the most important factor2 i-n shaping the indi

vidlal and making him the kind of cultivator he is. There 

are three chapters under 	comnunity structutre, viz. Social 

Political Life. The discussionLife, Economic Life, and 

the study of structiral compoof 3ocial life incorporates 

primarilynen',s of the village. Though the disc ission 

of theemphiasises the intricately segmentel character 
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community, it also points out certain cementing factors
 

that makes an equilibri.i between opposed tendencies towarl 

fission and fusion. Most of these cementing factors are 

of an economic nature. There are, however, certain non

economic factors that also integrate the society as a
 

complex whole. Most of these noneconomic factors are from 

the realm of cultural life and demonstrate the solidarity
 

of the com.unity. The solidarity of the' v.llage becomes 

more evident when the prestige of the village is involved 

,in some issue with forces from outside of the village. 

There are evide.iles of strong "we, feeling among tL,o 

villagers. To them the outsiders in general brlong to the 

"they, group and are usually distimsted. 2 These "we"l and 

"they" feelings of the villagers are very important and 

can be vital to the success of agricultural development 

programmes. 

As far as the discussi3n of economic life is con

cerned it has been found that there is a well strictiired 

organisation that regulates economic activities of the 

villagers. It was found that traditional patterns still

largely dominate the economaic lire of the villagers and the 

economic relationships in Basudha mostly operate in an informal 

way. The discussion on political lifa show., how the newly 

introduced election system of village officials has con

tributed to the growth of factionalism in Basudha. 
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Part Ill includes chapter V and VI and describes 

development and change in Basudha. Chapter V describe,; 

the'genesis ofkrogrammes for development and incorporates 

a discussion on various programmes that have been intro

duced in the village. Basudha's participation in various
 

community development programmes at first glance seemed
 

qulte extensive but a close observation showed that the 

impat of the programmes on village life was rather super

fical. It was found that many of the recommended prac

tices accepted by the farmers were not put to use in an 

optimum manner and thus failed to have the desired effect. 

It has also been observed that agricult iral, health, 

and transportation and com-'rnication programmes were com

paratively more successful than programmes of education, 

social welfare ard ldustrial training. 

Chapter VT describes the respenzq of the villagers 

to various develop~at programnes. The villagers' responise 

to ten selected agricultIral practices were taken into 

account. Here the emphasis of our discussion was to single 

out the reasons for nonacceptance of recommended farm prac

tioes, although we also pointed out the degree of efficien-

Cy of the administ ative organisation in introducing 

innovations. 

We found that a series of factors were responsible
 

for the nonacceptance or partial acceptance of the recom

meed farm practices. They include physical factors, 
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situational factors, economic factors, cultural factors, 

and the farmers' lack of proper knowledge about the recom

mended practices. The physical and sit!ational factors 

include scarcity of loqal labourers, unsuitability of soil, 

lak of proper irrigation facilibies, and the failure of 

the extension agency to demonstrate the results of improved 

practices. We found that these factors have mostly affected 

the acceptance ok use of the following practices: chemical 

fertilisers, plant protection chemicals, farm equipment,
 

high yielding varieties of paddy and wheat, green manuring,
 

col post pit, and improved cultural practices. Economic 

factors have largely affected the acceptance of chemical 

fertilisers, farm equipment, and compost pit. 

Cultural factors include simple habits and accepted 

social norms, beliefs, social structutre, world view, arid 

va .ues and attitiides of the farmers. They have v-.stly 

affected the acceptance of plant protection chemicals, re

co!,lmended improved seeds, high yielding varieties of paddy 

an, wheat, green manuring, improved poultry, and recom

mended dos2age. Lack of proper knowledge of the farmers 

haq affected the acceptance of chemical fertilisers, plant 

pr.tection chemicals, high yielding varieties of paddy
 

anu wheat, and compost pit. 

Part IV includes chapters VII, VIII and IX. Chapter 

VII describes the characteristics of adopters and non

adopters of improved agricultural practices and attempts
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to establish relationships between characteristics of
 

farmers and their adoption behaviour. Some of the charac

teristics of adopters depend on physical and situational
 

factors. In this report we included factors such as
 

size of land holding of the farmers, qualit- of land owned 

by them, type of ownership of land, degree of fragmentation 

of land holding, and availability of labourers. Under
 

personal characteristics we took into account age, literacy, 

family structare, family size, socioeconomic status, and 

tho degree of extra-village contact of the farmers. 

Throughout the discussion of Chapter VII we have 

enleavoured to find out the relationship of the characte

ristics of farmers with their adoption or nonadoption of 

recommended agricultural practices. As far as physical 

ani, situational factors are concerned we foand that the ize 

of land holdings, quality of land owned, land ownership and 

availability of labour have a positive relationship with the 

adoption behaviour of the farmers.
 

Owner-cultivators having large land holdings are
 

more likely to adopt recommended practices than s..... 

cultivators or sharecroppers, provided there is availability 

of labour and suitable lands.
 

So far as personal characteristics are concerned, 

we did not find any relationship between adoption behaviour
 

and the farmers' age, family structure or family size. 

Socioeconomic statis, literacy and extra-village contact
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-of the farmers were positively irelated to:adoption
 

behaviour. There was however, no one-to-one relationship
 

between the level of literacy and the degree of adoption.
 

The degree of adoption appeared to increase with the degree
 

of literacy up to the secondary standard and then onwards
 

the rate of adoption dropped off. This suggests that the 

farmers with high socioeconomic status and high extra

village contact are more prone to accept recomniended prac

tices than the farmers of low socioeconomic status and low 

extra-village contact, provided they are literate up to the
 

secondary standard. If they are illiterate or have a
 

higher education than the secondary standard they are less
 

lil]ely to accept new practices. This lower adoption rate
 

for the more educated cultivators seemed to reflect the
 

neg £tive influence of off-farm jobs, to which the more
 

eductted cultivators grayitated.
 

Chapter VIII describes the characteristics of inno

vaLions. Here we have briefly discussed the various cha

racteristics of innovations and examined their influences
 

on the adoption behaviour of the farmers. We also tried to
 

evaluate the relative merits of various recommended practices.
 

We found that the relative advantage of an innovation was
 

an important characteristic and concluded that its success 

could not be determined solely in laboratory experiments.
 

Rather, relative advantage depends on the sittational and 

sociocultural factors of the farmers who are the potential
 

ad0 pters. It was also found that though a crisis sometimes 
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demonstrates the relative-ddVntage of an innovation,
 

adoption behaviolir born of a crisis st-iation may not
 

have any lasting effect. It is necessary to jlidge the
 

relative advantage of an innovation in the total context
 

of its interconnections with other factors in the sitLiation
 

in which the innovation is considered. 

As far as compatibility of an innovation is
 

concerned we found that the people of various segments of
 

the village were apt to react to the same programme quite 

differently. Whether an innovation will be accepted
 

depends on the differing sociocultural backgroind of the
 

people of various segments. Our study village, like much
 

of India, is highly segmented. From this we can conclude
 

that the first hand knowledge of sociocultural background
 

of the people is essential for the success of a progra.-ine. 

We found that "tie-in" techniques were sometimes
 

quite successful in introducing practices which were in

coripatible to cultivators. However, we also found that tie

in techniqtes, whereby a practice which is not generally
 

favoured by cultivators is made a condition of a highly
 

favoured and desired practice, can adversely affect other
 

development programmes. So, there should not be any in

discriminate application of these techniques.
 

The farmers, in general, seemed to like simple things
 

.move than the complicated ones. But they are also quite
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are familiar 
capable of handling qemplOX matters if they 

So in the case of complex innovations
 with the situation. 

it is necessary to take proper care and 
to take sufficient 

of the nature of 
time to make the farmers fully aware 


complex programmes.
 

The divisibility for trial and the cost 
of innova

as such do not appear to influence the 
adoption beha

tions 

advantageof Basudha. If the relativeviour of the farmers 

the farmers take
demonstratedof the programmes is well 


of their high cost and indivisithem spiteinterest in in 


success of a programme its relative

bility. So, for the 

advantage should be adequately emphasised.
 

con-

The degree of conimunicability of an innovation 


siderably influences its acceptance or 
rejection. Bedre
 

degree of communicability
introducing any programme its 


taken into account.should also be 

observed that the Partial acceptance of 
a now
 

It was 


nonacceptance.
ineffective as
practice was sometimes as 


once a new practice is introduced,
This indicates that 


that all the re
proper care should be taken to make sure 

associated with it are properly observed.commended practices 

some aspects of communication
Chapter f( describes 


and adoption. It was foutd that diffusion 
involves two
 

people: the advocates of change (extension agent)

types cC 

a
and the potential users (the, farmers). Whether new 
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practice, willbe accepted; largely depends on the 

acceptance of the -extension.agent (village level worker) 

by the villagers. As long as, the village level worker 

±5-perceived as an outsider by.the villagers he is dis

.trusted and the villagers remain skeptical about the 

programmes. This is because the farmers tend to regard 

an information coming from an outsider as untrustworthy. 

For the success of a programme the village level worker's 

acceptance within the realm of trusted persons is esseriti.l. 

Our discussion of the gossip-groups of Basudha 

indicates that the acceptance of a programne becones easy 

when innovations come from a reference group to which tl. 

villagers are positively oriented. This suggests that an 

informall ,i- humanitarian approach appeals to 'he villagers 

more than a formal instrumental approach. 

To sum up, U this report we tried to is olate 

important characteristics of farmers and of innovations 

and to determine the relationships of these characterintics 

with adoption behaviour. We also tried to find out the 

reasons for nonacceptance of recommended farm practices. 

Although various physical, situational, and cultural factors 

were found to be related to the adoption behaviour of 

the farmers, our close observation indicates that tie rela

tionship between the extension officer and the f1rmerz is 

the strongest single factor influencing adoption in our 

study village. As the analysis of the community structure 
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ofc. Basudha indicates /-that. all :outsiders are, usually 

dis trAv ted by- the villagers, programmes for. development are 

likely to suffer as long as the extension officer is 

perceived by them as an.outsider. For the success of a 

prograrumie his acceptance within .the realm Of trusted 

persons seems essential.
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FOOTNOTES
 

1. See Wilkening, E.A., "Some Perspectives on Change in
 

Rural Societies," Bnrzo-Sociology, 29, No. 1, 1964: 17.
 

2. 	 Similar observations were mrade by Hoggart in reference 

to the British working class population. lie writes that, 

to the British working class population "...the world
 

outside is strange and often ii-helpfil.... One may 

call this, making ise of a word cornonly used by the 

working class, the world of 'Thec.' .... The wIorld of 

'Thern' is the world of thu bosses,ihether those bosses 

....
are private individuals o... public officials 


'Them' includes the policex:en and those civil servants... 

whom the working clazsses meet..... 'They' are 'the 

people at the top'.., who... 'aren" really to be 

tritsted'....." See Hoggart, Richard, The Uses of Lite

racy, London: Chatto and T,-indii,, 1957: 62. Gans, also, 

on the basis of his observation of the waly of life of a 

low-income population of Boston neighbouiphood, concludes 

th'.t to these people "the outside world is not to be 

trusted" This extends to skepticism. See Gans, Herbert 

J., The Urban illagers, New York: The Free Press, 1962: 

236.
 
* ** 
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A P EN D I-X -A 

'AGRICULTURAL CALENDAR 

-

Serial 
Number 

---- ---

Local -J. 
Name of 
Months 

. 
- --- - ---------------

Month in 
the English
Calendar 

Name 
Crop 

of 

---- ----

Agricultural
Operations 

1 Baisakh April-May A= 
paddy 

paddy 

manuring in 
seedbed 

manuring in 
seedbed 

sugarcane irrigation and 
weeding 

jute sowing 

hemp ploughing 
levelling 

and 

ginger harvesting 

vegeta-
bles 

irrigation and 
harvesting 

2 Jaistha May-June a. 
paddy 

sowing in seedbed 
and ploughing
the field 

paddy 

sugar-
cane 

jute 

sowing in 

seedbed 

irrigation and 
manuring 

weeding 

hemp sowing 

ginger 

vege-
tables 

sowing 

harvesting 



--- -- --

---------------------- 
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- - - - - - - -- -- !-	 - - -

Local Month, 	in 
Serial Name 	 of the English Agricultural 
Number Months Calendar . Name of,Crop Operations
 

m------- w-----	 --------------

3 Asad 	 amapaddy..... irrigation andJune-July .... 

-;ploughingthe
 
field and trans
-plantation in
 
the field
 

S.paddy ploughing the
 
field 

sugarcane 	 manuring the 
field and tying 
of sugarcane
 
plants
 

hemp 	 sowing
 

vegetables 	 harvesting 

4 Shraban July- a paddy irrigation and
 
August 	 ploughing the 

field and trans
plantation in
 
the fiald
 

uj paddy 	 trans plantation
 
in the field
 

sigarcane 	 manuring the
 
field and tying
 
of sugarcane
 
plants
 

vegetables 	 preparation of
 
seedbed and
 
harvesting
 

5 Bhadra 	 August- aman paddy weeding and
 
September manuring field
 

M paddy 	 weeding
 

sugarcane 	 manuring the
 
field and tying
 
of sugarcane
 
plants
 

hemp 	 harvesting
 

vegetables 	 trans plantation
 
and harvesting
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Local Month in 
Serial Name of the English Agricultural 
Number Months Calendar Name of Grop Operations 
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -S -. - . - -. - -.. -------------. . . . 

6 Aswin September-
October 

amen paddy weeding and 
manuring of 
field 

jute harvesting 

vegetables sowing, plough
ing, levelling, 
transplanta -
tion 

7 Kartik October- a paddy harves ting 
November 

sugarcane tying of sugar

cane plants 

wheat plouighing,
lling and 

leve
manii

ring 

vegetables plolighing, leve
lling, irriga
tion, transplan
tation, harvest
ing 

8 Aghran November- a paddy harvesting 
Decembe7., 

a paddy threshing 

sugarcane irrigation 

wheat sowing 

vegetables sowing, planting, 
trans plantation, 
harvesting 

9 Pous December- an, paddy threshing 
January 

sugarcane irrigation 

wheat weeding 

vegetables irrigation, 
harvesting 



---------------------------------- -----------------
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~
m~mmme------------ ------------------------------ m m mm mm m w mm
,-------------m'em~m 


Local Month in , 
2erial; Name of the English ,:, i:Agricultural 
Number ..Months Calendar Name'.-of' Crop rOperat ions 

10 Magh 	 January- Un,paddy threding

Aqbruary
 

sugarcane 	 irrigation
 

wheat 	 irrigation
 

vegetables 	 irrigation,
 
harvesting 

11 Phalgoon February- a paddy ploughing of
 
March seedbed
 

ia paddy 	 ploughing of 
seedbed 

sugarcane 	 harvesting and 
irrigation
 

wheat 	 irrigation 

vegetables 	 irrigation,

harve sting 

12 Chaitra 	 March- aman paddy manuring seed-
April bed 

a= paddy 	 manuring seed
bed
 

sugarcane 	 crushing 

wheat 	 harvesting and 
threshing 

vegetables 	 irrigation,
 
harvesting 

''S 
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GLOSSAIY
 

aa long a, pronounced like the in "calm" 

ii or ee long j, pronouinced like the ec in "freeze" 

00 long Q, pronounced like the oo in "roon" 

L 

No retroflex conionants have been ised. Ponetic 

trans:cription of Bengali word: has followe-. the local 

pron nciation. In order to prai crt-e only a has 1een 

added at the end of the Bengali word3. 

In the text, Benigali words have beon _underline A and 

have not been capitalise l, with the following e::ceptions: 

1. Namesi.of months, festivals and rites, deities, and 

castes have been capitalised and not linderlined.
 

for 

terms referring to legislation, for.al organisation, 

districts, toxins, and villages. These naes have 

not been '.nderlincd and no long vowel :,as been 

used. 

2. Official governii-ent spellings have beon Iuse: 

3. The conventional transliterations have been -ised
 

for names of individuals, languages, religions and 

religious sects, mythological characters and deities, 

4. The word a has been spelled in the conventional 

manner, underlined, and not capitalied., in accor

dal'ce with common 'Asage. 

http:Namesi.of


aagaldaar 


aaltaa 


adhyaksha 


Aghran 


,\grarl-:ni Brahman 

Ahir 

Akure 


aman 


anchal 

panc iayat
 

anchalik 
pari ,had
 

Annapirna 


Anukul Thakur 


Asad 


.sin 
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a watchman of agricultural fields 

a red fluid 

head of the -iillage council 

eighth nionth, -of the Bengali Calendar 

a sectior of the Brahmaan caste that recei

ves the first gift of post-funeral ceremony. 

It is ranked vczy low in the caste hierarchy 

it is. a caste the nmmbers of which have 

specialised in cattle raising. It is the
 

ceremonial duty of a member of this caste
 

to mark the sacrificial bull with a hot
 

iron at the ti-:;e of post-funera ceremony 

a section of Dome caste
 

a late variety of paddy that is harvested
 

in winter
 

it is the second tier from the botto:, of the
 

four tier panchayati raj system of West 

Bengal
 

it is the third tier from the bottom of the
 

'four' tier panchayati taj system of West 

Bengal
 

the Hindu deity that symbolises prosperity 

name of a religi6us-preceptor
 

third month of the Bengali Calendar
 

sixth month of the Bengali Calendar
 



a ts 

:,.yenaadaar 

baaga:tl 

batri 

babu 

Bagdi 

aish:-kh 

bargaOtar 


Bauri 

begaa'-' 


Bhadr'. 


bhadr, lok 


bhaya,-,d 


bhokti. 


bidesl:i munish 
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an early variety of paddy that is hiarvested 

during rains 

Mluslim scholars who wore rewarled wit'. 

tax free land b, the Muslin €r ,rors i 

recognition of their :ierit in preaching 

and scholarship 

a cowboy of young age 

an indigenous systeci )f borro.-iing food

grains 

an honorific term i-ed for showing respect 

a caste occuipying low position in the 

Hind-i caste hierarchy 

first month of the Bengali Calendar 

a sharecropper
 

a landless agriciltural labourer caste
 

members of which occupy a very low pool-

Hindu
 

tion in the/caste hierarchy 

unpaid forced labour
 

fifth month of ,the Bengali Calendar
 

gentlemen
 

a lineage group that is extended to a
 

limited degree
 

a special devotee
 

seasonal labourers 
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bigha a unit of land measurement, 0.40 acre 

Bos ton a Hindu religious sect. In Basudha the 

Bostoms have developed the characteristics 

of a caste 

boLaa:-e a junior farm servant recruited on annual 

terms
 

botkhaanaa 	 the nearest English equivalent of bot

khaanaa would be drawing room. It is a 

corrupt for.;i of the original iDengali. word 

ba ithokIdiaana

Drah:-in a priestly ca::te, the highust in the Hindu 

caste hierarchy 

byaz an indigenous money-lending system 

chaddar a cotton wrapper 

Chaitr'a 	 twelfth month of the Bengali Calendar
 

Chandal 	 a synonym of Namosudra. It is ranked very 
the
 

low in/Hindu caste hierarchy 

chash: farmer 

chhot .,lok people belonging to lower flindu castes If 

Bdnga3J 

chowkl daar 	 literally means a watchman. It is the
 

lowest position in the organisational set
 

up of' the police department
 

crore 	 derived from the Sanskrit 1,ord W meaning 

ten million 



da:adal, 

Daibak 

dakshi.naa 


deashi. 


Deshpitrohit 


dhaanbhaanaani 


dhaincha 


dharmagolaa 


Dharzi-3mpuja 


D)harmaraj 


dharma son 

Dhoba 


dhiti 

dighii 


dikshn 


do 
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an advance payment
 

a section of the Brahman caste that has
 

specialised in reading horoscopes 

cash honorarium paid to a priest for his
 

service
 

a non-Brahman priest 

a section of Brahmlan caste who chants 

sacred verses at the time of igniting the 

funeral pyre. It is ranked very low in 

the Hindu caste hierarchy 

the woman who husks padly 

a kind of plant cultivated as :-reen rianure 

a crop cooperative society 

the worship of the deity of Dhar:iaraj 

the principal deity of Basudha
 

a relatinnship that is establishei through 

a rit-,al 

a washernan caste 

a white piece of cotton cloth lised as
 

man's wear
 

-a large pond
 

a jecret formula used for meditation
 

sandy,loam soil
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as basket maker caste, occupying a very
Dome 

low position in the Hindu caste hierarchy 

duni a lift irrigation device 

onto the upper caste Hindus in general and 

the lower caste Hindus to a certain extent 

observe rules of i.mtouchability about 

cooked food. The touching of. such food 

requires an amomt of cerermonial clcanli

ness from the householders themselves, .-tch 

as bathing, putting on washed clothes etc. 

On the other hand, if so:meone touches 

cooked food his hands need to be washed. 

Even if a clean object cones in totich 

with cooked food or a container where 

cooked food had been kept 

washed. This latter type 

ento in Bengal 

that has 

is kno.m 

to 

as 

be 

fabra a small wooden baton 

firka an administrative unit in Madras consist

ing of 25 to 30 villages and covering an 

area of approximately 40 to 50 square miles 

gaari a constructed ditch from which 

supplied for irrigation 

water is 

gaJan the word ordinarily means the festival of 

Lord Shiva. The, villagers use the word in 

a broader sense to moan festival 



Gandhc.. BT3aik 

gnati 

go(nostaa 

jr ',.nchayat 

gram :;abha 

grai :;ovak 

gria:; tha 

guru 

haal 

hom 

Ja4.,t a 

jajma Ln 

jajnaiii 

j alachal 

j alchal 

Janaistami 
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a caste that deals in spices 

a lineage group 

it is originally a Persian word largely 

used in Bengali. It means rent - collector 

village council 

village assembly. It is the lowest tier 

of the four tier panchayati raj system 

of W!est Bengal 

village level worker 

householder 

religiou-, preceptor 

a pair of buallock 

sacrificial fire 

second month of the Bengali Calendar 

hereditary clients in the traditional
 

workman - custo:"Acr relationsh.l 

a system of hereditary workian - customer 

relationship
 

a group of people from whom a Brahman 

cannot accept drin-17king water 

a group of people who can offer drinking 

water to a Brahman 

a Hindu festival to celebrate Lord Krishna's 

birth day
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j ne o annual payment of workman 

joteda.r a sharecropper who gets a half of the yield 

kaachi. seer a local unit of measure. It varies from 

0.75 kg. to 0.80 kg. 

Kaibat a fishrilan caste 

Kali an incarnation of the suprele Hindi 

deity, Soakti 

K~.lu an oil rcsser caste 

Kai0:.a a Hindui :iythological character. le is 

the maternal .ucle of Lord KriShna 

1car;-a7.ar a blacksmith caste 

karta. head of the ho.sehold 

Karti. soventhmonth of the Bengali Calonlar 

Kayastha a scribe caste 

kholaa it is a measure weighing about 2.80 kgs. 

kirsa 'n a sharecropper who gets one-third of 

the yield 

kirsani a system of sharecropping 

iKotal a village watchman 

Krishna an incarnation of one of the Hindu 

Trinity, Vishnu 

Kshatriya a warrior caste 

lagdaa a system of cash down payment 



lalch derived 

meaning 

from the Sanshrit ,rord 

one hundred thousand 
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h 

Lakshlnipja worship of the goddes:- of wealth 

;aand.car 

agh 

Majhi 

a senior farm servant recrtited on anmina 

terms 

tontii rionth of the Bengali Calendar 

an honorific term which usually refers 

to a Santal headman 

lalalkar a gardener caste 

nandal an honorific 

aristocrats 

tern used to mean the 

manib master, ordina-rily refers to landowners 

mantrza sacred verses 

Manu the ancient IIindut lawgiver 

rnatalshala a village distillery and bar 

maund a unit of measure weighing about 38 kgs. 

Hogheya 

.oral 

mouzaa 

Dome a landless agricultiiral labourer caste 

members of which occupy a very loi posi

tion in the llindu caste hierarchy 

an honorific terrm. Here it moans the land

lord section of the Sadgope caste 

it is originally an Arabic word, literally 

moans village. A mouzaa refers to a habi

tation area and its surrounding cultivable 

lands 



Moyra 


i-rinish 

murhi 


murzibhaagani 

murubbi 

I-abaan 

naibelya 

Namos'idra 

l anda 

llandotsab 

Napit 

paaki seer 

paalaa 

paalkI 


paarah 

paatktroni 
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a confectioner caste
 

farm servant 

parched rice 

a woman who preapres parched rice 

respected old man 

a harvest festival 

offerings of fruits and sweets that are 

made to the#deity 

a caste occupying a low position in the 

Hindu caste hierarchy 

a Hindu mythological character, he is 

the foster father of Lord :Irishna 

a Hindu festival related to Lord Krisnla 

a barber caste 

a~local unit of measure, It contains 

0.93 kg. 

an indigenous system of raising cattle 

and chickens on a share basis 

a palanquin
 

a separate section or quarters of a village 

in which members of a certain caste 

normally are concentrated 

a maid servant for domestic work 



paai 


paise 


panchayat 


panch-tyati ra3 


pandiG 


pariv tar 


Patua 


Phalgoon 


Pous 


pradhln 


pranaami 


p'icca 

Ramayan 

Tla.iakarrnakar 
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a brass container used for weighing
 

cereals
 

plural of 2aisa, the one hundredth part 

of a rupee 

council 

a new system of village government insti

tuted by the state administration in. 

1958 in order to decentralise Power and 

authority 

a sanskrit scholar whose dity is to watch 

whether all things are done in a cere

monially correct way. lie is ranked vary 

high 

faimily 

a section of potter caste
 

eleventh month of the Bengali Calendar
 

ninth month of the Bengali Calendar
 

head of the regional council
 

cash offerings made to the deity
 

masonry structure 

one of the most famous Hindu religious
 

books 

a blacksmith caste. It is ranked very low 

in the Hindu caste hierarchy 
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a 
saajaabh/i a sharecropper' who works on contract basis 

, adgo:)e it is Ahe name of a caste in West Bengal 

that practices farming as its livelihood 

Santal a tribe, found miostly in West Bengal and 

Bihar 

lardaar a leader of the labourers 

satranji an indigenous carpet made of cotton 

seer a unit of measure weighing about two pounds 

seikh the commoner section of the Muslims 

share.? a piece of cloth with wide borders used 

as women's wear 

Shakti one of theupreo Hindu deites 

shali clay-oam soil 

Shiva ' an important Hindu god 

Shraban fourth month of the Bengali Calendar 

shramdaan donation of voluntary labour 

shuno loam soil 

s idha,.t remuneration in kind 

Sunri a.distiller caste 

taluque a subdivision of a district 

thak stratum 

upadhyaksha assistant head of the village gouncil 

varna the classical four-fold dividion of the 

Hindu society 
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zamid-xar the nearest English equivalent of it is 
landlord. A r is a person who 

zilla parishad 

possesses some landed property and is 

responsible to the government for the 

tax of the land under his jurisdiction 

district council 

*@ 0 
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